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FOREWARD

As we enter the decade of the 80's, Americans are devoting
more time and energy than ever before to recreational activities
that provide better physical and mental health, a sense of
personal fulfillment, and the positive force of family unity.
The economic implications of recreation, alone, are staggering
and often overlooked. Last year we spent 200 billion dollars
for recreational products and services and more than five mil-
lion people were employed in recreation related jobs. Our
country is truly experiencing a trend towards increased time
to pursue goals that are nonvocational in nature. Movement
from a work oriented society to a work/leisure and possibly a
leisure/work society is forseeable in the not too distant future.
Increased longevity, shorter work weeks, longer vacation time,
improved health, earlier retirements and labor saving technology
are primary contributors to an increase in our leisure time.

The greater availability of discretionary or free time
-# (leisure) to participate in recreation activities is accompanied

by the realization that planning for our future must now be
more related to improving the quality of life for all persons.
Fortunately, our edubaticnal system is beginning to take action
that recognizes the importance of nonvocational goals in pre-
paring students to participate in a more leisure oriented society.
Thus, preparation for leisure (leisure education) as one means
of improving the quality of life for our c.1,Lizens may become a
major educational goal for all students, including those termed
as handicapped.

In relation to this project's publication, national move-
ments are now surfacing to guide and support the educational
system in their efforts to educate handicapped students regard-
ing the use of their leisure time. P.L. 94-142, the Education
for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, provides strong
support for including leisure education as an integral part of
schooling for. all handicapped students. Both the 'free public
education' and 'full educational opportunity goal' requirements
of such legislation promote increased efforts in this area.
Special education, defined in this law to meet the unique needs
of the handicapped, should logically include preparation for
leisure. P.L. 94-142 also identifies leisure education as a
related service, requires school programs that are non-academic
or extracurricular in nature (i.e., music, art, athletics,
special interest clubs) to be equally available for handicapped
students, and mandates individual education programs (IEP's)
for'all special learners. Since individualized planning must
now be based on a comprehensive evaluation in order to determine
each handicapped student's unique needs, leisure content should
become a natural part of educational programming for many such
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learners who demand direct instruction in any area of learning
in order to adjust to the various demands of their environment.
Another development on the national scene supporting leisure
education for the handicapped was a Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped (BEH) funded project in 1976 to develop a systems
model that included comprehensive guidelines for integrating
leisure education into ongoing school programs (K-12) for han-
dicapped children and youth. Subsequent to that project in
1977, BEH demonstrated continued leadership through funding
under the Division of Innovation and Development to develop and
test a leisure edlitation .curriculum model for use with moderately/
severely handicapped children in the nation's schools. The
most recent federal commitment to leisure preparation involves
this project. Funded in 1978 by BEH under the Division of
Personnel Preparation, Project SELF (Special Education for
Leisure Fulfillment) is directed towards developing a leisure .

education inservice training model to prepare facilitators
representing school, home and community settings to impact on
the leisure lifestyle of handicapped students.

Of special significance, these national legislative and
funding programs promote interdisciplinary cooperation through
increased involvement of educators, recreators and parents in
meeting the leisure education needs of handicapped youngsters
in the nation's communities. Project SELF, which focuses on
training key facilitators representing these roles, is a recogni-
tinn of the necessity to employ comprehensive community planning
and implementation in order to adequately prepare special .

learners to make independent and constructive use of their
leisure time. It is timely that these movements coincide with
recent efforts by the education and recreation professions to
prepare handicapped students with lifetime learning skills.
Special educators, in particular, are beginning to recognize
that preparation for leisure should be part of a total curricu-
lum, that recreation and education goals are complementary, and
that classroom instruction which considers the lifelong learning
needs of the handicapped must include preparation for leisure.

Overall, this publication focuses on providing inservice
training to facilitators of leisure education for the handicap-
ped who, in large measure, represent special educators,
therapeutic recreators, adaptive physical education specialists
and parents who provide direct service to special populations;
but, the success of this or any other project that develops
materials to effect improved services for the handicapped is
dependent today on the understanding and acceptance of such
efforts by all citizenry in school and community environments.
With the recent emphasis on service delivery in the least
restrictive environment, the greater challenge facing advocates
for the handicapped is to facilitate attitudinal change on the
part of administrators, teachers, parents, students and others
in regular school programs and community settings who now have
increased responsibility to assist in meeting the needs of
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handicapped children and youth. Hopeful1, this publication
will also contribute to this greater challenge and, in doing
so, better ensure that handicapped individuals will be accepted
and viewed as needed, useful and contributing members of our
society.

In summary, the developers of this publication have done
an excellent job of focusing their efforts on the skills needed
to facilitate the leisure education services for the handicapped.
Dr. Steve Brannan, Project Director*, and Mrs. Karen Chinn,
Project Coordinator, have done exemplary work towards meeting
the goals of the project. They have been ably assisted by the
regional coordinators, Dr. Michael Bender, John F. Kennedy
Institute; Ms. Anne Cassidy, Portland State University;
Dr. David Compton, North Texas State University; Mrs. Nancie
Francois, Florida Association of Rehabilitation Facilities, Inc.;
Mrs. Elaine Petersen, Phoenix, Arizona Public Schools; and 4

Dr. Dennis Vinton, University of Kentucky. Dr. Brannan brings
to this project years of experience in special education, out-
door education/recreation anda strong conceptual knowledge of
leisure education for the handicapped rarely projected by
professionals working with the handicapped. The strength of
this project and its related publications is directly related
to the expertise and dedication of this fine group of
professionals.

William A. Hillman, Jr.
Division of Personnel Preparation
Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped
United States. Office of Education

*Professor, Special Education Department,
Portland State University
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BACKGROUND ?ND PURPOSE

The recent emergence of a societal leisure ethic coincides
with recent developments in the field of special education.
'Persisent life problems,' survival skills' and 'activities
of daily living' are common terms in special education'and
refer to'educational skills believed important for handicapped
students to achieve in order for them to experience normal
community adjustment. Because the unique needs of many handi-
capped children and youth require direct instruction in any
aspect of learhing and community, adjustment, special educators
and related professionals are now beginning to expand their
curricular practices to include preparation for leisure. It now
appears that special education, in particular, is beginning to
align itself with the leisure movement in recognition of the
importance of helping handicapped students acquire the necessary
knowledge, skills and values to achieve a higher qu7dity of life.
Many such-professionals are voicing their belief that leisure
time skills should be part of a total curriculum, that education
outcomes complement recreation outcomes and that a meaningful
educationiwhich considers the lifespan needs of students, must
include preparation for leisure as a major educational goal.
Of special interest is that strong agreement now exists among
various professions regarding the importance of leisure education
for the handicapped. Special educators, therapeutic recreation
specialists and adaptive physical education specialists are all
involved to some extent in planning and implementing leisure
education services for the handicapped. Such comthon -unity of
purpose is understandable because education for leisure must
extend beyond the school into home and communitysettings,in
order to be effective. This project was formed in recognition of
the importance for a closer alignment between the school, home
and community and the need for preparation of ke3, persons to
facilitate leisure education services. Specifically, this pro-
ject addresses a major need to prepare persons representing
school, home and community settings to facilitate increased
leisure education services for handicapped children and youth
to better ensure 'that such learners develop a positive leisure
lifestyle.

Background

Special Education for Leisure Fulfillment, Project SELF,
represents a three year special project grant, awarded to the
Institute for Career and Leisure Development, Washington, D. C.
by the Division of Personnel Preparation, Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped (BEH). The project is national in scope
and directed' towards developing a leisure education inservice
training model to prepare target groups of faciliators (i.e.,
administrators, teachers, recreators, parents) representing
school, home and community settings to impact on the leisure
lifestyle of handicapped children and youth. Support for the
project is based on the following concepts and needs;
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Leisure is of paramount importance in determining the quality
of life.

Leisure and work are major life areas that deserve increased
educational, attention.

'Consideration of the lifespan needs of students demands that
leisure be recognized as a midjor educational goal.

The "worthy use of leisure time" was identified as one of the
seven cardinal principles of education in 1918. .

All persons, including the handicapped, deserve to achieve a
meaningful leisure lifestyle.

. Many handicapped students require direct instruction in any
area of learning or adjustment (i.e., use of their leisure
time) if they are 'to develop desired skills and values.

P.L. 94-142 provides strong support for the inclusion of recre-
4ation and leisure education as part of an appropriate education
for handicapped students.

A comprehensive arid' coordinated program of leisure education
services, to include school, home and community settings, is
necessary in order to adequately prepare handicapped children
and youth with needed leisure knowledge, competencies and
attitudes.

There exists a significant lack of training guidelines and
materials for preparing key individuals (facilitator0
representing community, state and national interests to
promote leisure education programs for handicapped students.

a

During 1978-79, the project staff focused on the concep-
tualization and development of the theoretical constructs to
support the leisure education inservice training model (i.e.,
critical content areas, facilitator roles and competencies).
Developmental efforts produced the initial concepts and materiali
for a modular inservice training program to serve key facilita-
tors of leisure services for handicapped students (i.e.,
administrators, teachers, recreators, parents). During the
first year of the project, in cooperation with regional coordi-
nators, pilot test workshops were conducted to train three
teams of facilitators in the states of Maryland, Oregon and
Texas. Evaluations of the workshops enabled the project staff
to revise the training procedures and materials for purposes of
carrying out more extensive development and implementation
efforts and to improve the leisure education inservice training
model.

During 1979-80, regional field testing of the leisure
education training model is being accomplished by conducting
inservice training workshops in six regions of the country to



prepare select personnel (facilitators) in the implementation
of leisure education programs for handicapped students in
school, home and community environments. Training will focus
on six 'community' teams who will gain increased understanding
and appreciation of their individual and collective facilitator
roles in promoting a comprehensive leisure education program.
Approximately 42 participants will be trained to develop a plan
of action fot facilitating an appropriate program of leisure
education services for handicapped students in their respective
communities. Regional coordinators from Arizona, Florida,
Kentucky, Maryland, Oregon and Texas will direct the training
workshops in their respective states and coordinate evaluation
efforts in support of the projects goals and objectives.

During the third and last year of the project, 1980-81,
efforts to expand the development and implementation of the
leisure education inservice training model will receive continued
emphasis. Current plans are to expand field test efforts and
assist previously trained facilitators in each region to imple-
ment their leisure education 'plans of action' in their respective
communities. Assisted by the regional coordinators, facilitator
teams will also operate as 'trainers' to prepare. other facili-
tator groups in their geographic area interested in advancing
leisure education programs for the handicapped.. Further imple-
mentation of the inservice training model will be accomplished
by conducting training for personnel representing state and
national organizations and agencies interested in promoting
leisure education opportunities, for the handicapped, i.e.,
(workshops at national prOfessional conferences/conventions).
It is anticipated that approximately 300 persons, representing
various facilitator roles, will receive inserviJe twining duririg
the last year of the project. Final project efforts will be
directed toward evaluating the overall effect of the leisure
education inservice 'training model, revising the procedures
and materials, and disseminating the results and final products
to select persons, agencies and organizations nationwide.

Purpose and Description of the Inservice Training Manual

The Inservice Training Manual is intended to enable key
facilitators of leisure education for the handicapped (adminis-
trators, teachers, recreators, parents) to plan, implement and

evaluate a comprehensive program of leisure services for handi-

capped children and youth in their respective communities.
Based on a leisure education training model, the manual is
designed to serve as a resource guide for use by various
facilitators in training the above mentioned target groups

to work individually and collectively to improve leisure
education programs for the handicapped. The ultimate purpose
of the manual is to impact on the leisure functioning of the
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handicapped by training their key providers of leisure services.
The manual opens with an acknowledgement statement that orients
the significance of the project and recognition of various
contributors. Chapter One, Introduction, provides an overview
of the project activities with particular attention to its
justification and the nature of the proposed inaervice training
model. The first chapter also includes a listing of terms and
related definitions pertinent to the project, with particular
emphasis on terminology specific to the handicapped under P.L.
94-142. Chapter Two, The Training Modules, includes the major
content for preparing facilitators of leisure education for the
handicapped. Module I, National Legislation and Support for
Leisure Education and Module II, Overview of Leisure Education,
provide background information and support concerning the leisure
education movement; Module III, Leisure Education and the School
Curriculum, Module ;V, Assessment and Evaluation and Module V,.
Leisure Education and the IEP, address specific considerations
and procedures for planning, implementing and evaluating leisure
education from a,school-related perspective; Module VI, Role of
the Facilitators and Module VII, Plan of Action, describe role
responsibilities and related procedures for effecting a coordi-
nated and comprehensive leisure education program in the
community. In Chapter Three, the manual concludes with a resource
section that includes suggested training procedures and materials
in support of leisure education for the handicapped.

Special Considerations

The Inserliice Training Manual is a draft edition of a manu-
script that is to be field tested for purposes of determining
its ultimate worth for preparing facilitators of leisure education
for the handicapped. As a result of the field testing, it is
expected that recommendations will be received from teachers,
administrators, recreators, parents and others to modify and
revise this material in order to produce a more effective and
efficient training guide. Thus, it is important that users and
others view the current field edition as developmental in nature
and as a guide, that when finally revised, will serve as an
instructional resource to support the future training of educa-
tors, recreators and parents interested in promoting comprehen-
sive leisure services for the handicapped. It is the authors
intention that facilitators employing this curriculum material
will provide extensive and constructive suggestions for improving
its content. The ultimate beneficiaries of such effort by various
users will be the handicapped students who will receive a more
appropriate program of leisure education in their school, home
and community.

1
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

The following is a select list of terms that are intended
as a basic reference for various professionals and parents
interested in leisire education for the handicapped. Inter-
disciplinary in nature, the glossary includes terminology
common to the fields of special education, therapeutic recrea-
tion and adaptive physical education. Also included in this
section is a select listing of terms and related information
specific to P.L. 94-142, The Education for All Handicapped
Children Act of 1975. This glossary of terms is not expected
to be extensive or complete. Rather, the terms and accompanying
definitions have been developed from a wide variety of profes-
sional resources for the purpose of promoting a minimum, but
desired level of understanding among various disciplines and
persons interested in the handicapped, with particular attention
to leisure education.

P.L. 94-142 Terms

A child with a disability means a child with one of the
impairments listed in the definition of "handicapped"
children . . . when an impairment is of such a nature
that the child needs special education, it is referred
to as a disability.

Free appropriate public education

As used in this part, the term free appropriate public
education means special education and related services
which:

a) Are provided at public expense, under public
supervision end direction, and without charge.

b) Meet the standards of the State educational
agency, including the requirements of this part.

c) Include preschool, elementary school, or secondary
school education in the State involved, and

d) Are provided in conformity with an individualized
education program which meets the requirements of
121a.340-121a.349 of Subpart C.

Handicapped children

a) As used in this part, the term handicapped children means
those children evaluated in accordance with 121a.530-
121a.534 as being mentally retarded, hard of hearing,

6
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deaf, speech impaired, visually handicapped, seriously
emotionally disturbed, orthopedically impaired, other
health impaired, deaf-blind, multihandicapped, or as
having specific learning disabilities, who because of
those impairments need special education and related
services.

1. Deaf means a hearing impairment which is so
severe that the child is impaired in processing
linguistic information through hearing, with or
without amplification, which adversely affects
educational performance.

2. Deaf-blind means concomitant hearing and visual
impairments, the combination of which causes such
severe communication and other developmental and
educational problems that they cannot be accommo-
dated in special education programs solely for
deaf or blind children.

3. Hard of hearing means a hearing impairment, whether
permanent or fluctuating, which adversely affects
a child's educational performance but which is not
included under the definition of deaf in this section.

4. Mentally retarded means significantly subaverage
general intellectual functioning existing concur-
rently with deficits in adaptive behavior and
manifested during the development period, which
adversely affects a child's educational performance.

5. Multihandicapped means concomitant impairments
(such as mentally retarded-blind, mentally retarded-
orthopedically impaired, etc.), the combination of
which causes such severe educational problems that
they cannot be accommodated in special education
programs solely for one of the impairments. The
term does not include deaf-blind children.

6. Orthopedically impaired means a severe orthopedic
impairment which adversely affects a child's
educational performance. The term includes im-
pairments caused by congenital anomaly (i.e.,
clubfoot, absence of some member, etc.), impair-
ments caused by disease (i.e., poliomyelitis,
bone tuberculosis, etc.), and impairments from
other causes (i.e., cerebral palsy, amputations,
and fractures or burns which cause contractures).

7. Other health impaired means limited strength,
vitality or alertness, due to chronic or acute
health problems such as a heart condition, tuber-
culosis, rheumatic fever, nephritis, asthma,
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aickle cell anemia, hemophilia, epilepsy, lead
poisoning, leukemia, or diabetes, which adversely
affects a child's educational performance.

8. Seriously emotionally disturbed is defined as follows:

i) The terms mean a condition exhibiting one
or more of the following characteristics over
a long period of time and to .a marked degree,
which adversely affects educational performance:

A) An inability to learn which cannot be
explained by intellectual, sensory, or
health factors;

B) An inability to build or maintain satis-
factory interpersonal relationships with
peers and teachers;

C) Inappropriate types of behavior or feelings
under normal circumstances:

D) A general pervasive mood of unhappiness
or depression; or

E) A tendency to develop physical symptoms
or fears associated with personal or
school problems.

ii) The term includes children who are schizophrenic
or autistic. The term does not include children
who are socially maladjusted, unless it is
determined that they are seriously emotionally
disturbed.

9. Specific learning disability means a disorder in one
or more of the basic psychological processes involved
in understanding or in using language, spoken or
written, which may manifest itself in an imperfect
ability to listen, think, speak, read, write, spell,
or to do mathematical calculations. The term
includes such conditions as perceptual handicaps,
brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia,
and developmental aphasia. The term does not in-
clude children who have learning problems which
are primarily the result of visual, hearing, or
motor handicaps, of mental retardation, or of
environmental, cultural, or economic disadvantage.

10. Speech impaired means a communication disorder, such
as stuttering, impaired articulation, a language
impairment, or a voice impairment, which adversely
affects a child's educational performance.

11. Visually handicapped means a visual impairment which
even with correction, adversely affects the child's

8
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educational performance. The term includes
both partially seeing and blind children.

Individualized education program (I.E.P.)

a) Statement of the present ldvels of educational
performance of such child.

b) A statement of annual goals including short term
instructional objectives.

c) A statement of the specific educational services
to be provided to such child, and the extent to
which the child will be able to participate in
regular educational programs.

d) The projected date for initiation and anticipated
duration of such services and appropriate objective
evaluation procedures and schedules for determining
on, at least an annual basis, whether instruction
and objectives are being achieved.

Least restrictive environment

Each public agency shall insure:

1) That to the maximum extent appropriate, handicapped
children, including children in public or private
institutions or other care facilities, are educated
with children who are not handicapped, and

2) That special classes, separate schooling or other
removal of handicapped children from the regular
educational environment occurs only when the nature
of the handicap is such that education in regular
classes with the use of supplementary aids and
services cannot ba achieved satisfactorily.

Nonacademic services

a) Each public agency shall take steps to provide non-
academic and extracurricular services and activities
in such manner as is necessary to afford handicapped
children an equal opportunity for participation in
those services kald activities.

b) Nonacademic and e:_racurricular services and activities
may include counseling services, athletics, transpor-
tation, health services, recreational activities,
special interest groups or clubs sponsored by the
public agency, referrals to agencies which provide as-
sistance to handicapped persons, and employment of
students, including both employment by the public
agency and assistance in making outside employment
available.

9
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c) The term also includes vocational education if it
consists of specially designed instruction, at no
cost to the parents, to meet the unique needs of a
handicapped child.

Special Education Terms

Adaptive behavior - Personal adjustment to the environment
that promotes one's social or biological welfare.

Advocacy - A process directed towards improving the quality,
of goods and services rendered to consumers. An advocate
is a person who generates and sustains the advocacy pro-
cess through personal actions in support of a philosophy
or principle (i.e., rights of the handicapped).

Evaluation - To determine the progress an individual has
made in various areas of learning.

Exceptional children - Refers to children who require special
education programs, services, facilities, etc. in order to
meet their educational needs. A traditional and generic
term referring to both educationally gifted and educationally
handidapped students.

Habilitation - Refers to training efforts to help the handi-
capped develop their capacities, reduce dependency, and
make them as capable and independent as possible through
programs appropriate to their needs and ability levels.
Usually associated with vocational habilitation.

Handicapped children - A traditional and generic term
referring to students who demonstrate a significant
learning problem and require special education services.
All handicapping conditions are included under this
term. It is synonomous with the term exceptional
children, with the exception of giftedness.

Mainstreaming - The administrative organizational plan which
allows the handicapped child to learn with his/her chrono-
lOgical peers in every possible situation, while providing
a trained specialist or specialists for supportive instruc-
tion in the specific skills and behaviors that cannot be
accommodated through the regular education program. Main-
streaming is a popular term that has been frequently in-
terpreted to refer to the mildly handicapped, even though
it has generally ee defined to include all levels of
disability. Bec use of the lack of agreement regarding
such problems o interpretation, the term is not mentioned
in P.L. 94-142 and, instead, is replaced by the term
"least restrictive environment".

1.0 13



Physical education

The development of physical and motor fitness; fundamental
motor skills and patterns; and the skills in aquatics, dance
and individual and group games and sports (including intra-
mural and lifetime sports). The term includes special
physical education, adapted physical education, movement
education and motor development.

Program options

Each public agency shall take steps to insure that its
handicapped children have available to them the variety Lf
educational programs and services available to non- handicapped,
children in the area, served by the agency, including art,
music industrial arts, consumer and homemaking education,
and vocational education.

Recreation

Includes assessment of leisure function-therapeutic
recreation services, recreation programs in schools and
community agencies and leisure education.

Related services

As used in this part, the term related services means
transportation and such developmental, corrective services
as are required to assist a handicapped child to benefit
from special education, and includes speech pathology and
audiology, psychological services, physical and occupational
the'apy, recreation, early identification and assessment
of disabilities in children, counseling services, and
medical services for diagnostic or evaluation purposes.
The term also includes school health services, social work
services in schools, and parent counseling and training.

Special education

a) As used in this part, the term special education means
specially designed instruction, at no cost to the
parent, to meet the unique needs of a handicapped child,
including classroom instruction, instruction in physical
education, home instruction, and instruction in hospitals
and institutions.

b) The term includes speech pathology, or any other related
service, if the service consists of specially designed
instruction, at no cost to the parents, to meet the
unique needs of a handicapped child, and is considered
special education rather than a related service under
State standards

11 <L0



Normalization - It is a philosophy that affirms the right of
all human beings to experience the patterns and conditions
of .very day life which are as close as possible to the
norms and patterns Of the mainstream of society.

Rehabilitation - To restore to a state of physical, mental
and emotional health through treatment and training.

Survival skills - Refers to minimum skills needed for
successful adjustment in the home and community. In
contrast to academic or basic skills, survival skills
refer to personal, social, vocational and leisure-time
skills. The term is synonomous with activities of daily
living (ADL).

Recreation Terms

Leisure - That portion of an individual's time which is not
devoted to work or work-connected responsibilities or to
other forms of maintenance activity and which, therefore,
may be regarded as discretionary or unobligated time.

Leisure counseling - A process which utilizes counseling
techniques and recreation experiences in order to help
individuals gain an understanding-of the role of leisure
in their lives and derive meaning and self-satisfaction
from their leisure time. Leisure counseling engages the
individual in the process of value clarification for
purposes of seeking leisure experiences which allow him /.
her movement towards self-realization and fulfillment.

Leisure education - Refers to educating for the wholesome
use of'discretionary time in order to enhance the quality
of one's life. The term implies a conscious and system-
atic effort to bring about an attitude favorable toward
leisure. Education for leisure includes, but is not
limited to, the development of knowledge, skills and
appreciations which prepare individuals to make more
independent and constructive use of their leisure time.

Play therapy.- A technique for helping a person become more
sociable by structuring his/her leisure environment to
evoke certain responses.

Recreation - Activities or experiences carried on within
leisure that are chosen voluntarily by the participant
and selected because of the satisfaction or pleasure
gained from them and/or their perceived personal and
social values.
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Therapeutic recreation services - Can be viewed as a process
which utilizes recrea.4on for purposive intervention in
somephysical, emotional and/or social behavior in order
to bring about a desired change in that behavior and to
promote the growth and development of the handicapped or
disabled individual. Such services contribute directly
to improving the disabled individual's physical strength,
emotional growth and self-confidence. They are practiced
by specialists with specialized training, whose services'
include, among others, the areas of activity analysis,
leisure counseling and prescriptive programming performed
in institutions, schools and community settings.

Physical Education Terms

Adapted physical education - A diversified program of develop-
mental activities, games, sports and rhythms suited to the
interest, capacities, and limitations of students with
disabilities who may not safely or successfully engage in
unrestricted participation in the vigorous activities.of
the general physical education program.

Perceptual motor activities - Activities designed to develop
neuromuscular patterns and reactions which are inherent in
and transferable to higher motor skills. They generally
include the following types of activities; movement
exploration, balance, eye-hand-foot coordination,.basic
movement and locomotor patterns.

Environmental Education Terms

Environment - All external conditions and influences affecting
the life, development and, tltimately, the survival of an
organism.

Environmental education - The educational process dealing with
one's relai:ionship to the natural and "manmade" environment
in order to understand, appreciate and utilize it more
wisely.

Outdoor education - An extension of the classroom which uses
the out-of-doors as the learning setting to provide direct
experiences for students to explore, develop, create and
learn about their environment in a natural setting.

2
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,MANUAL EVALUATION

Background & Purpose

Glossary, of .Terms

Modules 1 2 3 4
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Guidelines for the Facilitation
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A. Clarity, readability 1 2 3

B. Flow, organization of
content 1 2 3

C. Accuracy of Information 1 2 3
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Information (ie. to facil-
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F. Applicability, generaliz-
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Not
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Modules

1 National Legislation and Support for Leisure Education
2 Overview of Leisure Education
3 Leisure Education and the School Curriculum

4 Assessment and Evaluation

5 Leisure Education and the IEP

6 Role of the Facilitators
7 Plan of Action for Facilitating Leisure Education



Module One
National Legislation and Support for Leisure

Purpose: To provide information regarding the provisions of
P.L. 94-142, Section 504, and national projects
which support leisure education. Discussions of
various subjects will include the specific require-
ments of both laws that address and/or support
leisure education, plus various exemplary programs
being implemented in the country that focus on
various aspects of leisure education for the
handicapped.

Goal: The facilitator will gain an understanding and
appreciation of national legislation and support

. that promotes leisure education for the handicapped.

Objective 1.1: The facilitator will demonstrate
khowledge of major federal laws which increase
the extent and quality of services provided
the handicapped.

Objective 1.2: The facilitator will demonstrate
knowledge of how the "free appropriate public
education" requirement of P.L. 94-142 supports
leisure education for the handicapped.

Objective 1.3: The facilitator will demonstrate
knowledge of how the "full educational oppor-
tunity goal" requirement of P.L. 94-142 supports
leisure education for the handicapped.

1

Objective 1.4: The facilitator will demonstrate
knowledge of how Section 504 supports leisure
education for the handicapped.

Objective 1.5: The facilitator will demonstrate
nOTaiaTiof national projects that support
leisure education for the handicapped.
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MODULE ONE: NATIONAL LEGISLATION AND SUPPORT FOR LEISURE EDUCATION

GOAL STATEMENT: The facilitator will gain an understanding and appreciation of national
legislation and support that promotes leisure education for the handicapped.

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 1.1

The facilitator will
demonstrate knowledge of
major federal laws which
increase the extent and
quality of services
provided the handicapped.

Section 504, The Vocational
Rehabilitation Act Amend-
ments of 1973 (P.L. 93-112)

a. Major civil rights legi-
slation affecting
handicapped of all ages.

b. Prohibits discrimination
against the handicapped
in all programs and
activities receiving
federal funds (i.e.,
education, employment,
health).

. Assures the handicapped
have equal access to
community programs and
facilities (i.e., schools
colleges, museums).

d. No federal monies are
authorized.

P.L. 94-142, The Education
for all Handicapped Children
Act of 1975.

a. Major education legisla-
tion affecting the
handicapped (ages 3-21)

b. Guarantees free appropri-
ate education for all
handicapped students.

c. Focuses on provision of
individualized education
to meet the unique needs
of handicapped students.

A mini-lecture accom-
panied by overhead
'transparencies which
cover highlights of the
laws

S.E.L.F. Facilitator's
Guide. Field Test
Edition, Washington, DC:
Institute for .Career
and Leisure Development,
1979, p.p. 31-37.

Federal Legislation, The
Arts and Handicapped
People. Washington, DC:
The National Arts for
the Handicapped Commit-
tee, 1978, p. 45.

"Educating Handicapped .

Persons," journal of,
TeAcher Education,
29(6), p.p. 7-46.
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MODULE ONE (cont' d).

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES. RESOURCE MATERIALS

Ob'ective 1.2

The facilitator will
demonstrate knowledge of
how the "free appropriate
public education n require-
ment of P.L. 94-142 sup-
ports leisure education
for the handicapped.

H

23

Special education: 1) is
directed towards meeting th
unique needs of handicapped
students' use of leisure
time. Preparation for
leisure (a major life func-
tion) is one of the unique
needs of many handicapped
persons.

Review written information
on P.L. 94-142 and Section
504 and discuss pertinent
points as a group.

*Utilize an overlay to
stress the specific com-
ponents of P.L. 94-142
that address leisure/sup-
port education for the
handicapped.Related Services, based on

need, are required for all
handicapped students.
Recreation is a related ser-
vice and is defined, in part,
to include leisure education.

Individualized Education
Program (I.E.P.) stresses
comprehensive evaluation
for each handicapped student
in order tc, determine an ed-
ucational plan based on
their unique needs. Thus,
I.E.P.s should include
leisure education content
and objectives for many
handicapped students..

How P.L. 94-142 and
giaTUNOrgupport
Leisure Education for
the Handicapped

Federal Legislation,
The Arts and Handicapped
People, pp. 5-8.

Writing Individualized
Assessment Reports, in
Special Education: A
Resource Manual,
Washington, DC: National
Association of State
Directors of Special
Education-, p. 131.
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MODULE ONE (cont'd)

OBJECTIVES I RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Ob'ective 1.3 a. Requires provision of Provide participants with Handout: A free appro-

The facilitator will
additional facilities,
personnel and services

the handout and allow
several minutes for them

priate public eduCation
requirement.

demonstrate knowledge of to further enrich a to read the material.
how the "full educational handicapped child's

'

opportunity goal" require- educational opportunity. Next structure a discus-
sion as to what programment of P.L. 94-142

supports leisure education b. Focuses on two major options and nonacademic
for the handicapped provisions: services are available

to their knowledge.

.

H .

1) Program Options to

.

insure that handicapped
children have available
to them the wide variety
of educational programs
and services provided
non-handicapped Children.

. .

Many program options are
leisure oriented (ie,
art, music, drama).

.

.

..

2) Nonacademic Services
(refers to providing

handicapped children
equal opportunity to par-
ticipate in services/
activities extracurricular
in nature (ie, counseling,
athletics, special clubs,
recreational activities).
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MODULE ONE (cont'd)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS

Objective 1.4

The facilitator will
demonstrate knowledge of
how Section 504 supports
leisure education for
the handicapped.

a. Includes essentially the
same educational require
ments for the handicappe
as P.L. 94-142 (i.e.,
education in the least
restrictive environment,
equal access to all
school-related nonaca-
demic and extracurricular
programs available for
non-handicapped students).

b. Emphasis on all ages
assures the adult handi-
capped equal access to
post-secondary education
programs and activities
that are leisure oriented

c. Since all public and
private agencies receiv-
ing federal support must
provide equal access to
the handicapped, cultural
and recreational programs
are now more available to
them.

d. The increased accessibi-
lity of programs and
activities in the communi
ty for the handicapped
during their non-school
or discretionary time,
requires that schools
increase their efforts to
educate handicapped stu-
dents in the constructive
use of their leisure time

I

STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Provide information by
means of a mini-lecture
and use of overhead
transparency.

Project SELF facilitator
Guide. WITHIngton, D.C.:
Institute for Career &
Leisure Development,
pp, 53-56

Federal Legislation,
The Arts and the
Handicapped, pp. 9-15.
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MODULE ONE (cont'd)'

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

I

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 1.5

The facilitator will
demonstrate knowledge of
national projects that
support leisure education
for the handicapped.

N.)
O

3 4

The following projects have
provided new leadership in
the leisure field and have
also provided substantial
resources for leisure edu-
cation for the handicapped:

A. Project LEAP: The
Leisure Education AdVance-
ment Project provides a
curriculum for regular
education students ages
5 through 12.

. Project SELF (Research):
The Special Education
for Leisure Fulfillment
project has developed a
leisure education curri-
culum model for use with
moderately to severely
handicapped students.

c. Project SELF (Training):
Providcs facilitators
with training and mater-
ials by which they return
to their communities and
carry out a "plan of
action" for promoting
improvement in the deli-
very of leisure education
services to the handicappe

D. Project TORCH: Provides
inservice training for
special educators in

Present suggested products
and materials from the
mentioned national pro-
jects. Select a few
materials for demonstratio
purposes and emphasize the
leisure education aspects
of those programs.

d.

Refer to the annotated
bibliography for a
more complete listing
of the materials.
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MODULE ONE (cont'd)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 1.5 (cont'd) order to relate outdoor
education processes to
the school's curriculum
for handicapped students.

E. Project EXPLORE is a
competency based, skill
oriented curriculum de-
signed to assist various
personnel to provide
individualized instruc-
tion to handicapped
youngsters in outdoor
settings.

F. Project RECREATE is
designed to provide a
demonstration model for
serving developmentally
disabled adolescents and
young adults achieve
leisure skills plus train
health/helping profes-
sionals and parents to
assist them in this area.

G. NATIONAL COMMITME ON
ARTS FOR THE HANDICAPPED
sponsors various service,
training and research'
programs designed to Sdra
vance the functioning of
the handicapped using the
Arts as the medium for
growth (ie., Special Arts
Festivals).

36
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MODULE ONE (cont'd)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES . RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 1.5 (cont'd) H. LET'S PLAY TO GROW of the

.
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Kennedy Foundation spon-
sm iclubs to which the
families and the disabled
family member belong. The
club promotes ideas for
playing and growing
together.

I. SPECIAL OLYMPICS,initiat-
ed by the Kennedy Founda-
tion has become'a national
movement for involving
the mentally retarded in
sports skills training
and competition as part .

of.school pliograms and
during leisure time.

J. THE LEISURE EDUCATION
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
provides an individualized
approach to leisure skills
and counseling for the
Developmentally Disabled
adolescents and adults.

K. PROJECT PREP (Preschool
Recreation Enrichment
Program), also funded by
BEH, has developed
curriculum and training
packages for persons
providing recreation and
physical education
services for the pre-
school child,& preschool
handicapped child.



MODULE ONE (cont'd1
0

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES. RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 1.5 (cont'd)

1

ti

40

L. PAM (Project Acquatics
Maintrearift is an
ektehilW1-61pm fuoding.
directed towards the
employment of acquatics
as a major vehicle for
assisting the handicap
ped, with special eMpha=
sis on training personnel
to provide mainstreaming
through acquatics in
Y.M.C.A. programs
nationwide

41



P.L. 94-142

A Free Appropriate Public Education Requirement

Under the new law, all handicapped children are-to receive
special education, related services, and an individual, education
program (IEP), which is the main vehicle required by the law for
assuring that such services are provided. Consideration of all
three requirements: special education, related services and the
IEP, finds strong support for the inclusion of leisure education
goals and activities within school programs for handicapped
students.

1. Special education means "specially designed instruction
to meet the unique needs of a handicapped child" and, as

such, focuses on the learning experiences particularly important
to handicapped individuals during their education. Because of
their impairments, most handicapped students need educational
intervention that will specifically prepare them for major life
functions (i.e., daily living, career, leisure). In other words,
handicapped students have unique needs which require A "total"
curriculum, in order o enable them to cope with normal living.

2°. Related Services. The requirement, under P.L.'94-142,
that special education and related services must be provided for
all handicapped children provides strong support for promoting
leisure education for such learners. Recreation is mentioned
in the law as one of the related services that might be necessary
in assisting a handicapped child to benefit from special educa-
tion. In defining recreation, leisure education is specified as
a definite asi.ect of recreation.and, thus, the law establishes
the importance of preparation for leisure in enhancing the
special education of handicapped students. Since preparation
for leisure meets one of the unique needs of many handicapped
individuals, recreation (to include.leisure education) should be
considered one of the most significant and necessary related
services to be provided handicapped children and youth.

In reality, leisure education goes far beyond being a
supportive service in enhancing 4 child's special education;
it should be considered'a worthy goal,in itself. In other words,
leisure education should be considered an integral part of
special education and not relegated to a supportive role.
Nevertheless, the inclusion of leisure preparation within P.L.
94-142 is the beginning of national recognition of its importance
and of growing support for the meeting of life-long learning
needs of handicapped children. Many educators who have long
espoused the importance of training the handicapped in the area
of leisure now show stror.g support for the inclusion of such
leisure experiences in the schools as a result of P.L. 94-142's
designation of recreation as a related service.
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3. Individualized Education Pro ram (IEP). Under P.L.
94-142, an ind vidualized e ucation program is required for all
children defined as handicapped. The IEP serves as the major
vehicle for assuring that such children receive an appropriate
education. The content of each individualized education program
must include, in part, a statement of the child's present levels
of educational performance and a statement of the specific
special education and related services to be provided each
handicapped student. Both of these requirements lend strong
support for meeting the recreation and leisure needs of the
handicapped.

The requirement that handicapped children receive an
individual evaluation should result in increased attention
being given to the unique learning needs of such students.
Since many handicapped children experience c.l.fficulties in the
area of leisure, the focus on individual evaluation should pro-
duce abundant information regarding the need to stress prepara-
tion for leisure in the child's IEP.

Full Educational Opportunity Goal Requirements

P.L. 94-142 requires that both a Free Appropriate Public
Education (FAPE) and "Full Educational Opportunity" be provided
all handicapped children served by public agencies. The Full
Educational Opportunity Goal (FEOG) requirement is broader in
scope than the FAPE requirement in the new law. Free appropriate
public education must be made available to all handicapped
children within.the mandated time lines and age ranges specified
in the act, and includes special education and related services.
provided in accordance with an IEP. "Full Educational Oppor-
tunity Goal" is an all-encompassing term, which covers children,
aged 0-21Iand requires the provision of additional facilities,
personnel and services to further "enrich" a handicapped child's
educational opportunity beyond that mandated under the FAPE
requirement. The FEOG requirement specifically refers to pro-
viding handicapped individuals full educational opportunity in
terms of 1) program options and 2) non-academic services.

1. Program Options refers to insuring that "handicapped
children have available to them the variety of educational pro-
grams and services available to non-handicapped children in the
area served by the agency, including art, music, industrial
arts, consumer and homemaking education, and vocational educa-
tion" (Federal Register, 1977). The potential list of program
'options is extensive and could include any program or activity
in which non-handicapped students participate. It is important
to note that many program options are, by nature, directed
towards leisure-oriented activities designed to enrich and
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complement the student's basic education. In recognition of the
needs of handicapped children, this aspect of the law is partic-
ularly important, in that it affords more realistic and meaning=
ful learning opportunities for such students. Handicapped
students, especially the more severely handicapped, need more
educationally-guided experiences within the school setting and
community which are related to avocational and leisure time
preparation.

2. Nonacademic Services refers to providing handicapped
children equal opportunity to participate in-services and
activities that are nonacademic and extracurricular in nature.
Such services and activities "may include counseling services,
athletics, transportation, health services, recreational acti-
vities" and "special interest groups or clubs sponsored by the
public agency. . ." (Federal Register, 1977). Again, the intent
of this section of the act is to expand the quality of education
provided handicapped children by guaranteeing them equal oppor-
tunity for participation in a wide variety of learning experiences
which are leisure-oriented. Again, this requirement under the
Full Educational Opportunity Goal is closely related to providing
leisure experiences for handicapped children which are critically
important in meeting their life needs. Opportunities for par-
ticipation in community recreation, outdoor education and
recreation programs, Special Olympics, hobby clubs, camping and
therapeutic recreation are only a few of the services and
activities appropriate for handicapped students under the new
law.
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Module Two
Overview of Leisure Education;

Purpose: To provide the facilitator with the information
necessary to develop a personal philosphy of
education based on an understanding of the nature
of recreation and leisure. It is anticipated that
the facilitator will develop an understanding of
the emerging role of leisure education as well as
some of the more critical issues, trends and
processes related to education of handicapped children
and youth for the wholesome and constructive use
of their leisure time.

Goal: The facilitator will achieve a basic understanding
and appreciation of leisure education.

Objective 2.1: The facilitator will understand
the nature of leisure and recreation and their
emerging role.

Objective 2.2: The facilitator will demon'strate
an understanding of the nature of leisure
education and potential educational goals.

Objective 2.3: The facilitator will demonstrate
an understanding of leisure education as it
relates to the handicapped.

Objective 2.4: The facilitator will determine
current issues a:-id trends in the delivery of
leisure education services to the handicapped.

Objective 2.5: The facilitator will become aware
of and understand a process model(s) for
delivering leisure education in the school's
program.



MODULE TWO: OVERVIEW OF LEISURE EDUCATION

GOAL STATEMENT: The facilitator will achieve a basic understanding and appreciation
of leisure education.

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 2.1

The facilitator will
understand the nature
of leisure and recreation
and their emerging role.

4'i

Emerging role of leisure:

The Protestant work
ethic has contributed to
the present day work
attitude.

There are more limited
job opportunities for
the unskilled, handi-
capped, retired or
elderly.

A major source of satis-
faction and meaning in
life comes from leisure
time.

Many people are disen-
chanted not only with
their occupational
environments, but also
with their living
environments.
People find themselves
constantly stress
situations. Persons
need to find leisure
environments for self-
renewal and personal
satisfaction.

Philosophy of leisure and
recreation includes:

Resources for develop-
ing one's potential.

Provide information
through a lecture and
accompanied by overhead
transparency

"The Struggle for
Significance,"

Leisure Today, 1976

Project S.E.L.F.
Facilitator Guide,
Washirigton, D.C.:
ICLD, pp. 6-9

"An Issue of Attitude
Change", Leisure Today,
1976
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MODULE TWO (cont'd)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 2.1 (cont'd)

0

Enable us to live
meaningful, significant
lives.

Once subsistence needs
are met, the range of
cultural and spiritual
capacities becomes
possible

Time not devoted to work
and enjoyed through
endeavors of sport,
entertainment, skills,
continuing education,
culture, etc.

. - Quality of life improves
and leisure and recrea-
tion time becomes more
significant and meaning-
ful in our lives.

Nature of Leisure:
The portion of the

individual's time which is
not devoted to work or work-
related responsibilities.
Any emphasis on either time
or activities defines
leisure in opposition to
work. An emphasis on state
of mind focuses on personal
attitudes and values.

Engage participants in
discussion of- the differ-
ences in leisure and
recreation. Write these
down on chalkboard or
overhead transparency for
discussion purposes.
Discuss common elements.

4,i

Project S.E.L.F.
Facilitator Guide,
Glossary of terms,
Washington, D.C.:
ICLD, p.122

"Leisure Education for
a State of Mind,"
Leisure Today, 1976



MODULE TWO (cont'd)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 2.1 (cont'd) Nature of Recreation:
Activities or experience

conducted within leisure
that are chosen voluntarily
because of the satisfaction
or pleasure the individual
gains from them.



MODULE TWO (cont'd)
e

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Ob ective 2.2

The facilitator will
demonstrate an under-
standing of the nature
of leisure education and
potential educational
40als.

Philosophy of Leisure
Education:

Education for leisure is
not to impose a particu-_
lar definition of leisure
on everyone. Rather it
means to promote the.
conditions within the
person and his/her
environment that will
bring about a certain
state of mind. This was
and is the original
meaning of leisure:
performing an activity
freely and for its own
sake. Thus, education
for leisure promotes the
values that are best
epitomized in the term
leisure.

llave participants read the
article on the right.Break
into triads for purpose of
developing what partici-
pants ,feel are goals for
leisuke education.

Potential educational goals
for leisure relate to:

Encompasses discretionary
time and individual
choices

Fuller use of free time
enhances life.

Appreciation for diver-
sity of leisure choices.

Leisure responds to and
develops one's lifestyle.

53

Put the participant's own
contribution on goals for
leisure education on a
chalkboard.
Discuss these and compare
the material to the
potential educational goals
listed in the S.E.L.F.
Curriculum Guide.

"An Issue of Attitude
Change", Leisure

Today, 1976

Pro'ect S.E.L.F.
Curr culum Guide,
Washington, D.C.:
ICLD, pp.141 -142
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OBJECTIVES

Objective 2.2 ( cont'd)

5J

MODULE TWO (cont'd)

RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Appreciation of leisure
experiences is enhanced
by direct participation.

Acquire knowledge related Goals may be given in :A
to identifying resources, lecture on the subject
etc., for leisure oppor- while participants follow
tunities. the material in the SELF

Develop planning skills Curriculum Guide.

for effective use of
leisure time.

Evaluate personal inte- Emploran overhead trans-
rests to determine choice parency of leisure educa-
of activities. tion goals and discuss

Evaluate leisure choices
their application to the
handicapped.

based on benefits derived.

Develop skills necessary
to participate in a wide
variety of activities.

Understand how leisure
provides for self-
expression and self-
development.

Develop interest and
problem-solving skills
that facilitate more
independent pursuits.

Special leisure education Put on overhead trans-
has been defined as provid- parency for participants
ing students...with special to read and refer to
competencies necessary to during Objective 2.2.
achieve the goal of normal
recreational and leisure
pursuits and participation.

Brannan, Steve. Trends
and Issues...Common-
Unity in the Community
op. 42-56
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MODULE TWO (cont'd)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 2.3:

The facilitator will
demonstrate an under-
standing of leisure
education as it relates
to the handicapped.

Needs of the handicapped
in relation to leisure
time:

"Enforced" leisure time.

Lack of leisure know-
ledge and skills limits
adjustment.

Failure to adjust on the
job is often due to lack
of social and inter-
personal skills.

Increased need for
related and extended
services (i.e. parents,
.community recreators).

Need for direct instruc-
tion in any area of
learning.

Increased success ex-
periences are important
to self concept and
motivation.

Benefits of Leisure
Education for the
Handicapped:

Achieve lifetime lear-
ning skills.

Present material in
lecture format particu-
larly emphasizing how
some needs as enforced
leisure time and the
normalization principle
impact upon the
handicapped.

In a large group,
brainstorm for several
minutes about the bene-
fits of leisure for the
handicapped. Write down
all ideas.

Project SELF:
Curriculum Guide,
Washington, D.C.
ICLD, pp. 36-40

Brannan, Steve.
"Trends & Issues in
Leisure Education,"
Common Unity in the
Community. pp. 41-55
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MODULE TWO (cont'd)

OBJECTIVES I RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 2.3 (cont'd) Achieve leisure-related
knowledge and skills,
plus reinforcement of
academic skills.

Increased physical fit-
ness, social skill
development, self-
concept, etc.

Better able to use free
time and be more self-
directed.

Increased exploration
of alternative learning
environments.

Opportunities which
approximate and facili-
tate more "normal"
situations with peers
(i.e. "mainstreaming,"
"normalization," "least
restrictive environment:')

Develop interests that
carry over into home and
community settings.'

Extends the usefulness
and purpose of work.

0...

Review a passout that
lists various benefits of
leisure education for
the 'handicapped.

Contributions of
w
1.71

53

.

Leisure Education to
the Handicapped
(included in manual)

.
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MODULE TWO (cont'd)

OBJECTIVES I RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 2.4:
Problems in acceptance Present main ideas in a

lecture with accompanying
transparency. Then
initiate a discussion
around the following
.questions:

A. How does the back-to-
basics movement
hinder the concept
of leisure education?

B. How can "communication
be increased?

C. Envision what type
of inservice or pre-
service training
might answer immediate
needs.

.

.(,

Common-Unity in the

The facilitator will
determine current
issues and trends in the
delivery of leisure
education services to
the handicapped.

w .

m

,

and delivery of leisure Community, pp,. 114.
education services:

.

Back-to-basics move-
ment emphasizes basic
curriculum only; the
basics are not addres-
sing the unique needs
of many handicapped
students for leisure
preparation.

Defined pre-service and
in-service training
programs are inadequate
to meet the leisure
needs of the handicapped.
Personnel who are
trained in the 'leisure'
field are only now
beginning to emerge.

In most communities
there is a lack of
adequate communication
between recreation and
special education
personnel.

Recreators are usually
not hired and/or involved
in school programs and
therefore not available
to provide input (i.e.
the In).
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MODULE TWO (cont'd)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 2.4 (cont'd) Administrative leader-
ship is lacking at local
and state levels.

Trends that support

Present material in a
lecture, discussing in
detail specifics of
the more important con-
cepts such as normali-
zation, mainstreaming,
parent participation etc.
Lecture should be
accompanied by overhead
transparency listing
outline of main points.
Accompanying slides
showing concepts as a
focus on severely handi-
capped lifelong learning)
and normalization would
enhance presentation.

"Trends in the Edu-
cation of the
Handicapped." SELF

w
..]

63

..

Facilitators Guide,
pp. 30-61.

Exceptional Time -.
delivery of leisure
education services:

The leisure ethic.

Concept of 7 instreaming.

Concept of normalization.

Emergence of advocacy
groups.

Decline of traditional
classification and
labelling sjstems.

Advance counseling as
part of leisure educa-
tion to support a curri-
culum based on the in-
terests and desires
of the studehts.

Quality of life movement.

Individualized education.

Survival skills
curriculum.

tables: Historic
Events Affecting the
Handicapped and
Gifted, Reston,
Va.: Council for
Exceptional Children,
1977, p. 55.

"Trends and Issues
in Leisure Education
for the Handicapped,"
in Common-Unity in
the Community, Eugene
Or: Center for
Leisure Studies,
University of Oregon,
pp. 41-56.
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MODULE TWO (cont'd)

OBJECTIVES I RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 2.4 (Cont'd) Focus on severely
handicapped.

Parent participation.

Lifelong learning.

.

.

w
cc
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'OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Ob edtive 2.5:

The facilitator will
become aware of and

, understand a process
models) for delivering
leisure education in
the school's program.

67

There are several models
of leisure education in
which the components of
the leisure education
process are defined:

A) Process of Leisure
Education as defined
by Mundy:

1. leisure awareness
2. self-awareness
3. deciS'ion making
4. leisure skills
5. social interaction

B) Leisure Education 4

Content Model by
Gunn & Peterson

1. awareness of leisure
attitudes and
values

2. social interaction
skills

3. leisure activity
skills

4. leisure resources

Discuss the main con-
cepts of the first
model and portray it
using an overhead trans -
parency.

Mindy, Jean.
"A Conceptualization and
Program Design."
Leisure Today, 1976

Francois & Kaempfer.
Leisure Education: An

for the Developmentally
Disabled, p. T.
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MODULE TWO (coned)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES . RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 2.5 (coned).

0

1

C) A Systems Model specific
to the handicapped by
Leisure Information
TEElaces:

1. Awareness & under-
<standing
a. Self understand-

ing and apprecia-
tion

b. Responsibility &
orientation

2. Assessment and
planning
a. Goal formulation
b. Goal exploration

3. Activity exploration
a. Knowledge and

skill development
b, Knowledge and

skill exploration

Open the "Systems Model"
resource to page 50 for
reference and discussion
of that particular model.

A Systems' Model for
Developing a Leisure
Education Program for
Handicapped Children
and Youth, Washington,
D.C., Leisure Informa-
tion Service, 1976,
pp. 49-52.
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INPUT
A0 individual

Leisure services
personnel Who
can design learning
experiences to
reach the ultimate
outcomes of leisure
education.

PROCESS OUTPUT

LEISURE EDIJCA770N

LEISURE AWARENESS

LEISURE

1.1

LEISURE EDUCATION COMPONENTS

-+ LEISURE
EXPERIENCES

1.2

RELATIONSHI$
TO ONE"S
LIFE

111921701167-
TO QUALITY
OF LIFE

1.4
4-4

RELATIONSHIP
TO ONE'S

L/FESTYLE1.6
4--ar

RELATIONSHIP
TO SOCIETY

1.5

1.0

SELF-AWARENESS

NTEREST
2.1

!!!!ABILITIE
2.2

LEISURE
EXPECTATION

.3

VALUES
2.6

UAL/Tit

EXPERIENCES
2.4

COALS
2.5

EDS
2.7

2.0

DECISION MAKING

POSSIBLE
3.1 OUTCOMES/

1------i PRICES
3.3

DATA

ALTERNA-
TIVES 3.2

Lit

VALUATE

ONPPATABIL
TY 3.4

1.0

2.0
4.0
5.0

3.0

An individual who:

Uses his/her knowledge of
leisure and leisure experiences
in order to enhance the quality
of his/her life during leisure.

Is able to use knowledge about
hin/herself in making leisure
decisions which enhance the
quality of his/her life during
leisure.

In competent to direct his/her
own leisure experiences toward
achievement of quality goal
through realistic planning.

Interacts with and relates
to others during leisure
compatable with his/her
leisure goals.

LEISURE SKILLS

PROCESS
SKILLS

4.1

PLANNING
SKILLS

4.2

1.

EISURE

XPERUNCE
KILLS

4.3

4.0

AIMW 6100te functional relationships. not a flow chart.

SOCIAL .INTERACTION

VERBAL

COMMUNICA
ITON 5.1

1

INTERACTION
PATIERNS
I/1f LEISURE,
EXPERIENCES

5.3

NON-VERBAL
COMMUNICATION

5.2

5.0

1.0

LEISURE EDUCATION COMPONENTS AND SUBCOMPONENTS

41



UNIQUE CONTRIBUTIONS OF LEISURE EDUCATION TO THE HANDICAPPED

A child with an impairment(s) that affects his or her
performance requires more individualized and direct learning
experiences. Special educators have been especially sensitive
to the need for involving handicapped children and youth in
learning experiences directly related to their daily lives.
There is now increased recognition by special educators that
leisure education should be part of an ongoing school program,
that a relevant education must extend beyond the contrived
environment of the classroom, and that leisure skills program-
ming is a medium for integrating concepts from special education,
vocational rehabilitation, therapeutic recreation, and physical
education (Brannan, 1975). Of special interest is that stronger
agreement now exists among various professionals regarding
the importance of leisure education: special educators,
therapeutic recreation specialists; vocational rehabilitation
counselors, and physical educators are all involved to some
extent in implementing leisure related programs for the handi-
capped. A review of selected literature in the field reveals
widespread agreement regarding the benefits of involving
youngsters, and particularly the handicapped in leisure edu-
cation activities (Brannan, 1975, 1977; Hawkins, 1976;
Nesbitt, 1978; Verhoven, 1976).

1. Leisure education enables the handicapped to develop
specific interests and skills in order to make more
constructive use of their leisure time.

2. Leisure education enables youngsters to learn and recreate
in a "total" living situation, including the home
environment.

3. Leisure education can help develop skills of lifetime
usefulness (i.e., self-directed behavior, problem solving
behavior, observational skills, inquisitiveness).

4. Leisure is inherently motivating and therapeutic because
of the fun and adventure associated win experiencing
a wide variety of settings.

5. Self-concept development is facilitated through numerous
success experiences that are possible in leisure education.

6. Social development is increased through interdependence
and interactions with peers and adults. Trust relation-
ships with others are developed; positive interpersonal
relationships are formed (child-child; child-teacher,
teacher-child).

ti
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7. Transfer of learning is also facilitated by enabling
youngsters to directly apply skills and concepts to
"real" life problem situations encountered in leisure
settings.

8. The attraction of leisure activities is an incentive
that motivates persons to employ independent and self-
initiated behaviors in order to interact within their
environment.

9. The variety and high stimulating effect of leisure activities
are excellent for increasing skill development in areas
of learning typically stressed by special educators:
communication (i.e., receptive, expressive, "total")
movement, mobility, spatial awareness, and body awareness.

10.. Leisure is an effective medium for employing a complete
approach to exploring and learning about one's community.
Especially for the severely and multiply handicapped,
opportunities are abound for tactual learning.

11. Youngsters are able to "open up" and express their indi-
vidual selves through the more informal and relaxed at-
mosphere. Such an atmosphere brings persons "closer
together," promotes increased feelings of respect for
each other as human beings, and enhances future relation-
ships in the total school program.
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MANUAL EVALUATION

Background & Purpose Guidelines for the Facilitation
of Training,

Glossary of Terms

Modules 1 2 3 A

5 6 7 Bibliography .

Matrix of Select Curricula

Poor Fate Good Excellent
Not

Applicable

A. Clarity, readability 1 2 3 4 5

B. Flow, organization of
content 1 2 3 4 5

C. Accuracy of Information 1 2 3 4 5

D. Importance, relevancy of
Information (ie. to facil-
itators) 1 2 3 4 5

E. Comprehensiveness, depth 1 2 3 4 5

F. Applicability, generaliz-
ability (ie., to various
communities) 1 2 3 4 5

Strengths Weaknesses

7.1



Module Three

Leisure Education and the School Curriculum

Purpose: The content of this module focuses upon the
integration of leisure education concepts into
the school's curriculum. Underlying concepts
for a proposed comprehensive leisure education
curriculum model are presented and various approaches
to implementing leisure education are addressed
that include its designation as a separate subject
area, infusion into other subject areas and uti-
lization as a process for improving personal/
social development. Curriculum classifications
of leisure content are presented and the employ-
ment of instructional resource units are proposed
as one method of delivering classroom instruction
in leisure education.

Goal: The facilitator will understand and appreciate
how leisure education content can be integrated
into the school's curriculum.

Objective 3.1: The facilitator will demonstrate
an understanding of underlying concepts that
support a comprehensive leisure education
curriculum model.

Objective 3.2: The facilitator will indicate an
awareness of various curriculum content models
for leisure education.

Objective 3.3: The facilitator will demonstrate
an understanding of how to implement leisure
education content within the school's
curriculum.
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MODULE THREE: LEISURE EDUCATION AND THE SCHOOL CURRICULUM

GOAL STATEMENT: The facilitator will understand and appreciate how leisure education
content can be integrated into the school's curriculum.

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 3.1

The facilitator will
demonstrate an under-
standing of underlying
concepts that support
a comprehensive leisure
education curriculum
model.

41.
cr)

A) Leisure education can Utilization of an over-
be designated as a sep- head transparency showing
arate area of content. the interrelationships of

B) Leisure education can leisure education to the

be infused into all school's curriculum.

subject areas of the Initiate discussionschool's curriculum..
regarding the underlying

C) Leisure education can be concepts.
applicable to all age
levels.

D) Leisure education can be
relevant to all types
and levels of disability.

a

Project SELF. Curriculum
Guide,
Washington, D.C.
ICLD, pp. 138-139.
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6
MODULE THREE (con't)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 3.2

The facilitator will
indicate an awareness of
various curriculum con-
tent models for leisure
education.

The $.E.L.F. taxonomy on 0pen Curriculum Guide to
leisure education indi- page 14-2. While the
cates one type of curricu- trainer generally explains
lum model for leisure each primary content area,
education: have the participants read

the material.Play and Games
Sports and Physical
Development

Camping and Outdoor
Activities

Nature Study, Apprecia-
tion 'and Development

Hobby Activities
Craft Activities
Arts Activities
Educational, Entertain-
ment and Cultural
Activities

The QuaraAmonAtimnalActi-
vitiesclassifies leisure
content according to:

Games
Sports
Nature Activities
Collection Activities
Craft Activities
Art and Music Activitie
Educational, Entertain-
ment and Cultural
Activities
Volunteer Activities
Organizational Acti-
vities

Employ an overhead trans-
parency depicting the
major and minor curriculum
areas of leisure function-
ing.

Pro ect S.E.L.F.
Curriculum Guide,
Righ3.n.g1C71, D;C:,
ICLD, pp.'142-163.

Avocational Counseling
Manual - A Complete
Guide to Leisure
Guidance, Overs, et.al.,
Hawkins & Associates,
pp. 163-190.
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MODULE THREE (coned)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 3.3: . Asure education content
can be implemented:

a. as a separate subject
area in itself (i.e.,
hobbies)

b. through an integration
into other subject
areas (reading,
arithmetic, vocationah,

c. to facilitate the
personal/social
delopment of
handicapped children
(social interactions,
self-control, ini.,-
tiative)

The integration of leisure
learning experiences into
other subject areas is an
effective and efficient
educational approach that
does not require pro-
moting leisure education
as an additional or new
subject area in an already
"crowded" school
curriculum.

-

Review main areas of
leisure content inte-
gration using an over-
head transparency with
an example from Project
S.E.L.F.

Open the S.E.L.F.

Project S.E.L.F.

The facilitator will
demonstrate an under-
standing of how to,
implement leisure v
education content
within the school's
instructional program.

ono

( ,

Curriculum Guide,
Washington, D.C. .

ICLD, pp. 44-133.

"Arenas for Applying
the Leisure Educa-
tion Curriculum,"
Project S.E.L.F.

Curriculum Guide to
pp. 44-133 and point
out specific examples
of alb, and c.

Review a specific
example of integrating
leisure content into
various school subjects.
Generate ideas from
group and/or use
examples from Project
S.E.L.F.

Curriculum Guide,
p. 39
(included in manual)

"Integration of
Hobby/Activity," Project
S.E.L.F. Curriculum
Guide, pp. 41-43
(included in manual)
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MODULE THREE (cont'd)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 3.3. (cont'd)

8r

Resource units that employ.
various instructional
suggestions can be used as
one major approach to
classroom instruction
directed towards leisure
content:

Goals and objectives

Lead-up and follow-up
strategies

Task analyses

Adaptations/
Modifications

Resources

Relationships to
other school subjects

2

Select varioud resource
units (L.L.U.'s) from
the S.E.L.F. Curriculum

Project S.E.L.F.

.b.

ko

Curriculum Guide,
Washington, D,C.
ICLD, pp. 161-507.

83

Guide and present with
an overhead transparency
and/or a review of selec-
ted units from the
guide.



Arenas For Applying The Leisure Education Curriculum

Leisure Learning
° Units

I

General
Academic
Areas

Art-Math-Music-Language

Reading-Physical Education

Home Economics-Careers

Industrial Arts-Science

Business

Lifelong
Leisure
Development

4

Educational,
Psychological,
Social &
Behavioral
Problems

Time Use-Attenuation-Boredom

Hyperactivity-Loneliness

Anti-Social Acts-Stress

Self Destructive Behavior

Exclusion Ostracism

Cognitive Deficiency

Affective Deficiency

Psychomotor Deficiency

Skills-Knowledge-Values

Planning-Selection & Utilization

Action and Implementation

. Participation-Quality of Life

50 8.1



5

Infusing the Leisure Education Units into the Total School Curriculum

All areas of the existing curriculum with which the teacher may be
working can be easily integrated with Leisure Education Units. Overs
(1971) has stressed this critical need "to integrate leisure time activi-
ties into existing school activities" if students are to receive a total
educational program. As the teacher begins to implement the Leisure Edu-
cation Curriculum he or she will realize how easily the integration of the
units into the existing curriculum can be accomplished. Often, it will
take few additional resources or specialized material other than those
ordinarily available within the classroom environment. An example of the
infusion of a leisure time activity into the total school curriculum with
the corresponding resources which might be utilized is illustrated in
Figure 2.

It is important than any curricului developed for Leisure Education
provide the student numerous opportunities for experiencing a wide range
of social situations. These might include such tasks and activities as
serving different types of food to groups of individuals, developing
skills required in personal interactions, and greeting those activities
which support the development of individual interests and hobbies which
can be shared with others. Carlson and Ginglend (1968) have strongly
expressed the view that any participants in a curriculum such as this
should be prepared to function in society. Additionally, they emphasize-

that there should be no attempt to create mannerisms or interests that
are "unrealistic or socially unacceptable in the environment in which
the student lives." It is therefore, extremely critical that the teacher
who develops her own curriculum units and infusion charts make them as
relevant and realistic as possible for the students she will be serving.

There are several methods by which to incorporate the leisure
learning units into the total school curriculum. In addition to the
infusion charts, the following materials are also included as examples:

O a section entitled "hypothetical student plans illustrates how
the leisure learning units are incorporated into individual
educational plans to provide an attempt at alleviation of
educational, psychological, social and/or behavioral problems
children may manifest.

O the follow section depicts the leisure learning units as applied
to the general Academic area. A teaching approach is suggested
which utilizes the leisure learning units to teach specific sub-
ject areas or which can be used to facilitate instructional themes
which may relate to several subject areas.

5i



An Example of Infusion of Leisure Time Activity Into Total,

School Curriculum and the Resources.. iecessary

Hobby Activity - Collection of Fashion Photographs

Curriculum Areas (Infusion) Activity Community Resources

Reading Looks through newspapers, magazines and
advertisement circulars for fashions

Newspapers, department stores,
mail order catalogs

Language Describes fashion photographs located in newspapers,
magazines, advertisement circulars, catalogs;
describes her own and peers clothing

Newspapers, department stores,
self and peers, mail order
catalogs

Math Sets up a simple classification system for fashion
photograph collection;
Purchases resources and materials for organizing
collection;
Reads prices of clothing in advertisements and
at department stores during shopping trips

Discount stores, art supply
shops, clothing/department
stores

.

Social Studies Collect photographs of fashions from a specific
period in history

Costume catalogs, magazines
depicting historical events
(Colonial Living, Yankee);
Advertisement brochures
(Williamsburg, Sturbridge Village,
Busch Gardens, The Old Country);
newspaper coverage of ethnic
festivals; theatre advertisements
for folk dancers, opera, etc.,
that depict ethnic costumes/
period clothing; museums

86
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Curriculum Areas Activity Community Resources

Home Economics Identify and select clothing for different occasions
(work, play, school, party, dance);
Looks at and chooses "favorite" items from
pattern books

'

Clothing/department stores;
fashion magazines; newspaper
advertisements, store circulars,
mail order catalogs, pattern
books

Arts Cuts out and mounts pictures for collection;
Attends performances of theatre, dance, music
which use costumes

Newspapers, magazines, advertise-
ment circulars, discount stores;
arts/crafts shops (glue, paper,
mounting corners, etc.); theatre.
symphony

Physical Education Identifies and recognizes clothing used in various
sporting activities and their purpose (protection,
warmth, ease of movement, etc.)
Wears appropriate clothing when playing sports

School gym, sports on television,
local stadium where sporting
events take place; advertisement
from sporting goods stores;
sports clothing and equipment;
sporting goods stores

Science Observes the changes in clothing that coincide
with seasonal and weather changes

Fashion magazines, ski magazines,
sporting catalogs, newspapers
from different seasons, advertise.
ment circulars from a variety of
seasons

Health Chooses appropriate clothing for a variety of
temperatures and activities (z. g., bathing suit
for swimming, winter coat for snow, rain coat for
rain

Fashion magazines; advertisement
circulars, department stores
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Curriculum Areas Activity Community Resources

Career Recognizes community helpers by clothing Photograph of community helpers;
magazines, newspapers, work
clothing and uniform catalogs,
uniform shops

Industrial Arts Develops graphic design for mounting and displaying
photograph collection

r

GUr

Arts/crafts shows; Art Schools
or Institutes; museums
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MAJOR CURRICULUM AREA: 4.0 Nature Study, Appreciation
and Development

ACTIVITY SUB-CONTENT AREA: 4.4 Animal Care, Training,
Breeding, Exhibiting

ACTIVITY: 4.4.4 Cats

OVERVIEW:

Caring for a pet is an opportunity for students to
learn a wide variety of responsibilities. Many students
have an unrealistic view of the requirements necessary to
own and care for animals. While many students may want a
pet, they must first be given the opportunity to explore
the responsibilities of pet ownership before bringing a
pet into the home. A cat is a pet which is highly
adaptable to the differences in people and living
situations. The skills needed in caring for a cat are
easily learned by students, including those with handicaps,
thus allowing them the opportunity to develop a caring
relationship for the animal. The student will learu basic
animal care and develop an appreciation for animal life
beyond that available through visits to zoos and other
such experiences.

Owning and caring for a cat requires a willingness
to devote time toward providing the proper conditions for
housing, feeding, safety, affection and attention to the
animal. It enables a person to learn responsibility
toward caring for a living thing. Cats can become very
devoted and are particularly intelligent and sensitive
creatures. They can easily adapt to living indoors (as
in an apartment) or outdoors, with plenty of space in
which to exercise.

They are easy to care for and make very fine pets
and good companions. They are able to keep themselves
clean, so that generally their basic requirements from
their owners are simply for food, water and affection.
Learning to provide these needs will help to furnish the
student with skills applicable in other. areas of his life.

ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring a cat to class. Encourage the student to handle the cat. Observe the
student's ability to care for and handle the cat.

2. Determine whether the student can afford a cat by doing a budget analysis.

3. Is the student responsible in other tasks? Does he care for personal belongings?

4. Determine if the student has any allergies to fur or cats before exposing them to
cats. Cats are very allergenic animals.

LEAD-UP STRATEGIES:

. Invite a veterinarian or pet store operator to visit the class and discuss pets and
pet care, costs and responsibilities.

. Bring cars and other pets to class. Encourage the students to handle the animals
and express likes and dislikes.

. Visit pet shops.

. Discuss the costs of owning a cat: feeding, vet bills, shots, illness costs,
spading, carp when on vacation.

. Show pictures and movies about different kinds of pets, including cats.

. Ask the students to collect/cut out pictures of different types of cats and things
related to caring for cats.

GOAL STATEMENT:

The student will demonstrate the skills required for
raising a pet by choosing, owning or caring for a cat.

FOLLOW-UP STRATEGIES:

1. Have a cat show - whether stuffed animals or real. Award prizes.

2. Complete a collage or ceramics project involving pictures of t-ts or cat figurines.

3. Have students draw pictures of the steps necessary to cure for their cat - feeding,
litter box, etc.

4. Write language experience stories about the child's feeling for his pet.
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SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES:

1.0 Chooses a cat.

2.0 Names the cat.

3.0 Decides where the cat will live.

( 4.0 Chooses food for the cat.

5.0 Feeds/waters the cat.

6.0 House-trains the cat, if necessary.

7.0 Grooms the cat.

8.0 Makes routine visits to the vet for shots, check-ups.

9.0 Treats cat for illness.

10.0 Cares for cat (arranges for care) during vacations.

11.0 Transports the cat.

12.0 Provides the cat with attention.

TASK ANALYSIS (sample of 5.0):

5.0 The student feeds/waters the cat.

5.1 The student selects a dish for the cat's food.

40

5.2 The student selects a dish for the cat's water.

5.3 The student places dishes in a location chosen as a feeding spot.

5.4 The student fills the water dish with fresh water once a day.

5.5 The student puts approximately 1/2 cup of food in the cat's dish in the
morning.

5.6 The student breaks fcod into small pieces.

5.7 The student tries several flavors of food to determine the cat's
preference.

5.8 The student feeds the cat a small amount of food again in the evening,

5.9 The student throws away leftover food after one day.

5.10 The student washes the cat's dishes thoroughly every 2-3 days.

ADAPTATIONS/MODIFICATIONS:

Shows pets in local pet shows (if highbred or purebred).

11 Chooses, purchases and cares for a cat independently.

ri Joins clubs of pet owners.

Attends pet shows.

Organizes a pet show and asks the students to bring their
pets in for display and competition.

Assumes responsibility for a cat (or other pet) that is
already a household pet.

Cares for cats of neighbor or friend while they are away.

Assumes partial responsibility for care of a cat and is
supervised.

m Chooses a pet as a "class project," with each student
assuming some responsibility for its care.

1. Enjoys watching others with their pets.

Enjoys pictures of pets or TV shows or movies about cats
(i.e., Walt Disney).

RESOURCES:

The Real Book About Pets, Barbara Bates, Garden City Books, Garden City,
N.Y.

All About Pets, Margery Williams, MacMillan Co., N.Y., 1957.

Love Means Caring - A Cat to Keep, Rand G. Films, 1975.

Animals and How They Grow, National Geographic Society, 1976.

The Family Chooses a Pet, AIMS Instructional Media Services, Inc., 1971.

Veterinarians, 4-H Clubs.

Pet Clubs, pet owners, pet stores.

Zoos, Animal Shelter, Wildlife Federation.
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INTEGRATIVE LEARNING CHART: UNIT EVALUATION:

SOCIAL STUDIES

Identifies places to obtain pets in the
community. Locates veterinarians and pet
boarding places.

Use the following scale to answer the following questions as they
relate to this unit. CIRCLE the appropriate number.*

1 - poor 2 - fair 3 - average 4 - good 5 - excellent

READING /LANGUAGE

Reads labels on cans to dastinguish cat foods
from other pet foods., Reads care directions
in brochures, books, etc. Asks for help in
reading information that he dour not
recognize.

1. The overview is helpfla for understanding
the activity. 1 2 3 4 5

2. The goal statement is clearly stated. 1 2 1 4 5

3. The lead-up strategies are essential to

HOME ECONOMICS

..

'

Practices care and feeding of pets. Cares
for cat's water/food dishes.

preparation. 1 2 3 4 5

4. The assessment-evaluation procedures are
easy to use. 1 2 3 4 5

ARTS #
Takes pictures of cat for family album.
Draws, paints, colors pictures of animals.
Models animals from clay.

5. The short-term objectives are appropriate
for the goal statement. 1 2 3 4 5

6. The short-term objectives are detailed to
an appropriate extent. 1 2 3 4 5

7. The task analysis section is helpful. 1 2 3 4 5

8. The task analksis section is detailed to an
appropriate extent. 1 2 3 4 5

9. The task analysis section is complete for
that particular short-term objective. 1 2 3 4 5

10. The adaptationWina modifications are
helpful for tciaching this unit. 1 2 3 4 5

,

11. The suggested 'resources are helpful for
this unit. 1 2 3 4 5

12. The suggested materials and equipment
suggested for tnis unit are adequate. yl 2 3 4 5

13. The -lategrative learning chart provides
yaeful information. 1 2 3 4 5

14. The unit is appropriate to the average age
in your class. 1 2 3 4 5

15. The overall usefulness of this unit is ... 1 2 3 4 5

-
- '

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
.

Takes walks with his pet.

.

SCIENCE

Q

Learns about the anatomy of a cat.

. .

MATH

Uses measuring skills when determining
portions of food and water for the cat.
Uses money efficiently to purchase food,
dishes, veterinary and grooming services;

HEALTH

Identifies what to look for in a healthy
animal. Acquires sex education, as it
relates to the spaying and neutering of pets.

CAREERS

Develops awareness of careers related to
pet care - kennel wurk, veterinary
maintenance, pet shop work.

*Please use the space provided in the "Notes" section to give us further
narrative feedback about the value of the component parts of the unit.

7
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Constructs a house or bed for a pet.



MAJOR CURRICULUM AREA: 8.0 Educational, Entertainment
and Cultural Activities

ACTIVITY SUB-CONTENT AREA: 8.6 Personal Social

ACTIVITY: 8.6.3 Dining Out

ASSESSMENT: .

1. Observe the student's competence in eating skills, functional reading, money skills,
use of public transportation, awareness of community resources and socialization

skills. Emphasize the student's strengths in each area and work on developing skills

that are below the level needed for dining out experiences.

2. Observe the student in a variety of mock dining situations ana assess his
pexformatice.

....-..

OVERVIEW:

Dining out is one of America's favorite leisure,
activities and social experiences. It is a part of the
normalizing process to include handicapped persons in
such a widely-accepted social activity. The teacher,

. with as much input from the student as possible, should
establish a realistic "dining out" repertoire for the
individual student, taking into consideratiodCommunity
facilities, the student's food preferences, financial
resources, accessibility (check facilities for architectu-
ral barriers, tables too closely grouped to allow for
wheelchairs and maneuverability) and location in regard to

public transportation.

Settings for dining out range from fast-food restau- ,

rants to dinner theatres. The time frame for dining cut
varies according to the type of dining fa4ifity, from a
few minutes at a fast-food restaurant to a few hours at a
dinner theatre or banquet. The cost of engaging in this
activity may vary from 4s little as $1.00 to $15.00 or mere
per person, dependingaupon the setting. Dining out can be
an important part of family life as well as a purely
social experience, as in dining out with friends or a

date.

. .

...,.;

LEAD-UP STRATEGIES:

1. Obtain menus from a number of restaurants. If the student is able to read,

encourage him to use the menu. For the non-reading student, deutlop a request for

help in reading the menu. The student may ask reading peers, faetly member, waiters

or waitresses. .

2. Develop a "tip chart." On large paper construct a chart showing the appropriate
tip for specific amounts of money. Make pocket size charts for the students who
are unable to calculate a tip and instruct them to carry them in their wallet or
purse. .

.

3. Show pictures of a variety of lifting facilities. Discuss and compare them, considering

types of food, atmosphere, setting, cost, transportation available and accessibility
(architectural barriers).

'11

...

4. Develop menUs listing the school cafeteria's daily offerings. In dlass each day,

ask the student to consult the day's menu and choose what he'd like for lunch.
Encourage quiet conversation during meal, as in a restaurant.

FOLLOW-UP STRATEGIES: Ilk

1. Practice appropriate eating skills in the school cafeteria. Encourage the student to

use utensils appropriately and engage in quiet dinner conversation. .

2. Prepare, serve, and eat a dinner. Have the students take turns being waiter, waitress,

and diner.
.

.

...

GOAL STATEMENT:

The student will deuonatrate skill and express
enjoyment in dining out for pleasure in a variety of
settings.

rte -
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SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES:

111r111M

1.0 Identifies types of dining facilities in the communityl street vendors,
fast-food, cafeterias, formal sit down restaurants, and their location.

2.0 Uses public transportation to get to the restaurant.

3.0 Dresses appropriately for the restaurant chosen.

4.0 Reads bus schedules, menus, rest room signs.

5.0 Places order appropriately, asking the waiter or responsible person for

help, if necessary.

6.0 Demonstrates proper eating skills and use of utensils in a variety of

dining settings.

7.0 Pays for services, (transportation, food, tip).

8.0 Indicates, verbally or non-verbally enjoyment of dining out.

TASK ANALYSIS (sample of 1.0):

1.0 Identifies types of dining facilities and their locations.

1.1 Acquaint the student with a variety of dining facilities, their menus,
atmosphere, and general expense.

1.2 The student familiarizes himself with the locations of a variety of dining

facilities in the community.

1.3, The student expresses preference for certain types of facilities, in

general.

1.4 The student expresses preference in terms of general atmosphere. decor,

types of food served, suitability for conversation and suitability for

meeting others.

1.5 The student selects and dines at a restaurant, as part of a group under

sponsorship and supervision.

1.6 The student selects and dines at a restaurant, as part of a group with a

sponsor but does everything independently.

1.7 The student individually selects and dines at a variety of restaurants.

0

ADAPTATIONS/MODIFICATIONS:

a

as

w The student goes to a formal restaurant and orders, eats,
and pays for his food independently.

The student arranges transportation for he and a 'guest to
a formal restaurant, eats, orders, and pays for food.

The student chooses a sit-down restaurant, arranges
'transportation, orders, and. pays for meal and transportation

independently.

The student chooses a sit-down restaurant, orders, eats,
and pays for meal, with some assistance.

0
The student selects an ice cream store, arranges trans-
portation for himself and a guest, orders and pays for

ice cream.

The student orders, eats and pays for food at a fast-food

restaurant.

V
10 1

Take the student to a Fast-food restaurant, let him order
w his food and eat independently, as you pay for his food.
u 4.w

.1::

4
Take the student to fast-food restaurant, order for him,

pay for his food, and help him eat.

RESOURCES:

Teaching the Moderately and Severely Handicapped, Volume III,
Michael Bender, Peter Valletutti and Rosemary Bender, University Park
Press, Baltimore, Nd., 1976.

Toward Competency, A Guide for Individualized Ink-ruction, Oregon
State, Department of 'education, March, 1974.

Local restaurants, public transportation systems, taxi drivers,
waiters, waitresses.

1 0



a.0

INTEGRATIVE LEARNING CHART: , UNIT EVALUATION:

SOCIAL STUDIES

Develops awareness of community facilities and
how they may be used for leisure time
activities. Identifies different ethnic
foods.

Use the following scale to answer the-fnllowing questions as they.
relate to this unit. CIRCLE the appropriate number.*

1-- poor 2 - fair 3 - average 4 - good 5 - excellept

,
.

READING/LANGUAGE
Reads a menu. Identifies words relating to
restaurants. Recognizes words and associates
them with the appropriate food or beverage.

1.. The overview is helpful for understanding
the activity. 1 2 3 4 5

2. The goal statement is clearly stated. 1 2 3 4 5

3. The lead-up strategies are essential to

HOME ECONOMICS
Shops for, prepares, serves and eats a meal
as practice for dining out. Identifies food
preferences.

preparation. 1 2 3 4 5

.

4. The assessment-evaluation procedures are
easy to use. 1 2 3 4 5

ARTS
Notices table settings /sets table for meal.
Appreciates the decor of restaurants
(lighting, music, cable linens, cai.dles).

S. The short-term objective:. are appropriate
for the goal statement. 1 2 3 4 5

6. The short-term objectives are detailed to
an appropriate extent. 1 2 3 4 5

7. The task analysis section is helpful. 1 2 3 4 5

8. The task analysis section is detailed to an
appropriate extent. 1 2 3 4 5

9. The task analysis section is cimplete for
that particular short-term objective. 1 2 3 4 5

10. The adaptations and modifications are
helpful for teaching this unit. 1 2 3 4 5

11. The suggested resources are helpful for .

this unit. '1 2 3 '4 5

12. The suggested materials and equipment
suggested for this unit are adequate. 1 2 3 4 5

13. The integrative learning chart provides
useful information. 1 2 3 4 5

14. The unit is appropriate to the average age
in your class. 1 2 3 4 5

15. The overall usefulness of this unit is ... 1 2 3 4 5

PHYSICAL EDUCATIOU

SCIENCE .

Recognizes spoiled food.

MATH .

Calculates "tip" or uses tip chart. Prepares
a budget, allowing for dining out.
Approximates cost of meals at different type
of restaurants.

3

HEALTH
,

G'

.

Selects meals containing foods from the basic

food groups. Contrasts nutritious food
(fruits, vegetables, milk) with "junk food"
(chips, sods, pretzels).

.

CAREERS

Participates' in or is aware of food service

jobs. Recognizes food stores, restaurants,
fast food shops as places of possible
enjoyment.

*Please use the space provided in the "Notes" section to give us further
narrative feedback about the value of the component parts of the unit.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

I I
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UNDERLYING CONCEPTS OF THE S.E.L.F.*LEISURE EDU ATION .CURRICULUM MODEL

Integration of Leisure Content
in the School's Curriculum

Leisure Education

may be a separate subject area;
may be combined (reading/lang/leisure);
may be included at all developmental (age)
levels;

is appropriate for students with mild,
moderate, and severe handicapping conditions.

leistire
math

health
Science

4, Pee.

arts
home ec.

soe. stds

career

rdgilang.

FUNCTIONAL LEVELS

MILD

MODERATE

SEVERE

IA A A su
«.. *4 0V t .... 67.....
4 00 C Si inO V

... w
0

CONTENT AREAS
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MANUAL EVALUATION

Background i Purpose Guidelines for the Facilitation
of Training

Glossary of Terms
4

Modules 1 2 3 4

5 6 7

Matrix of Select CurriCula

Bibliography

Poar Fair Good Excellent
Not

Applicable
,

A. Clarity, readability 1 . 2 3 4 5

B. Flow, organization of
content 1 2 3 4 5

C. Accuracy of Information 1 2 3 4 5

D. Importance, relevancy of
Information (ie.. to facil-
itators) 1 2 3 4 5

E. Comprehensiveness, depth 1 2 3 4 5

F. Applicability, generaliz-
ability (ie., to various
communities) 1 2 3 4 5

Strengths Weaknesses

I V)



Module Four
Assessment and Evaluatior

Purpose: This module will emphasize the theoretical
constructs and conceptual framework for evaluating
leisure education programs for the handicapped.
Various aspects of the leisure education process
are discussed with suggested procedures for
performing formative, and summative evaluations.
Examples of various instruments for assessing
the leisure functioning of handicapped students
are included for purposes of assisting facili-
tators to develop and/or modify procedures to
meet their own leisure education program needs.

aQ.136; The facilitator will understand the overall
process for evaluating leisure education pro-
grams and the leisure functioning of handicapped
students, inclu.ive of theoretical constructs,
tools, and procedures.

Objective 5.1: The facilitator will understand
the major types of evaltation to employ in
determining program outcomes.

Objective 5.2: The facilitator will demonstrate
knowledge of procedures for carrying out
evaluation of leisure education programs.

Objective 5.3: The facilitator will understand
a process and the instrumentation for
assessing the leisure functioning of handi-
capped students.

63
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MODULE FOUR ASSESSMENT & EVALUATION

The facilitator will undikstand the evaluation process for the delivery of
GOAL STATEMENT: leisure education services and the assessment of students inclusive of

theoretical constructs, tools and procedures:

OBJECTIVES

Objective 4.1

RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

The facilitator will
understand major types
of evaluation to
employ in determining
program outcomes.

C71

Purpose of evaluation of
a leisure education
program:

Evaluation might be
defined as a process of
gathering information and
data in order to deter-
mine if the goals and
objectives of the pro-
gram have been met.
There are 2 major types
of evaluation:

a) formative -
the program
planned and

to improve
as it is
carried out

b) summative - to assess
the overall outcomes
and impact of the pro-
gram and its effect
on the consumer group.

Evaluation can be complet-
ed through use of forms,
answering questions,
data analysis, etc.

Participants read the
related material that de-
fines formative and
summative evaluation.

The trainer should
generally discuss the
concepts and involve
participants in con-
tributing further example
of data collection
procedures specific to
the two types of
evaluation.

A Conceptualization
and Program Design,
Leisure Today
AAPHER, 1976

Major Types of Evaluation
(included in the manual)



MODULE FOUR (cont'd).

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective "4.2.

, The facilitator will
demonstrate knowledge
of procedures for
carrying out an evalu-
ation of leisure edu-
cation programs.

Employ major types of
evaluation:

A) General types of
formative evaluation
procedures:

1 1 0

1. Parent conferences

2. IEP planning meet-
ings provide frame-
work for verbal
feedback from
entire group respon-
sible for the
program.

3. Update of the indi-
vidual educational
plan provides for
constant process of
monitoring.

4. Observational data
or anecdotal reports
provide input as to
how the plan is
proceeding.

la Have participants
review the Evaluation
Model for Leisure
Education, and suggest
other examples of
formative and summative
evaluations that could
be employed.

Evaluation Model
for Leisure
Education
included in manual)



MODULE FOUR (cont'd)

A

e) OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 4.2 (cont'd)

112

B) General types of sum-
mative evaluation
procedures:

1. Impact of program
upon students:
a.how many students
participated in
leisure education
programming?

b.what increments
were made in
students' leisure
functioning?

- leisure skills
- physical skills
- self-concept
- socialization

skills

2. How many individuals
became aware of
leisure education
and how many hours
were spent in
awareness type
activities?

3. How many persons
were trained to
facilitate leisure
education and how
many hours were spent
in training?

-Review botfi\types of
evaluation

e* Brainstorm for a
brief period of time
on the examples or
types of techniques
people might employ
under both types of
evaluation for each
component of the
model.

Review the Systems
Model (p. 50) and the
process and steps
proposed for a com-
prehensive evaluation
of leisure education.

A Systems Model for
Developing a Leisure
Education Program
for Handicapped
nildren ane-Youth,
Washington, D.C.:r
Leisure Information
Service, p. 50.
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MODULE FOUR (cont'd)

4

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 4.2 (cont'd)

of
%.4

114

4. What were the results
of the program as
determined by leisure
services personnel
and other facilita-
tors?

5. What weie the most
successful procedures
and activities in
implementing a leis-
ure education
program?

6. What were the major
problems encountered
in implementing a
leisurededucatIon
program?

7. Degree to which
objectives were met,
including type and
summary of data to
support achievements?

115



MODULE FOUR (cont'd)

OBJECTIVES ' REIATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective. .4.3 _

Purpose of evaluation of
students is to determine
their benefit and gain,
if any, from participation
in a leisure education
program. Assessment can
be conducted in several
ways as previously
suggested:

direct measurement

direct observation

interview

self-assessment

Validated instrumentation
is limited to adequately
assess leisure functioning
today.

Inventories and check-
lists are available and
can be employed to indicate
status and growth in:

extent of leisure time
participation

type of leisure
participation

a

Review with partici-
pants the Student

. ,

S.E.L.F. FacilitatorThe facilitator will
understand a process
and the instrumentation
for assessing the
leisure functioning of
handicapped students

cmc

'

1 16

Guide, Washington,D,C.:
.

Assessment Model.
'071WagniER67411
each step of the
chart with explanation
of both process and
specific instrumenta-
tion.

Discuss the process
and answer questions.

Peview various types
of instrumentation
for use by educators,
parents, community
recreators and stud-
ents in assessing
leisure functioning.

Examine various tools
in relation to their
intent and potential
use.

ICLD, pp. 70-75.

Student Assessment
Model,
TriaTuded in manual).

->

(Included in manual):
...

16 Inventory of
Leisure Education
and Participation,
I.C.L.D.

- Indices of Leisure
Behavior, I.C.L.D.

- Client Information
Assessment
(various infor-
mants), Florida

Assoc. of Rehab.
Facilities, Inc.

- Participation in
Leisure Activity
Assessment
(various inform-
ants) , Florida
Assoc. of Rehab.
Facilities, Inc.
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MODULE FOUR (cont'd) 4.1

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES *SOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 4.3 (cont'd)

1 °Iw

O

skill level (ie,
awareness, activities)

leisure setting .

participation

personal/social
behaviors

leisure interests

application of leisure
instruction

maintenance of leisure
functioning

Assessments can be per-
.,formed by educators, rec-
reators, parents, students,
etc.

- Leisure Awareness,
Assessment, Florida

. Association of
Rehab. Facilities,
Inc.

- Leisure Interview
Guide, Florida
Assoc. of Rehab.
Facilities, Inc.

- Inferred Self-
Concept Scale,
Western Psycho-
logical Services.
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MAJOR TYPES OF EVALUATION

EVALUATION PROCESS

Formative
Evaluation

(process oriented)

Gc

PURPOSE WHEN CONDUCTED EXAMPLES OF DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

To improve the
program as it
is planned
and/or carried
out.

The process is on-
going during the
planning and imple-
mentation of the
program.

needs assessment

advisory committee input

IEP meetings and pluming
sessions

input from third party
evaluation teams

periodic assessments through
observation, testing, interviews,
etc.

Summative
Evaluation

(Product oriented)

120

To assess the
impact and
the overall
outcomes of
the program
and its
effect on the
consumer
group.

v

After program is
completed

pre and post student
assessment data

final program report

summary of all workshop
evaluations

follow-up report to determine
maintenance

final survey and/or inter-
views with target population,
parents, etc.



Program Evaluation

This information has been adapted from A Systems Model for
Developing a Leisure Education Program for Hardicamd Children
and Youth (K-12) (1976) for use in developing a rationale for,.
the evaluation of recreation programs for preschool children.'"

General
4

Evaluation can become an unwieldy and disruptive-procese if
it is not planned effectively. When program staff have no direct
involvement in the evaluation planning and do not fully under-,
stand the evaluation process, then results are not likely to
meet their needs.

An evaluation planning procedure should be established in
the beginning planning stages of the overall leisure program.
It provides a method of accountability for all procedures within
a _Progratili _inclicates__success__and_ fail_ure_r_and__clari-fies -and .

assesses strengths and weaknesses in the system. It is also a
procedure whereby data are collected and analyzed to determine
the degree to which pre-set goals have been achieved (Singer,
1976). This handout outlines the following: objectives and
functions cf evaluation; evaluation questions; justification for
evaluation; and one sample evaluation model.

Objectives and Functions of Evaluation

The process of evaluation as it is used in leisure pro-
grams, including those for preschool children, has as objectives:

To gather and classify information about the character-
istics of participants in the program.

To provide staff with objective assessment procedures
to help them make the best use of program materials.

To provide staff and agency administrative personnel
with feedback about the program.

It is generally recognized that there are two stages of
program evaluation.

Formative evaluation is conducted to obtain information
necessary to improve products or processes as they are
being developed or conducted, respectively. This type
of evaluation is ongoing during the development and
implementation stages of the project. Formative evalua-
tion provides a continuous "monitoring system" that

*Source: Littman, Karen. PREP Trainers Handbook-Volume III,
Washington D.C.: Hawkins and Associates, Inc. Publishers,
1979, pp. 118-121.
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produces information upon which to make in-course
program modifications and improvements. Such feedback
is recommended on a planned basis and is used .as soon
as possible, to modify the program.

Evaluation Questions

Basic questions asked by evaluators include:

What are the program's objectives and goals?
This would encompass: rationale for the program--its
primary purpose; participants/users of the program;
delimitation (constraints) on evaluation activities;
types'of data to be collected; and criteria or
standards of the program.

How is the project to be evaluated? What tools are to
be utilized?

What does the program intend to do with the information
gathered through the evaluation processes?

Justification for Evaluation

'Evaluation is concerned not .only with the most obvious ques-
tions about the program -- Have we accomplished what we wanted
to accomplish? -- but also with the more subtle aspects of the

program design. These include (Mayer, 1975):

Predicting outcomes of a program.

Generating change in a program.

Recognizing failures and successes in a program.

Accounting (Have we taught what we want to teach?).

Interpreting the °ye:call effectiveness of the program.

Evaluation plays a vital part in establishing:

Goals and objectives prior to the intiation of the
program which determine which standards or criteria
are to be met.

Components to carry out the stated objectives.

Tools to evaluate effectiveness in meeting established
goals and objectives.

Evaluation Models -- The Discrepancy Evaluation Model

Numerous well-tested evaluation models exist which carry out

the functions of formative evaluation. Each emphasizes different

methods of evaluation and each is geared toward a stage or component
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of the program. A summary of one model, the Discrepancy Evalua-
tion Model, follows as an illustration of program'evaluation.

A major purpose of evaluation is to obtain enough informa-
tion about the operation of new programs to change and improve
them in the early stages of planning and installation. Obvi-
ously, the long-run effectiveness of programs at all levels
will depend upon adequacy of management, fidelity to program
design, and soundness of program design.

Because of the time required to develop new programs, a
second purpose of evaluation is to make early predictions about
a program's eventual success or failure and to use these
estimates as the basis for terminating high failure or risk
programs.

Evaluation at its simplest level is the comparison of
performance (P) against standard (S) :

S P
Discrepancy.

-The-differen-ce-betwe-en-standard-and-performance (S-P) is the
discrepancy. Discrepancy information reveals the extent to which
hopes, fantasies, or beliefs remain unrealized and indicates
whether action is necessary.

Evaluation requires the continuous collection of information
about a program's standard at various stages in the program's
development and about performance relative to that standarch_ Ilmr--
discrepancy between performance and standard constitutes valuable
feedback for program change and improvement.

A standard (S) consists of more than just program 'goals or

expected student performance. It covers what teachers and other
staff plan to do to help participants learn and what resources will
be used, and it includes a comprehensive description of resources,
processes, and changes in targets or recipients of the program.
In essence, a standard is a set of complex expectations.

Performance (P) consists of what actually occurs. It requires
collecting information on each part cf the complex standard. Were
the resources identified intially actually secured? Were staff
members engaged in the instructional processes they anticipated?
Were students or other program recipients changed as expected?

The standard for the evaluation of a program is derived from
the program design or plan of action; it is always unique to a
particular program. Program design is the basis for program
evaluation. A program must be designed (input, process, and
output) to meet a particular standard and to conform to certain
specifications, which establish the basis for insuring the

73
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adequacy of the program design; that is, discrepancy evaluation
provides general criteria for determining whether program
design can be used as a standard for evaluation. Once the
design is judged adequate for use as a standard, it will be
used repeatedly as a touchstone of performance and will, itself,
be subject to a continuous revision.

To determine differences between performance and standards,
it is necessary to evaluate a program on three different levels:
(1) input, (2) process, and (3) output. Input evaluation seeks
to determine whether or not the program has been installed ,

according to plan--whether necessary resources are available;
whether individuals involved have the basic skills and competencies
needed, whether outside variables which may influence the effec-
tiveness of the program's processes have been taken into account.

__The next, _step, process evaluation, focuses on the effec-
tiveness and appropriateness of the various events of a given
program. Processes are those activities which turn inputs into
outputs: classroom instruction; training workshops; use of
newly designed curriculum materials; or planned program
activities.

Input and process evaluation are primarily formative. They
allow changes to be made as discrepancies are discovered between
actual circumstances and the stapgards which have been set.

----- Output evaluation, on the other Mnd, is summative in nature.
It seeks to measure the impact of a program, the changes in the
input achieved by the process. It can evaluate the usefulness
and feasibility of materials, changes in the competencies of
individuals attending training programs, or the impact of newly
developed programs on the participants they service.

Throughout the evaluation, some indicator of performance is
obtained and compared with the standard that defines performance
expectation. Any discrepancies between performance and standard
are reported to the program staff.

The importance of discrepancy evaluation is that it uses
discrepancy information as feedback to staff and is a powerful
tool for insuring staff involvement in program improvement.
Discrepancy information forces decisionmakers to make a critical
choice: They must bring the performance up to the standard or
they must change the standard.,.

The discrepancy evaluation model involves all relevant people
in the design and continual modification of a program. It main-
tains that the best way to improve the program is through the
experience of the program staff. Other aspects of the discrepancy
evaluation model are that (1) it facilitates management decisions
based on program experience; (2) the evaluator and administrator
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are interdependent; and (3) the evaluator acts as the watchdog
of the program standard and is responsible for insuring that the
standard vs performance comparison is actually made and any
resultant discrepancy information is reported to the staff.-
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EVALUATION-MODEL FOR-LEISURE EDUCATION
6,

INPUT LEISURE EDUCATION
PROCESS OUTPUT

A handicapped
individual
who demon-
strates var-
ious levels
of leisure
functioning
(ie, aware-
ness, skills)

0\

Leisurti; awareness

EVALUATION

An Individual who:

Is more knowledgeable
about the potential
of leisure experiences
in various settings
(ie, home, commu-
nity)

Uses knowledge of
leisure and leisure
resources in order to

.H be more self-directed
1 and independent during
5 his/her discretionary
O time

Self-awareness w Is able to use know-
ledge about self in
order to initiate
leisure activities
which enhances qual-
ity of leisure time.

Develops personal
leisure interests and
makes choices based on
own needs.

FORMATIVE SUMMATIVE

Does new knowledge
lead to new dec-
isions and actions
during leisure
time?

Does person or
persons use
awareness to aid
in decision-
making in school,
home, and com-
munity settings?

Do leisure
decisions reflect
ongoing aware-
ness of own needs
and interests?

Is there evi-
dence of moti-
vation and self-
directed leisure
participation?

Pre and post
assessment of
knowledge and
awareness.-

Pre and post
survey of
attitude/
interests
before changes
and growth.

Report of
observation
about leisure
decision-
making process
and results of
decisions.

.. 2 3



EVALUATION MODEL (cont'd)

INPUT
'LEISURE EDUCATION

PROCESS
OUTPUT EVALUATION

Leisure skills

FORMATIVE SUMMATIVE

Demonstrates increased
ability to perform various
leisure time skills in the
home and community.

Is more competent to
direct own leisure exper-
iences. Develops short
term and long term plans
for constructive/realis-
tic use of leisure time.

-171

Social interaction ' Initiates social inter-
actions and interacts
with others during

129

Cooperates with others
while meeting own
leisure goals.

Does planning oc-
cur and appear'
realistic?

Is an increase in
leisure skills
apparent?

Has leisure time
increased?

Is leisure time
of better quality?

Have socialization
skills increased?

Are personal
leisure goals
compatible with
those of peers?

Is quality of
social relation-
ships,good?

130

Pre and post
assessment of
leisure skills
achievement &
competence.

Report of
observation of
skills uti-
lized in making
leisure choices.

Pre and p:o.st
assessment of
social inter-
actions and
skills.

Attitude survey
regarding
socialization
skills before
and after
leisure
experiences.



STUDENT ASSESSMENT MODEL

INPUT
HANDICAPPED STUDENTS WITH VARYING

LEVELS OF STUDENT FUNCTIONING: .

Leisure awareness

Self-awareness

Decision-making

Leisure skills

Social Interaction

PROCESS

A
Referral

Preliminary interview and
background data

Administration of instruments

Utilization of various
surveys, rating, scales,
checklists, tests

Utilization of various ass-
essment techniques: inter-
views, observations, video-
tapes, awareness activities

' Synthesis of all data for
report writing,

Development of specific
planning for education

OUTPUT

Determination of specific
strengths and weaknesses
regarding leisure functioning

Specifying leisure goalS
and objectives (IEP)

Planning leisure exper,iences for
increased: Leisure activity
skills, self - awareness, leisure
awareness, leisure interest,
leisure decision-making skills,
social skills

7

131
4

1

Leisure AsSessment
Tools\

.4

Inventory of L
Education an
Participatio

isure

Indices of Leisure
Behavior

1

Client Information
Assessment

Participation in Leisure
Activity Asses ment'
.(fill out by a l
facilitators)

Leisure Awareness
Assessment

-

Leisure Intery ,iew Guide

Inferred Self-Concept
Scale



I.C.L.D.

/

k1.40.1 A

INVENTORY OF LEISURE EDUCATION AND PARTICIPATION

Instructions: Bas d on your knowledge of this student, please indicate the: appropriate response
for each of the Leisure Le'rning Aotivitieiloca,ted below in the far left margin.
The response* are.divided into two columns - A and B. For Column A, answer "Yes,"
"No'," or "Don't Know' as to whether ,or not the student 'has received recent
initruction related to these units within the school/home/community setting(s).
FO.Column B, answer 'Yes," "No,' or "Don't Know' as to whether or not the student
independently chooses the following activities to currently participate in during
hii/her leisure time within the school/home/community setting. Please circle
the response that best describes the.opAnion of you and the parent/guark.

a 1 a, *

0

I

LEISURE LEARNING

0 1, TAG
5

2. Dodgeball

3. Catch

4. Croquet

5. Solitaire ';

6. Bingo

7. Yahtzee-

8. Sorry Gam*

9. Simon Say*

10. Scrabble

11. Jigsaw PuTzles

U. Swimming
1 13. Snorkeling

14. Archery

15. Bowling

16. Jogging

17. Rope-Jumping

18. Badminton

19. Table Tennis

20. Softball

21. Kickball

22. Volleyball

23. Backyard Barbecues

24. tre - Planning Camping

25. Campsite Selection

A
ACTIVITIES

1

.4?

26. Campsite Development

27. Camp Maintenance

.28. Building/Maintaining a Fire

29. Using a Camp Stove

30. Cooking Outdoor Meals

31. Foil-Cooking

32. Beachcombing

13. Observation/Identification of Birds

2*. Observation/Identification of Plants

35. /Raising and Caring for House Plants

36. Vegetable Gardening

37. Fish and Aquatic Pets

41,

c

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yea

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes.

Yes

Yes

INSTRUCTTION

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No -Don't Xnow

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Xnow

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

Na Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know
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B
PARTICIPATION

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yei

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ye's

Yes

Yes

Mo Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Knbw

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No. Don't Know,

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know

No Don't Know



.

ISISURE.LEARNING ACTIVITIES

A
INSTRUCTION

f-'48. Cats The No Don't Know Yes No Dofigt Know

Small Mammals Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don6C1now

40. Autograph Collecting Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

Fingerprint Collecting Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't KnoM

42. Stamp Collecting Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

43. Collecting Leaves and Flowers Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

44. Rock Collecting Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

45. Collepting Beans, Nuts and Grains, Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

46. Collecting Photographs Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

47. Collecting Bottles Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

48. Food Decorating Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

49. Candlemaking Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

50. String Art Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Kno.

51. Rug-hooking Yes No Don't Know Yes. No Don't Know
4

52. Stitchery Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know 4

_53. Braiding Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

54. Puppet-making Yes No Don't Know Yes No DRn't Know

55. Assembling Model Trains, Cars and Boats Yes No Don't Know Yes No _Don't Know

56. Scrapbook Projects Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

57. .Paper Sculpture Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

51. Mending Clothing Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

59. Fast-developing Picture Taking Yes Wd Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

60. Silk-screen Printing Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

61. Writing Greeting Cards Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

6). Fingerpainting Yes No Don't, Know Yes No Don't Know

63. Tempera Painting Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

64. Painting With Water 11.1
Yes No Don't Know The No Don't Know

65. Clay Modeling The No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know I

66. Industrial Ceramics Yes No DopYt Know Yes No Don'tInow 4

67. Playing Rhythm Instruments Ye: No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

61. Musical ttoposition Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

61. Creative. Rhythms Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

70. Tap Dancing Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Raw

71. Puppetry Shows Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

72. Pantomimes Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

73. Reading Newspapers Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

74. Watching TV Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

75. Attending/Giving Parties Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

76. Dining Out 4) Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

77. Dating Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

78. Keeping a Diary Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

79. Leisure Shopppg Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

80. City Parks Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

11. Zoos
Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

$2. Libraries Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

83. Attending Special Interest Shows/Exhibitions Yes. No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

14. Enjoys Means of Community Travel (e.g., Mass Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't r

Transit)

85. Takes Trips to View Natural Surroundings Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know
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FORM 'B

INDICES OF LEISURE BEHAVIOR

Instructions: Please answer each of the following questions to the best of your knowledge
. in regards to the leisure behavior of the student. You may wish to
discuss some of the questions with the student's parent/guardian for
more accurate information. Please circle or check the number/response that
best describes the'opinion of you and the parent/guardian.

* * * *,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

1. Given a specific,period of free time, the student
will self - initiate a play/recreation activity.

ti

2. When playing or recreating, ate student will remain
involved in the activity for a time period
appropriate to his/her mental alp. a

3. When playing or recreating,, the student coLperates
with others in accomplishing grOup tasks or goals.

. -

4. Given the opportunity. to' play or recreatei the student
will begiii participating without prompting from

,.authority figures (e.g., teacher, parent, etc.).

5. Given a specific.period of time (e.g., recess, after
school, etc.), the student will seek out others as
playmates or recreation companions.

6. The student is accepted by peers as a partner in play
or recreation.

`7. The student understands rules and directions of play
or recreation in which he/she participates. .

8. The student follows rules and procedures of play or
recreation in which he/she participates.

9. The student completes play or recreational tasks
or activities in which he/she participates.

10. The student appears to express feelings of self-
confidence prior to, during, and after a play/recreation
experience.

11. The student demonstrates interest in winning.

z

0

Wa
0

5 4 3 2 1 0

; :5 -. 4 3 2, 1 0

. .

5 '4 3 2 1 0

5 sis 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 .1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

*Play terminology generally refers to the child's use of leisure time.
*Recreation terminology generally refers to youth and adult's use of leisure time.

814_34



12. The student can accept losing (i.e., spoitsmanship).

13. When encountering difficulty in a play or recreation
activity, the student will either request assistance
or seek positive alternatives to completing the activity.

'14. The sv lent is motivated to learn new skills and seek
out new play or recreational activities.

15. The student is creative in adapting p...ay and recreation
activities to his/her personal needs.

16. The student prefers to engage in play/recreation
activities by self.

17. The student engages cooperatively in play/recreation
activities with one or two other persons.

18. The student engages in play/recreation activities in
a large group.

_ 19. The student takes part in peer group activities, such
as community groups and clubs.

20. The student leads peer group activities.

21. The student engages in play/recreation experiences
with family members.

22. The student knows location of the following play or
recreation areas:

a. home, neighbor's home

b. neighborhood park or playground

c. community or recreation center

d.. school

e. special recreation facility for handicapped

f. other

22. The student usually Participates in play/recreation
experiences located at:

a. home,neighbor's home

b. neighborhood park or playground

c. community or recreation center

d. school

e. special recreation facility for handicapped

f. other

82 133

5 4 3 .2 1 0.

5 4 3 2 1 0'

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

YES
NO

NO IYFO.

0111



.

LEISURE EDUCATION DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

CLIENT INFORMATION ASSESSMENT*

Parent/Guardian
KEY

participant Assessment Dates: Pre (black ink)

Administered To Re (green ink)

Post (blue ink)

Personal Leisure Resources: Follow-up (.-ed ink)

Pre

co
Re

Post

PolLow -up

heitmre Skills learned in structured programs (recreation therapy programs, phIsical education
cl,wtwo, municipal par. k:; and recreation programs, etc.) :

13G

137



LEISURE LDUCATION DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

CLIENT INFORMATION ASSESSMENT - continued

--Leisure Skills presently learning in structured programs:

Pre

Re

Post
ry

Follow-up

, Other leisure activities experienced (field tripd from school, outings, activities/skills
experienced at previous residences, etc.) :

co Pro
siu

Re

Post

Follow-up

Leisure preferences:

Pre

Re

Post

k'o11ow -up-

*1141cl i f1 oil and reprinted from Leisure Counseling Progt. Materials for the Developmentally Disabled, by Kenneth
Iswiak, plibliahed by Hawkins and Associates, Washington D.C., 20024.
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Assessment Dates: Pre

S'articipant:

Re

LEISURE EDUCATION rodONSTRATION PROJECT

PARTICIPATION IN LEISUIL ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT

Community Rehabilitation Center InEormant

Post

Follow-up

Administered Lo:

(black ink) Score

(green ink) Score

(blue ink) Score

(red ink) Score

L

co 1. Pdrticipation in structured leisure activities of the home, e.g. parties, camping
trips, community outings;

E_, 1 1 -11- , .117 1 . .
Very rarely
parLicipates
(loss than
onco a monLh)

Sometimes
participates
(once a
month)

Usually
participates
(twice a
month)

Almost
always
participates
(3 times a
month)

Always
participates
(4 times a
month or more)

2. Participation in voluntary structured leisure programs and activities, e.g. municipal
parks and recreation programs, arts and crafts classes, school dances, parties at
other group homes:

, . . 71r. . .

Voy rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always
parlicipatc:s participates participates always participates
(Joss than (2-3 times (4-5 timus a participates (0 times a
once a month) a month) month) (6-7 times a month or more)

month)

140
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PARTICIPATION 1N FEISURE ACTIVITY ASSRSSMENT - continued

3. Self-direction concerning unstructured leisure activities, e.g..bikning, basketball,
listening to records, playing cards -- does not include watching TV:

Very rarely Sometimes Usually Almost A:ways initiates

initiates initiates initiates always leisure activities

leisure leisure leisure initiates (14 times a week

activities activities activities activities or more)

(0-3 times (4-6 times (7-9 times (10-13 times
a week) a week) a week) a week)

4. Participation in unstructured leisure activities, e.g.biking, basketball, listening
to records, playing cards -- does not include watching TV:

Very rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always participates

participates participates participates always in leisure activities

in leisure in leisure in leisure participates (14 times a week or

activities activities activities in leisure more)

(0-3 times (4-6 times' (7-9 times activities
as week) a week) a week) (10-13 times

a week)

5. Independent use of community leisure resources within walking distance (includes
Lilo ability to travel to and use resources), e.g. bowling alley, ice cream shop,
shopping mall:

Very rarely
independently
uses resources
(0-1 time a
month)

Sometimes
independently
uses resources
(2-3 times a
month)

Usually
independently
uses resources
(4-5 times a
month)

Often
independently
uses resources
(6-7 times a
month)

Quite often
independently
uses resources
(8 times a
month or more)

3



PARTICIPATION IN LEISURE ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT - continued

6. Use of community leisure resources within walking distance (with assistance in travel
to or use of the resource from peers or staff);

r a

Very rarely
uses resources
(0-1 time a
month)

Sometimes
uses resources
(2-3 times a
month)

Usually uses
resources
(4-5 times a
month)

I I

Often uses Quite often uses
resources resources (8 times
(6-7 times a month or more)

. a month)

7. Independent use of community leisure resources accessible primarily by.car or bus
(includes the ability to travel to and use the resources):

Very rarely
independently
uses resources
(0-1 time a
mont.h)

I--
Sometimes
independently
uses resources
(2-3 times a
month)

Usually
independentlyindependently
uses resources
(4-5 times a
month)

Often
independently
uses resources
(6-7 times a
month)

Quite often
independently
uses resources
(8 times a
month or more)

8. Use or community leisure resources accessible primarily by car or bus (with assistance
in Lravel to or use of the resource from peers or staff):

Very rarely
uses resources
(0-1 time a
month)

144

Sometimes
uses resources
(2-3 times a
month)

2-1
Usually
uses resources
(4-5 times a
month)

.0.10.7M

Often uses
resources
(6-7 times
a month)

Quite often
uses resources
(8 times a month
or more)

145



O

Co
Co

9. Commenls:

re

Re

al

/
t,

I

PARTICIPATION IN LEISURE ACTIVITY 11SSESSMI3NT - continued

0

Post

Po! low -up_

=.1111111

* Nodifiod and rnprinled frnm Leisure Counseling ProaDm Materials for the Develumentally Disabled, by Kenneth

v. Joswink, pnblisbcd by Hawkins and Associates, Washington D.C., 20024.
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I

.LEISURE EDUCATION DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

LEISURE' AWARENESS ASSESSMENT*

0

Format: .
Key: Score based on 100 pts. Each

X = attained the E0 or "point" EO equals 4 pts. except E01
0 = failed to attain the EO or "point" and E02 of TP01 which equals
Pre-assessment a black ink 6 pts. each.
Re-assessment = green ink
Post- assessment = red ink ASSESSMENT DATES: Pre Score

Follow-up assessment = red ink
Re Score

Name: Post Score

1
TPO Awareness of the meaning of play and leisure.

2
E0 1: Awareness of the concept of play. (Identifies 5 out of 6

"play" photographs and 5 out of 6 "work" photographs.)

Number of "play" photographs correctly identified.
Number of "work" photographs correctly identified.

Follow-up Score

EO 2: Knowledge of the concept of leisure. (Identifies 1 of the
following points.)

me

A. el
. . . free from doing things that we have to do."

B. ti
. free to do whatever we want as long as it doesn't
break the law or hurt anybody. "

C. II
. . . time when we have fun."

1TPO 0 Terminal Performance Objective (goal)

2E0 = Enabling Objective (objective)

148
r.

(Ls
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LEISURE AMR= ASSESSME NT - continued

TPO 1: Awareness of the meaning of play and leisure (continued).

GED

150

E0 3: Knowledge of when personal leisure occurs. (Identifies
85% of the following appropriate blocks of time.)

During the week:

in the mornings
in the afternoons
after work/school
after supper

Saturday:

morning
afternoon
evening

Sunday:

morning
afternoon
evening

ED 4: Knowledge of the beneficial effects of play. (Identifies
2 of the following points.)

A.
B.
C.
D.

N

. a chance for exercise of
. a chance to be with and
. a chance for learning."
. lets us have fun." or, "

physical activity."
talk to people."

. . . it makes us feel good."

151



LEISURE

TPO 1: Awareness of the meaning

11 EO 5:

A.
B.
C.
D.

AMEN= ASSESSMENT - continued

of play and leisure (continued).

Knowledge of the potential relationship of leisure activities
and mood alteration. (Identifies all of the following points.)

Identifies a period of time. (if appropriate)
Describes the mood.
Selects an appropriate activity.,
Presents an appropriate rationale.

EO 6: Ability to select and engage in a leisure activity for the
of mood alteration. (Describes and discusses the
and the mood.) Record the activity and mood below.

(1)

purpose
activity

Pre:

Re:

Post:

Follow-up:

(1)

(1)

(1)
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LEISURE AWARENESAASSESSMENZ - continued

Tpo 2: Awareness of leisure resources in the home.

4.1

10

IN IN 1MM

EO 1: Knowledge of one's personal leisure resources. (Identifies
and describes a minimum of 3 personal leisure resources.)

Provide the number of resources identified.
Record those resources identified below.

Pre:

Re:

(1) (2), (3)

(1) (2) (3)

Post: (1) (2) (3)

Follow-up: (1) (2) (3)

EO 2: Ability to use one's personal leisure resources. (Utilites
2 different resources in 2 different activities.)

Provide the number of resources identified.
Record those resources identified below.

Pre: (1)

(2)

Re: (1)

(2)

Post: (1)

(2)

Follow-up: (1)

(2)
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Imumma Amu= ASSESSMENT - continued

TPO 2: Awareness of leisure resources in the home (continued).

153

EO 3: Knowledge of leisure resources owned by the facility.
(Identifies and describes 4 resources.)

Prwide tho number of resources identified.
Record those resources identified below.

Pre: (1) (3)

(2) (4)

Re: (1) (3)

(2) 14)

Post: (1) (3)

(2) (4)

Follbw-up: (1) (3)

(2) (4)

EO 4: Ability to use leisure resources owned by the facility.
(Utilizes

Record

1 resource in a leisure activity.)

the resource(s) utilized below.

Pre: (1)_

Re: (1)

Post: (1)

Follow-up: (1)



LEISURE AMU= ASSESSMENT, - continued

TPO 2: Awareness of leisure resources in the home (continued).

011.11=11110

EO 5: Knowledge of appropriate procedure for borrowing leisure
resources. (Identifies all of the following points.)

A. ". . . ask the owner for permission."
B. ". . . use the way it is supposed to be used."
C: ". . . tell the owner if it is broken or lost." or,

. . . offer to pay for it."
D. ". return it when done with it."

EO 6: Knowledge of leisure resources owned by peers willing to
share. (Identifies 3 resources and their owners.)

Provide the number of resources identified.11
Record those resources (and the owners) identified below.

153

Pre: (1)

(2)

(3)

Post: (1)

(2)

(3)

Follow-up: (1)

(2)

( 3)

c



LIE/SURE AWARENESS ASSESSMENT - continued

TPO 2: Awareness of leisure resources in the home (continued).
o

EO 7: Ability io borrow resources from peers. (Engages in 2
different activities using 2 different resources borrowed
from peers, in the manner described below.)

A. Request for permission.
B. Use 'in accordance with rules, norms, etc.
C. Notification of the owner if broken or lost, offer to

for it.
D. Return of the resources when done.

160

Record those resources (and their owners) utilized below.

Pre: (1)

(2)

Re: (1)

(2)

Post: (1)

(2)

Follow-up: (1)

(2)

pay

4
6



LEISURE AWARENESS AMEASHMT - continued

TPO 3: Awareness of leisure resources in the community.

111311 EO 1: Knowledge of leisure resources within walking distance.
(Identifies and describes 4 resources.)

Provide the number of resources identified.
Record those resources identified below.

Pre: (1) (3)

(2) (4)

Re: (1) (3)

(2) (4)

Post: (1) (3)

(2) (4)

Follow-up: (1) (3)

(2) (4)

EO 2: Ability to use a leisure resource within walking distance.
(Utilizes 1 resource.)

Record the resource(s) utilized below.

Pre: (1)

Re: (1)

Post: (1)

Follow-up: (1)

162
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".1 1

LEISURE AWARENESagSZESMENZ - continued

TPO 3: Awareness of leisure resources in the community (continued).

164

EO 3: Knowledge of leisure resources accessible primarily by
car or bus. (Identifies 4 resources.)

411111.11=1111
Provide the number of resources identified.
Record those resources identified below.

Pre: (1) (3)

(2) (4)

Re: (1) (3)

(2) (4)

Post: (1) (3)

(2) (4)

Follow-up: (1) (3)

(2) (4).

EO 4: Ability to use a leisure resource accessible primarily by
car or bus. (Utilizes 1 resource.)

Record the resource(s) utilized below.

Pre: (1)

Re: (1)

Post: (1)

Follow-up: (1)
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LEISURE AWARMESA ASSESSMENT - continued

TPO 3: Awareness of leisure resources in the community (continued).

EO 5: Knowledge of information sources. (Identifies 4 of the
following sources.)

A. Radio
B. Television
C. Asking friends or staff at work/school
D. Observing different places when traveling around town
E. Using the telephone to call appropriate places
F. Entertainment, advertisement, and "What's Happening

Around Town?" sections of the newpaper
G. Billboards and posters around town
H. Magazines and publications dealing with "things to do"

in town
I. Yellow pages
J. City or state map
K. (If unable to read) Requesting literate acquaintances

to refer to appropriate sources, e.g., yellow pages
L. Any other appropriate source identified by the clientT

163

EO 6: Ability to utilize an information source. (Identifies
and describes the appropriate process for utilizing one
of the information sources listed in EO 5.)

Record the process identified below.

Pre: (1)

Re: (1)

Post: (1)

Follow-up: (1)
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LEISURE AWARENESS ASSESSMENT - continued

TPO 3: Awareness of leisure resources in the community (continued).

163

EO 7: Knowledge of free leisure resources in the community.
(Identifies and describes 4 resources.)

Provide the number of resources identified.
Record those resources identified below.

Pre: (1) (3)

(2) (4)

Re: (1) (3)
(2) (4)

Post: (1) (3)
(2) (4)

Follow-up: (1) (3)

(2) (4)
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ILMISMBE MUMS aSSESSMENT - continued

TPO 3: Awareness of leisure resources in the community (continued).

0

EO 8: Knowledge of cost of leisure resources. (Identifies and
cost of 3 resources.)

the number of resources identified and described.
those resources and costs identified below.

(1)

describes

Provide
.110.11=nome

Record

Pre:

Re:

(2)

(3)

(1)

0 t (2)

(3)

Post: (1)

(2)

(3)

Follow-up: (1)

(2)

(3)
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LEISUR$ AWARENES$ ASSEUMENT - continued

TPO 3: Awareness of leisure resources in the community (continued).

172

BO 9: Ability to use a leisure resource in the community,
knowledge to count change correctly.
1 resource.)

the resource(s) utilized below.
information on money exchange involved.

(1)

utilizing
(Utilizes

RecordINrNIla
Provide

Pre:

Re:

Post:

Follow-up:

(1)

(1)

11)
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LEISURE AWARENESS ASSESSMENT - continued

TPO 4: Awareness of personal leisure interests.

EO 1: Knowledge of favorite leisure interests. (Identifies and
describes 5 leisure interests.)

Provide the number of interests identified.
Record those interests identified below.

Pre: (1) (4)

(2) (5)

(3)

Re: (1) (4)

(2)' (5)

( 3)

ct

Post: (1) (4)

12) (5)

(3)

Follow-up: (1) (4)

(2) (5)

(3)



DEISUREMIABOMa ASSESSMENT - continued

TPO 4: Awareness of personal lelsure interests (continued).

E0'2: Knowledge of new personal leisure interests. (Identifies
and dedcribes 2 new interests.)

Provide the number of new interests identified.
Record those interests identified below.

Pre: (1) (2)

Re: (1) (2)

Post: (1) (2)

Follow-up: (1) _(2)

*
Modified and reprinted from Leisure Counseling Program Materials for the Developmentally
Disa3led, by Kenneth F. Joswiak, published by Hawkins and Associates, Washington D.C., 20024.
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Participant

LEISURE EDUCATION DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

LEISURE INTERVIEW GUIDE.

Date

am going to name some activities that you may do: Do you

(insert each activity on checklist)? If not, would you like to?

CHECKLIST OF LEISURE INTERESTS ANJ EXPERIENCES

Activity. Interest
Participated

Have Have Not But Want To

Bicycling

Swimming

Tennis

Golf

Gymnastics

Track 6 Field

Fencing

Handball

Paddleball

Football

Basketball .,

Baseball

Softball'
Soccer

Volleyball
Karate

Judo

Roller Skating

hiking

Walking
Camoing
Picnics

Signtseeing

ardening
Scuba Diving
Water Skiing

Horseback Riding

Boating
Sailing

Motorc clin.

Archery
.

Riflery

Beachcombing
Dowling
Fisninz
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Activity Interest
Participated

Have Have Not But Want To

Horseshoes

Snorkling

Concerts

Dramatics

Dancing

Square Dancing
Painting

Drawing
r

Singing

Record Listening_

Movies .

Traveling ,

Reading
,

.

Macrame

Knitting

:rocheting

Sewing

Embroidery
.

Quilting._

Needlepoint
Photoirah
Model Building
Collecting Stamps .

Collecting Coins r
Cooking/Baking
Refinish Furniture

Ceramics

Conversation

Quiet Contemplation

Church Activities
Community Center Activities

_

Parties

Tournaments/Contests
,

Carnival or Fair

Circus

Holiday Events .

Art Snow

Card Games

Table Games

Social Games
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0

Activity Interest

4

Participated

Have Have Not But Want To

Pinball

Auto Mechanics

Fixing Appliances

Household Repairs

Tiling Carpentry

Wallpapering,

Upholstery

Other
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1.0 PERSONAL I

PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY
SPECIAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

OUTDOOR EDUCATION/RECREATION
EXPERIENCE/SKILL CHECKLIST

1979
MT. HOOD KIWANIS CAMP PROGRAM

NA
EVALUATION SYSTEM Name of Camper

NOT OBSERVED OR EMPLOYED WITH CAMPER
PERFORMS WITH PHYSICALAND_ VERBAL
ASSISTANCE

PERFORMS WITH VERBAL ASSISTANCE
PERFORMS INDEPENDENTLY

Date of Session:
June
June
July
July

17-22

24-29

1-6

8-13

1

2

3

1.1 Communicates needs/ideas
1.2 Initiate: communication
1, 3 Follows directions' instructions
1.4 Initiates task
1.5 Completes tasks
1.6 Manage: own time
1.7 Controls emotions
1.8 Accepts challenges

_1. 9
1. 10

2.0 SOCIAL

2.1
2. 2

23

2.4
2.5 S

2. 6

2.7
2.8

Cooperates with others
Socializes with others
Respects rights/property of
others
Assists others

Develops a friendship(s)
Recognizes contributions of
others

`3.0 SEIF - HELP I

3.1 Dresses! undresses self
3. 2 Washes,' showers self

- 3. 3 Brushes teeth
3.4 Practices personal habits

of cleanliness
3.5 Practices acceptable eating/

table habits
3.6 Cares for own belongings
3.7
3. 8

4.0 NATURE CRAFTSJ

4.1 Cuts with scissors
4.2 Tears and folds paper
4. 3 Selects colors
4.4 Uses tools/materials correctly

_4.5 Applies glue
4.6 Paints with materials/tools

4.7 Prints/colors with natural
materials

4.8 Selects own project
4.9 Demonstrates creativity
4. 10 Follows one direction at a

time
4. 11 Follows more than one

direction at a time
4, 12 Completes project 'follows

sequence
4.13 Works neatly
4. 14 Helps with clean - up
4.15
4.16

PROJECTS
4.17
4. 18
4, 19
4.20
4. 21

4.22
4, 23
4.24
4.25
4. 26

Makes a name tag
Makes a sand candle
Makes a nature collage
Weaves with natural materials
Makes a postcard print
Constructs a puppet
Tie dyes a T-shirt
Makes an autograph notebool,

15.0 MUSIC/DRAMAI

5.1 Listens to music' drama
5.2 Employs hand body movements

with music drama
5. 3 Pantomimes
5.4 Dances to music
5.5 Employs a steady beat
5.6 Sings familiar songs
5,7 Sings new songs
5.8 Sings on pitch
5.9 Plays a rhythm instrument
5. 10 Creates/contributes skit

material
5. 11 Participates in skit ar.cording

to plans
5. 12 Imitates during skit
5. 13 Provide personal interpreta-

tion die lug skit
5.14
5.15

107

HJuly 15-20
July 22-27

July 29-August 3

August 5-10

I 81

7.15171ATUTAlE

SOIL 'ROCK

e.1Niews/feels/smells soil
6, 2 Views/feels/smells rock
6.3 Discovers unique characteristics

of rock (i.e. , weight,
size, smoothness, roughness)

6.4 Discovers unique characteristics
of soil (i.e., composition,
smell, moistness, dryness)
Communicates proper sub-
group names (i.e., clay, sand,
pebbles, boulders)

6.6 Describes purpose in nature's
web (ecosystem; i, e., water
flow, erosion)

6.7 Describes man's responsibilities
to environment (i.e. , not
littering or stripping areas of
resources)

Practices conservation

6.5

6. 8

6.9
6. 10

WATER
11

12

6.13

_6.14

15

6, IC
6.17
6.18

Views/sees/smells water
Discovers unique characteris
tics of water (i.e., move-
ment, temperature, smell,
wetness)

Communicates proper sub-
group names (i. e. , Mirror
Lake, lake, stream, pond)
Describes purpose in nature's
web (ecosystem; i.e., plant
growth, home for animals)
Describes man's responsibilities
to environment (i.e., not
polluting, water rationing)
Practices conservation

PLANTS

6.19 Views, feels/ smells plants



19. 0 SPORTS / GAME,S1

6.20 Discovers unique characteris-
tics of plants (i.e. color,
forms, fragrance)

6.21 Communicates proper sub-
group names (i.e., Rhododen-
dron: shrub, flowers, tree)

6.22 Describes purpose in nature's
web (ecosystem ; i.e. plants
relation to food chain, oxygen
and air, soil)

6.23 Describes man's responsibilities
to environment (i. e., preserve
forests, care for own plants)

6.24 Practices conservation
6.25
6.26

r.

ANIMALS
6. 27 Views/feels/smells animals
6,28 Discovers unique characteris-

tics of animals (i.e., color,
smell, anatomy of fish)

6, 29 Communicates proper subgroup
names (i.e., Rainbow Trout,
fish, mouse, insect)

6.30 Describes purpose in nature's
web (ecosystem; i.e., food)

6. 31 Describes man's responsibilities
to environment (i. e., preserve
species, help maintain balance,
hunting seasons)

6.32
6.33

ATMOSPHERE
6;34 Views/feels/smells atmosphere
6.35 Discovers unique characteris-

tics of atmoshpere (i.e.,
warmth of sun, coolness of
shade, wind, rain)

6.36 Communicates proper sub-
names (i.e., Big Dipper,
star, wind, rain)

6.37 Describes purpose in nature's
web (ecosystem; i.e., heat
from sun, sunlight and water
for plants/animals)

6, 38 Describes man's responsibilities
to environment (i. e., gas
pollution, aerosols, burning
trash)

6.39
6.40

(7.0 CAMPING

PREPARATION

7.1 Rolls/ unrolls sleeping bag
7.2 Lays out ground cloth

COMMENTS:

7. 3 Pitches survival tent
7.4 Ties rope knots
7.5 Manages own gear
7.6 Packs a_ pack
7.7
7.8

FIRE./ MAINTENANCE

7.9 Cleans area for fire
7,10 Helps build rock fireplace
7.11 Gathers wood for fire
7.12 Breaks/ chops wood
7.13 Builds fire
7.14 Maintains (feeds) fire
7.15 Star appropriate distance

from fire
7.16 Extinguishes fire
7.17 Cleans up camp area
7. 18
7.19

EQUIPMENT
7.20 Operates a camp stove
7. 21 Operates a camp lamp
7. 22 Operates a flashlight
7. 23 Operates a camera
7,24 Operates a compass
7. 25 Uses a pocketknife
7.26 Uses a hatchet/axe
7.27_
7.28

MEALS

7. 29 Plans/prepares own meal outdoors
7.30 Cooks own meal outdoors
7.31 Serves/ eats own meal outdoors
7,32 Sets table
7.33 Clears table
7.34
7. 35

18.0 PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT 1

MOBILITY

8. 1
8, 2
8.3

8.4
8.5
8.6

Negotiates camp area
Manipulates steps and inclines
Manipulates camp obstacle
course (up/downhill)
Manipulates paths and trails

STRENGTH/ ENDURANCE
8.7 Walks daily to program sites
8.8 Completes daily calisthenics
8,9 Hikes to near destination
8.10 Hikes to far destination
8.11 Backpacks own gear
8,12

SUMMARY

8.13

GENERAL

9,1 Throws/ strikes ball
9. 2 Catches ball
9.3 Plays volleyball
9.4 Plays horseshoes
9.5 Plays kickball/ soccer
9.6 Shoots bow and arrow at target
9.7 Plays softball
9.8
9, 9 .

FISHING
9, 10 Casts a line
9,11 Operates a fishing pole
9,12 Hooks a fish
9,13 Lands a fish
9.14 Cleans a fish
9.15 Prepares a fish
9.16
9.17

SWIMMING
9.18 Enters pool safely
9,19 Sits/walks In water
9, 20 Puts face in water
9, 21 Blows bubbles
9, 22 Holds breath under water
9.23 Plays in water
9. 24 Jumps into water
9.28 Holds onto side of pool
9.26 Holds on and moves along 'side

of pool
9, 27 Floats /kicks with floating device
9, 28 Face floats
9.29 Back floats
9, 30 Prone glides/kicking
9. 31 Back glides/ kicking
9, 32 Turns over
9.33 Swims (dog paddles, crawl)
9.34 Changes direction while

swimming
9. 35
9. 36

NAME OF DIRECTOR
CHUCK KUHNHAUSEN

COUNSELORS

RECOMMENDATIONS:
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Module Five
Leisure Education and the IEP

Purpose: This module is directed towards examining the
diagnostic/prescriptive instructional process and its
relationship to designing individualized education
programs, as required under P.L. 94-142, to meet the
leisure education needs of handicapped students in
the nations schools. Major emphasis will be on train-
ing facilitators to employ actual procedures for
developing I.E.P.'s that include leisure education
objectives and are based on the leisure functioning
level of individual students. The participants will
be actively involved in reviewing the total I.E.P.
process, to include its relationship to other areas
of the school's curriculum and potential resources
that support the planning and implementation of a
comprehensive leisure education program.

Goals : The facilitator will gain knowledge and appreciation
of underlying concepts, procedures and resources for
developing individualized education programs (I.E.P.'s)
to meet the leisure education needs of handicapped
students.

Objective 5.1: The facilitator will identify the
unique learner characteristics of the handicapped
as related to their total educational needs.

Objective 5.2: The facilitator will demonstrate an
understanding of the diagnostic/prescriptive
instructional process in support of education for
leisure.

Objective 5.3: The facilitator will develop an
in leisure education based on appropriate process .

and consideration of learner needs.

Objective 5.4: The facilitator will become aware of
leisure-related resources to meet the needs of
various learners.

110
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MODULE FIVE - LEISURE EDUCATION AND THE IEP

GOAL STATEMENT: The facilitator will gain knowledge 4nd appreciation of underlying concepts.._
procedures and resources for developing inaividualized educatiOn programs (1EP's)
to meet the leisure education needs of handicapped students.

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

5.1 The facilitator will
identify the unique
learner characteristics
of the handicapped ae,
related to their total
educational needs:

184

A." Every child, regard- Mini-lecture with the use
less of level and type of of transparencies so the
handicapping condition, participant can read as
is able to learn with instrIctor presents
appropriate instruction. information

or
B. SysteMatic instructioneGive to participants as a

with extensive opportuni- handout and mention the
ties over time, are material as necessary
needed for such learners reading.
to develop desired know-
ledge, skills, and
attitudes in any area of
learning.

C. Handicapped children,
although slower to learn,
follow the same develop-
mental pattern of human
development as all other
children. The major
difference for the target
population is that they
learn slower and will :Ice
achieve at levels commen-
surate with their normal
peers.

D. Such children, because
of their learning
problems, need more
intensive instruction and
opportunities for prac-
tice and repitition than
normal children.

Project SELF Curriculum'
Guide,
Washington, D.C.: ICLD,
pp. 4-5.

Educating Exceptional
Children, Houghton
Miffin, 1973.

80
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MODULE FIVE (continued)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS
s.

STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

sf

E. Although on 4 lower
level, the range of indi-
vidual abilities among
such students is usually
greater than found among
the "normal" population
of students. Conse-
quently, greater efforts
must be made to develop
individUalized education
programs for such
students and, curriculum
content must be sensitive
to a wide range of needs
.and be sequenced to pro-
vide discreet skills and
sub-skills in each area
of content.

F. The unique needs of
such students for inten-
sive instructional effort
requires the utilization
of 'additional personnel,
including the parents.
Parent assistance extends
the instructional time
needed to make meaningful
progress'with such
learners.

G. Problems in generali-
zation and transfer of
learning require:

18
A.

The Trainable Retarded,
C.V. Mosby Co., 1975
St. Louis, Mo.

Teaching Exceptional
Children in All American
Schools,
Mi1771, Va. Council
for Exceptional Children,
1977
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MODULE FIVE (continued)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

183

(1) instruction directed
toward practical
living skills.

(2) Instructional oppor-,
tunities in the home,
neighborhood, and
community environ-
ments to practice and
retain learned skills
in real life settings

H. Multi-sensory experi-
ences are critically
important for many such
students who are deprived
experientially because
of communication problems

_This is especially true
('for most handicapped

ohildren'who are multi -
impaired.

I. A sti4ulating environ-
ment is meaningful for
the child who needs
increased motivation in
order to try new experi-
ences. .

.J. The lower the level
of functioning, the
greater the specificity
and preciseness in skill
development must be in
all arpas of learning.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

183



MODULE FIVE (continued)

a

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

14,

K. Because many handi-
capped children. manifest
dificits in such areas as
speech and language, pre-
requisite skills become
an integral part of any
leisure education experi-
ence,

a.

191



MODULE FIVE (continued)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

/5.2 The facilitator will
demonstrate an under-
standing of the
diagnostic/prescriptive
instructional process in
support of education for
leisure.

0

1+0

The following are concepts
common to the diagnostic/
prescriptive instructiorial
process:

1. Content (or what to teach
is determined by deline-
ating precise behavioral
objectives. Content is
presented as individual
statements of desired
student outcome stated in
behavioral tor performance
'terms.

. Emphasis is on student
acquisition of specific
concepts, knowledge, and
skills which are measur-
able. The measurement of
student performance pro-
vides baseline data for
prescribing initial
instruction, directing
ongoing instruction, and
evaluating individual
student progress.

. Performance criteria
(i.e., accuracy, rate,
trials) are clearly speci-
fied for measuring
student achievement of
each objective or task.

Briefly review the concept
of individualized instruc-
tion and discuss the
B.E.L.F..diagnostic/
prescriptive model. Have
participants read the
descriptive material
accompanying the schematic.

*As needed, present other
related models to demon-
strate concepts common to
the diagnostic/
prescriptive process.
Utilize transparencies to
compare the various models
and stress their use in
terms of facilitations
adapting them to meet
individual program
philosophy and needs.

"Schematic of Diagnostic/
Prescriptive Model,"
Project S.E.L.F.Curric-
uluM Guide, pp.8-13
included in manual)

"Developing Functional
Programs for The Severely
and Profoundly Handi-
capped Child,"
Pennsylvania Training
Model- Individual Assess-
ment Guide, pp. 42-43
(included in manual).

"Individual Program
Planning," Developing
Effective I.E,P; HEW/
BEH, pp. 1-13 (schematic
included in manual).

"Task Sequence for
Instruction in Physical
Education and Recreation,"
Mutnomah County E.S.D.,
Portland, Oregon
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MODULE FIVE (continued)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

1 9 4

4. Student progress
(achievement of objec-
tives) is a direct indi-
cator of instructional
effectiveness. Instruc-
tional competency is thu
determined through
desired changes in
learner behavior.

5. Objectives are task ana-
lyzed to provide a
developmental sequence of
skills required for par-
ticular tasks. Branching
procedures are employed
to produce additional
steps or sub-skills for
accomplishmeneof steps
in the sequence.

. Based on student assess-
ment, prescriptive pro-
grams are written for
individual students that
include instructional
information (i.e., cues,
reinforcers, correction
procedures) and allow for
recording and graphing
student progress.

. Behavior modification
techniques are used
extensively with special
attention to the speci-
fication, monitoring and

11



MODULE FIVE (continued)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS , STRATEGIES RESOURCp MATERIALS
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modification of teacher
cues (conditions),
behaviors (desired stu-
dent skills) and conse-
quences (reinforcers) in
order to increase the
child's level of learning.

Teacher curricula are
organized as instruc-
tional and evaluation 0

guides which give direc-
tion and serve as cumula-
tivetive records for tracking
and evaluating student
progress.
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MODULE FIVE (continued)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

5.3 The facilitator will
develop. an I.E.P,in
leisure education based
on appropriate process
and conLideration of
learner needs.

193

The I.E.P. is the basic The components of the
management tool assuming I.E.P. should be'explained
an appropriate education briefly. An accompanying
for each handicapped transparency presenting
student under P.L. 94-142. the required components on

a sample I.E.P. form could
Important components that be used for purposes of
must be included in each review.
student's individual edu-
cationTrogram

a) Statement of present
level of educational
performance.

b) Statement of annual
goals, including short.
term instructional
objectives.

c) Statement of specific
special education,
related services, and
special media or
materials.

d) Projected beginning
and ending dates of
services.

e) Extent of participa-
tion in regular
programs

A Preview on Individual-
ized Education Programs
for Handicapped Children,
The Foundation. for
Exceptional Children,
1977, pp. 60

The Individual Educa-
tional Program (I.E.P.)
Manual

.P4



OBJECTIVES
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MODULE FIVE (continued)

RELATED CONCEPTS

.f) Appropriate objective
criteria and evalua-
tion procedures for
achievement of short-
term objectives.

Educational,Tools (i.e.,
inventories, checklists)
for assessing leisure
background, performance,
attitudes and interests
should be employed to
determine each student's
strengths and weaknesses
and provide direction for
developing the I.E.P.

Assessment input for the
I.E.P. should be received
from the teacher(s),
parents, student and
community recreator.

Participation by the
adoptive physical educa-
tion and community thera-
peutic recreation special-
ists in the I.E.P. pro-
cess better ensures that
leisure education will be
addressed as part of the
educational program.

Parent participation is
required on the I.E.P.
Team and can promote the

STRATEGIES

Discuss as a group how
the assessment tools
presented in Module Five
'Assessment and E-Jalua-
tion,' may be used to
determine a student's
strengths and weaknesses
in leisure functioning
and aide in the develop-
ment of the I.E.P.

Present a hypothetical
case study(s) and/o;,\,
completed leisure asses
ment tools in order to
determine leisure profiles

Present and discuss
sample I.E.P.'s that
include leisure-related
content Use a trans-
parency of several
examples to show
participants and/or
review one included in
the manual.

Review total process of
incorporating leisure
content into the I.E.P.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Leisure Assessment Tools
referenced and included
in manual with Module
Five, Assessment and
Evaluation.

"I.E.P. Goal and Objec-
tives on Appreciation
of Birds," SELF Curri-
culum Guide, p. 22

SELF Curriculum Guide,
pp. 20-25.
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MODULE FIVE (continued)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

carry over of leisure
instruction into the home
environment.

Leisure time activities
provide practical out-
comes and application
relative to the tradi-
tional basic skills and
other related areas of
the school's curriculum.
The I.E.P. may include
various leisure-related
objectives appropriate
to any subject area
(i.e., math, science,
art, vocational).

Leisure-related objec-
tives for other subjects
also provide regular
teachers and specialists

and subsequent need for
skill sequencing and data
recording.

Have participants develop
a hypothetical I.E.P.
that will include leisure
content participants may
use real or hypothetical
student case and assess-
ment data.

Involve participants in
small teams to develop
and share results with
other participants (i.e.,
use overhead projector).

Have participants gene-
rate leisure-related
activities for various
subject areas using the
previously developed
I.E.P. as a point of
reference. Develop ideas
individually and/or as a
group and share results
(i.e., use of overhead
projector).

Briefly discuss formula-
tion of such activities
into subject area objec-
tives related to leisure
education.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Blank I.E.P. form
(included in manual)

Blank I.E.P. form
(included in manual)

Blank Integrative Learning
Chart, Project SELF
(included in manual).

Integrative Learning Chart
transparencies and pens.
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MODULE FIVE (continued)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

with practical sugges-
tions for adapting their
curriculum to assist
mainstreamed handicapped
students
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MODULE FIVE (continued)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

54 The facilitator will
become aware of leisure-
related resources to
meet the needs of vari-
ous learners.

N.)

Leisure education should
involve handicapped
children and youth in
dirr.:t learning experi-
ences within their com-
munity as an extension of
the classroom program.

In order to plan and
implement a comprehensive
leisure education program
key facilitators need to
be aware of the resource
potential of the home,
school, community, state
and nation.

*Engage participants in
brainstorming the various
resources available (home,
school, community, etc.)
to support the delivery of
leisure services. Have
participants provide ideas
in terms of their respec-
tive role experiences:

Teacher/Specialist
Administrator
Parent
Recreator
Professor

Public community/state Participants generate
organizations and their public and private
personnel are a valuable resources common to their
resource: community, state. Utilize

Libraries
Cultural Centers
Historic Sites
Recreation Centers
Parks
Forest Service

Private community/state
organizations and their
personnel are a valuable
resource:

an overhead projector or
newsprint to record the
information

"Resource Utilization;"
Systems Model,
Leisure Information
Service, pp..113-136.



OBJECTIVES
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MODULE FIVE (continued).

RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Service Clubs (Kiwanis)
T.V./Radio Stations
Red Cross
4-H
Girl/Boy Scouts

Professional/Parent Org-
anizations offer confer-
ence and materials as
major resources:

Organizations Related
Journals/

Newsletters

CEC Exceptional
Children,
Teaching Excep-
tional Children

N.R.P.A. Parks & Recrea-
tion, Therapeu-
tic Recreation
Journal

A.A.M.D. American Jour-
nal, Mental
Deficiency

AAHPER JOPHER

N.A.R.C. Mental Retarda-
tion News

ieview materials exhibit
using journal/newsletters
to describe use and spon-
soring organization.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

203
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MODULE FIVE (continued)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES , RESOURCE MATERIALS

0

ORME

H
N.,

op.

0. .......

,

.

,

.

.

. ..a do. . ea .

.

b

.

Leisurerelated teaching
and student products are
available through various
local, state & nationel
agencies/organizations:

a. Public Agencies,(ie.,
Libraries)

b. Private Agencies (ie.
Boy Scouts)

c. B.E,H. Projects (ie.,
Project S.E.L.F.)

d. L.E.A./S.E.A. (ie.,
Curriculum Guides)

e. NICSEM (National
Center for Special
Education materials)

f. Publishing Companies
(some profesionilly
related):

AAHPER
ACA -

Hawkins & Assoc.,
Publishers.
N.R.P.A.
C.E.C.

.

k

1

'Review materials exhibit
and refer to matrix in.
resource section of manual
that provides an annotated
listing of select\publica-
tions.

"'Review various catalogs
frOm various companies and
organization's that are
leisure-related.

.

,

-

"Matrix of Select Curri-
cula" (included in manual)

.
,

Catalogs from various
companies/professional
organizations '

.

.

'

. .

. 4
%0 I 1

4. 1. _1
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SCHEMATIC OF DIAGNOSTIC/PRESCRIPTIVE MODEL

'Identify Curricular Skills)

Assess Student on Summative Tool
to Determine Level(s) of Performance

1

ADevelop Long Term Goal(s)

E

In reference
to Curriculum
Program(s)

1,

)1 Identify Short-Term Objectives

fi

Refine Short-Term Objectives into Skill Sequences
for Instruction and Measurement

Develop Instructional Plan that Includes: <

Steps
Instructional Materials

Cue(s)--Teacher
Response(s)--Student
Correction Procedures

Reinforcement Procedures
Performance Criteria

Recording/Charting Procedures

Implement Instructional Plan [-- )

J

Revise
Sequence

Change
components
of plan
(i.e., cue
reinforce-
ment,
branching)

Instructional and
Applied Settings

Evaluate Instructional Plan to Determine
Student Progress Toward Objectives

1
I 1

I--
Unsatibfactory Progress

t

Satisfactory Progress]

'Select New Goals or Objectives I

( Souice: Steve A. Braman)

125 I ti

Modify Program
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The Diagnostics/Prescriptive Model

In general, the model depicted in Figure 1 propokes.an individualized

approach to instiudt!on based on assessment of student performance (diagnosis)

for determining a specific intervention or treatment plan (prescription).

A major factor influencing the success of prescriptive instruction is the

specification of goals, objectives and sub-skills in terms of desired student

behaviors that are observable and measurable. A brief discussion of the

various steps in the proposed model follows with implications for its utiliza-

tion in the area of leisure education. In addition, effort is made to relate

certain aspects of the modelsto the individualized education program (IEP) now

required for each handicapped student under P.L. 94-142.

It is apparent that majov concepts inherent In the'diagnostic/prescriptive

model parallel those now required under the new law for providing individualized

education to handicapped students.

1. Identify Curricular .Skills

Professionals should employ a curriculum that incorporates the

desired learning experiences that students are to receive. A
behavioral approach to curriculum development is recommended that

employs goal and objectives in all areas of content stated in

terms of desired student behaviors. Employing a competency-based,

curriculum provides educators and others with a meaningful guide

that lends itself to individualized instruction and evaluation.

For purposes of this project, the Classification of Learning

Experiences.

2. Assess Student on Summative Tool(s)

Summative tools that allow assessment of leisure background,

performance, attitudes and interests provide needed data for

determining an individual educational program (IEP). Although there

is a lack.of instrumentation today relative to measuring leisure

time skills, the utilization of inventories with students, parents

and teachers is a valuable method for determining a child's leisure

background, general performance levels and interests.. Such

information provides valuable diagnostic information for educational

planning and utilization of the leisure education,curriculum to

meet individual student needs.

3. Reference Student Achievement to Curriculum

Considered together, experiential, Interest and general performance

data can be used to project a leisure profile for each student and

assist the teacher in determining the entrance area(s) and level(s)

at which the student should enter the leisure curriculum (i.e., leisure

learning units). More specific assessment can be performed related to



goals and objectives specified for particular leisure learning
units. The teacher can o1serve learner behavior in relation to
the units goals,and objectives which approximate the student's
maturity level, Interest and adaptive behavior. Actual or

simulated testing procedures can also be employed to determine
student performance relative to the measurement criteria for
partiCular objectives in the unit. Utilizing the leisUre'education

curriculum as a guide will yield valuable pre-teaching information.'
Skills relating to those objectives in which the student.. demonstrates

competency and expresses little interest need be taught. Knowledge

and skills Aeficits and areas of student interest are indicators for.

intervention. Student background, strengths, weaknesses and interests

all indicate starting points for instruction.

4. Identify Long Term Goals and Short Term Objectives

The initial outcome of the diagnostic process previously described

is to identify the desired goal(s) and objectives to be achieved by

t'he student. A variety of factors will need to be considered in
determining the goals and objectives to be included in the individual

educational program (IEP) for each child. P.L. 94-142 now requires

a child study team that includes the parents (and if appropriate the

child) in determining the content of the IEP. Parent and child

priorities are especially important as related to leisure education.

Othek factors that will affect intervention decisions include the

availability of instructional time, personnel, district priorities,
materials, and community, resources and programs. In short, the

purpose of this step in the diagnostic prescriptive model *is to

identify goals and objectives that7..can be achieved by the student

through an individual education program supported by teachers, parents

and, if possible, the child.

a

1.'
5:. Refine Objectives

Moderately and severely handicapped children require a more systematic

approach to instruction that includes the precise specification of

objectives or tasks they are to achieve. In addition, because of

their lower revel of understanding and rate of learning, most objecq/es

or tasks need to be delineated or broken down into a sequential listing

of sub-skills or learning steps. This latter process is-referred to

as'task analysis. For purposes of this step in the diagnostic/Prescriptive

model, it is important to stress that, with such learners, it will

usually be necessary to task analyze the objectives (or utilize

existing curriculum that includes such a breakdown of content) previous

to designing the instructional plan. It is also important to note

that task analyses are always relative to individual students and

their instructional setting. As a rosult, task analyses developed'

by educators for similar objectives will vary for different students.

In summary, since the achievement'of objectives requires the performance

of various pre-requisite tasks on the part of the student, it 4

suggested that teachers employ a task analysis approach in developing

their instructional plan for handicappod studonts.

IZST C,OPY.



6. Develop /nstructional'or Implementation Plan

This step in the diagnostic/prescriptive model is directed toward,
educational intervention. What is included in intervention will
depend on previou decisions relative to assessment and specification
of desired goals objectives and learning steps. The instructional
or implementatio plan contains various components illustrated.'
in the previous thematic (i.e., steps,'cues, reinforcement) that
will enable the eacher to effectively instruct the student. In
general, the i structional plan includes information necessary for
effecting and valuating student learning. .*In a sense, intervention
is concerned w 4 both assessment and programming, the two inter-
active elements of.an ongoing remediation or instructional plan.
The instructional plan focuses on learning steps that are'delineated
to the extent the student is able to master them at optimal rates
and in sequence. In addition, the plan includes a quantified
measurement system so-that all program decisions are based on
direct and daily measures of student performance. No attempt is
made to discuss the various components in this section, since they
are illustrated later in describing a leisure education plan of
instruction. (Additional explanation of educational terms is
available in the section dealing with terminology).

7. Implement Instructional Plan

Implementation.of prescriptive programs (individual education programs)
for handicapped students requires coordination of the curriculum,
setting, cues, reinforcers, personnel and other related components
to provide the most effective instruction and produce desired growth.
Such coordination is enhanced by the utilization of a good management
system that records initial and ongoing performance data for each
child. Coordination of the prescriptive program is also facilitated
through use of effectiye communication procedures. The need for
interdisciplinary '(team) services for moderately and severely
handicapped children requires effective communication between a
variety of persons engaged in providing direct and indirect services
to the child. Especially in reference to leisure eddcation, parents,
recreation specialists and other persons in the community play an
important role in meeting the needs of handicapped children.
Effective procedures miist be,employed to communicate student interests
and performance between the school, home and community relative to
leisure time skill development. Lastly, a distinction needs to be
made between individual programming and individual instruction.
Individualized programming refers to providing learning experiences
for a child relative to his/her functioning level and interests.
Individualized instruction refers to various methods (i.e., one-to-one,
small groups, large group) employed in carrying out the individual
program for each child. Although one-to-one instruction is even
more a necessity with the more severely impaired child, group
instruction is also important, especially in relation to social
development and the need to acquire interactive skills needed for
successful adjustment in home, school and community settings.

128
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8. Evaluate Student Progress
..

, .
.

It is essential that teachers employ a good data recording system
to assess and track children as they progress through their
individual program. Such data is important for evaluating the
relative effectiveness of instructional strategies as determined
by the child's progress towards 4chieving desired objectives.
As noted in Figure 1., this step in the diagnostic/prescriptive
process refers to making needed changes in the prescriptive program

for each student. If a child is.making satisfactory progress and' a.
achieving, stated objectives, change refers to updating the individual
.programor,selecting new objectives from the curriculum for the

student. If a child is making unsatisfactory progress, change'
refers to modification of various,cOmponents in the individual progiam

to facilitate' student leaenihg. Tuch modification usually involves
adjusting the objectives (i.-e., desired student behaviors), stimulus
or cue (ie.,.teacher instruction and materials) and/or reinforcement
(i.e., ratio, type)'. Often, a more specific delineation of skills
(branching) is needed to help the flandicapped Student progress .

towards achievement of ad'objective. -Evaluation of student. progress
might also reveal the need to investigate the appropriateness of'..
the goal(s) ,and objeCtive(s) previously identified for the student
to achieve.. A. comprehensive approach to,evaluation should alwayi
consider thd relevance of partigula content (i.e., knowledge, skills)

for the individual student and the'instructional'tee4niques being ,
employed to increase learning. In, order to identify specific
educational loodifications needed, it is important that teachers,
parents and'others keep records. or data on student performance to .
indicate whether particular components in the instructional plan.
(orscombinations of components) are prOducing.desired changes in student
learning. In 'the subsequent illustrations specific to leisure________
educatioh, several examples are provideAkfodeffaiii7i-ate ongoing
assessment of student performance that will facilitate evaluatioM



FLOW CHART

The development of an integrated educational program for the severely and profoundly mentally
retarded and multi-handicapped includes a number of discrete processes of planning and assessment
that may become disjointed unless there Is a system developed to insure that the specific program

implemented is reflective of the major needs of the individual. A flow chart has been developed to

summarize many of the steps involved in designing specific prograMs. When reading a flow chart, start

at the top and go down or across depending upon whether the process was completed. Co to the next
step for all processes completed but those no completed should be finished before proceeding;
otherwise, the program may be fragmented.

Starting at the top, the processes of general assessment, observation, and task analysis should

be completed prior to writing an instructional objective. The general assessment can be obtained

from the Curriculum Guide; the Competency Checklist can facilitate your observation, of the

individual. In observing the individual, note his/her behaviors in response to specific tasks de-

signed to assess the level of functioning as well as the individual's behavior in a free setting where no

specific tasks are presented. After deciding upon a specific instructional objective, task analyze the

objective into a sequence of behaviors required to achieve the overall objective: : .4.,

Continuing downward, the descriptive antecedents and consequencei are specified in the lesson

plan. The individual Prescriptive Planning Sheet can serve as a guide for writing compleli lesson plans.

The recording and graphing processes will indicate the effectiveness of the instructional program if

continuous ditai's collected. If progress has been 'achieved on one enroute objective, then continue

the.. same-lino plan with the next enroute objective. After completing all enroute objectives, the

teacher show go to the top of the flow chart to take a broad look at the total child again to deter-

mine prior les for the development of another specific program.
When pxogress has not been realized on an enroute objective, the lesson plans should be rewritten to

include Otter an antecedent or consequent change in the progrim. This change should also be

indicaited on the individual's graph. After a number of changes in the instructional program and still

no progress, there should be a re-assessment of the total program; the instructional objective may not

be appropriate for the child's level of functioning.

130
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Write behavioral Objective
For Enroute Behavior

DEVELOPING FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMS
FOR THE

SEVERELY AND PROFOUNDLY HANDICAPPED CHILD

Write Lesson Plans According
To The Individual Prescriptive
Planning Sheet Format

1

El dust* Data Daily

I

4

es-

Make General Assessment
Using Currie. lum Assess-
ment Guide

Select Competencies Foe
Specific Assessment

Observe &Lawlor Of Child
Using Competency Check-
list To Record Behavior

Task Analyu
Further Analysts And
Select Competency For

Are antecedent conditions
written specilkatly enough?

Conditions
Specify Anteckdent

I

Conditions
Specify Consequent 41-1

Teach. Record Continuous
Data, And Graph Continuous
Data From Day I ... a

Rewrite Lesson fans

Essotine Antecedent Or
Consequent Conditions
And Task Analysis And
Modify If Neceuary

area.

3. Seek help.

Several Options Ise
Iodate To You:
I. Select a new competency

from the Clinicuturo
Assessment Cuida

2. Determine lower level
skill within competency

LSelect Neat Fiiroute
-

Objective

21 8 131

4

De-veloped by; Keith D. Turner and N. Filen Somerton
la cooperation with Robert A. Sesilais,
Northern Min-is University

Yes
MO

4
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INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLANNING

Identify
baseline

skills

Establish instructional
goals and objectives

Outline instructional
tasks in sequence

of skills

Analyze the task into
teaching steps or

components

Integrate assessment
information with
other data on

student.

Ev- luation.
Or

Mo itoring

Specify setting, materials,
stimuli or cues, consequences
used for feedback, procedures
used to monitor the child's
success and failures.

Content taken from'
Haring, Norris G. Assessment, Evaluation, Managements An Introduction to a

National Topic Conference on the Appraisal of the Severely Handicapped.
Developing Effective. Individual Educational Programs for Severely
Handicapped Children and Youth. Washington D.C. HEW/BEH, August, 1977.



INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM: IMPLEMENTATION/INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

John Jones 7/6/65 13Name of Student Date of Birth Age,

Date of Entry into Program 9/6/71 Projected Ending psis 6/6/82

Grade 8
School8ridget

II

Local Education
Agency Milwaukie II.Name & No..

!Signature of Irnotem tot Cornoisting this Form)

Program Goals) Implemeafaastructional
Objectives

Strategies and/or
Techniques

Materials and/or
Resources

Date
Started

1

Date
Ended

Personls)
Responsible for
Implementation

Criteria for Mastery
of 830 implementation/

Instructional Objective

The student 5.1 Identifies the *Use of lib.' 1114-V equip- 9/1/7012/4/ Mrs. Dickman *All objectives will be
will develop an
awareness and

basic parts of
birds,

rary to ob-
tain high

ment (i.e.,
tape rec,4 -

performed at 80%
accuracy.

appreciation of5 2 Identifies the interest/low der) .0 9/11/ 5/15/ Mrs. Dickman
birds by ac-
quiring basic

color, size, and
shape of birds

vocabulary
books on

*State Game
Commission

78 79

skills needed 5.3 Reaords the birds for record:110/15/5/15/ Mrs. Dickman
to observe them
in their

flight pattern of
birds

*Use of field
trAps to

and films.
*Binoculars

78 79. .. . ___ _ _ _ . _ _

natural environS.A. Matches_ birds .natural_nwr_ *Bus .trans-_.9/15/ 5/15/ Mrs. Dickman
ment. with their calls

(songs)
-seums
*Film loops

portation 78 .79 Ms. Douglass

5.5 Operates a pair on birds for
.

10/1/ 12/15/ Mrs. Dickman
of binoculars self instrue 78 78 Ms. Douglass

5.6 Observes a bird tion 10/15/11/25/ Mrs. Jones
in flight using .

binoculars
Use of recce

ords to learn
78 78 Ms. Douglass

5.7 Identifies places bird calls 10/1515/15/ Mrs. Jones
where birds make
their nests

*Use of tape
recorder to

78 79 Ms. Douglass

5.8 Identifies the record bird '10/15/5/15/ Mrs. Dickman
content (make-up)
of bird nests

calls
*Modeling to

78, 79

5.9 Identifies food teach use of 9/15/ 12/15/ Mrs. Dickman
.

sources of birds binoculars 78 78
5.10 Compares sizes *Walks and 9/15/ 12/15/ Mrs. Dickman

and colors of
birds' feathers

0

field trips
at home and
in Community
Recreation

78 78

001
,41
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INTEGRATIVE LEARNING CHART:

STUDIES
.

READING /LANGUAGE .

.

. .:

g

P

HONE ECONO$ICS
.

ARTS
. .

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
.

,

.

SCIENCE
...,,

MATH

Oh

HEALTH

CAREERS

-.:.'N,

.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
i

il

t

2`)4.. 46
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.1 I

NAME

THE INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM (IEP): COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

SCHOOL..

AGE _DATE OF BIRTH, GRADE

STUDENT STUDY TEAM
MEMBERS PRESENT:

PRESENT LEVELS OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE:

DATE

PRIORITIZED LONG-TERM GOAL SPECIAL EDUCATION OR
RELATED SERVICE AREA

TEAM MEMBER
RESPONSIBLE

PERCENT OF
TOTAL PROGRAM

TIME

PROJECTED
STARTING

DATE

PROJECTED
ENDING
DATE

RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR IMPLEMENTATION

EVALUATION
CRITERIA

. .
t

,
.

TOTAL PERCENT OF PROGRAM TIME IN REGULAR EDUCATION LONG TERM PLAN EVALUATION DATE;

SIGNATURE OF APPROVAL BY PARENT OR GUARDIAN;

224

Figure 2: The lEP Comprehensive Plan Sample Form
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THE INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM (MP): IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

NAME. SCHOOL DATE

AGE

STUDENT STUDY TEAM
MEMBERS PRESENT:

DATE OF BIRTH GRADE

...

LONGTERM GOAL
FROM COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

TEAM
MEMBER

RESPONSIBLE

SHORTTERM
OBJECTIVES

IMPLEMENTATION
STRATEGIES AND

TECHNIQUES

RESOURCES AND
MATERIALS FOR
IMPLEMENTATION

PROJECTED
STARTING

GATE

PROJECTED
ENDING

DATE

E VALUATION
CRITERIA

DATE
EVALUATED

OBJECTIVE
REACHED
(YES /NO)

. .

. 4:-.'s
.

,

226

Figure 3: The IEP Implementation Plan Sample Form



MANUAL EVALUATION

Background & Purpose Guidelines for the Facilitatioh
of Training

Glossary of Terms

Modules 1 2 3 4

1111

i Select Curricula

5 6' 7 Bibliogr phy

Poor Fair

A. Clarity, readability 1 2

B. Flow, organization of
1 2

C.

D.

content

Accuracy of Information 1 2

Importance, relevancy of
Information (ie. to facil-
itators) 1

E. Comprehensiveness, depth .1

P. Applicability, generaliz-
ability (ie., to various
communities) 1

Strengths

2

Weaknegses

Good .Excellent
% Not
Applicable

3 4 5 ,

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5



Module Six
Role of the Facilitator

a purpose: This module is intended to,provide;the facilitators
with an understanding of'their contributions to
the process of delivering leisure education services
to the handicapped. Each facilitator will have the
opportunity to assess himself/hersef in relation
to identified role responsibilities. Facilitator
roles will be analyzed in order to promote both
individual and collective planning for the future
implementation of a comprehensive leisure education
program for,the handicapped.

Goal: The facilitator will gain an\-appreciation and know-
ledge for the key role of'eackvfacilitator as well
as the coordinated role of the group in providing
leisure education services for handicapped children
and youth.,

Objective 6.1: The facilitator will demonstrate'
'knowledge of the common and unique roles of
the key individuals (adminiStrator, parent/
volunteer, recreator, teacher, university
pe..:sonnel) in a comprehensiim education program.

Objective 6.2: The facilitator will determine
his/her "team" role in order to promote collec-
tive planning and delivery of leisure education
services to the handicapped.

138



MODULE SIX: ROLE OF THE FACILITATOR

GOAL STATEMENT: of key individuals and the coordinated role of the community "team" in providing_
comprehensive leisure education services for handicapped c ildretkand youth.

RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

TETWEITTER371WIll gain an appreciation and knowledge of the unique role

OBJECTIVES

Objective 6.1:

Tbe facilitator will
demonstrate knowledge of
the common and unique

:.:roles of the key indiv-
iduals (administrator,
parent /volunteer, re-
creator, teacher,
university personnel)
in a comprehensive
education program.

230

The general responsibi-
lities for each of the
unique roles of the
facilitators are as fol-
lows:

1. Role of administrators
(LEA/SEA)
a.finances
b.allocation of

resources
c.policy making
decisions

d.school/district/
state public rela-
tions for program

e.overallcevaluation
of program

f.leadershipp
g.in-service training

2. Role of parent/
volunteers
a.transportation
b.provider of leisure

activities in home
setting

c.seeker of resources
&public relations'

for the program
e.evaluator of school

and community pro-
gressive services

Break up into small
groups and allow sev-
eral minutes of brain-
storming for current
role responsibilities
regarding leisure
education.

Return to.larger group
& share various role
responsibilities
generated by various
groups.

Follow up with a mini-
lecture on the poten-
tial competencies
identified under
each role.

Allow time for
participants to read'
related materials.

.4.

aml WIN MMIM11 ,,,I

SELF Facilitator Guide,
"Administrative
Considerations," pp.
79-92

"Responsibilities
and' Competencies
of Leisure Facili-
tators," SELF
Facilitator Guide,
Field Tast Edition,
pp. 86-92.
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MODULE SIX (cont'd)

OBJECTIVES. RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 6.1 (cont'd) 3. Role of Community-
Ewa recreator
a.assessment

allocation of
resources

b.planner of activities
c.provider of thera-

peutic activities
for child

d.evaluation of com-
munity program'
and client

e.public relations for
program

f.resource person for
the school

g.community liason for
the school

0

4. Role of special
education teacher
a.assessment and eval-
uation of students

b.allocation of
resources

c.planner and coordina-
tor of instructional
activities

d.provider of direct
instruction

eevaluation of school
program and child

f.public relations
for the program

g.liason for the
parent

232
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MODULE pIx tgolit'd)

OBJECTIVES I RELATED CONCEPTS 'STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Objective 6.1 (cont'd) 5. Role of Adaptive P.E.

i

/

programs

.

'`

.

#

.

.

.

(:,

-

.

, .

.

, .

.

?3...t)

,

.

.

§-,

sr.

P4

.

.
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,

S.ecialist
a.assessment and eval-
uation of students
and program

b.advocate for leisure
and related physical
education activities

c.provider of direct
instruction to
students

d.res.ource to teachers
e.public relations

6. Role of University
Professor
"a.undergraduate and

graduate training
b.research student
c.provider of student

resources to com-
munity and schools

d.curriculum develop-
ment

e.grants procurment
f.advisory participa-

tion on community and-
school committees.

g.advocate for comprehensive
school-home-community

h.dissemination of
national resources

,

-



MODULE SIX (cont'd)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Ob ective 6.2:

The facilitator will
determine hisAier "team"
role in order to promote
collective planning and
delivery of comprehen-
sive leisure education
services to the
handicapped.

0

A. Certain competencies
identified as high
priority for various
facilitators

B. Self-assessment of
competence according
to:
- -present ability
- -importance for own

position and job
--importance for

inclusion in future
action plans.

C. Team planning promotes
greater coordination
of training services

D. Team planning promotes
greater community/
state impact

E. Necessity for school
home-community cooper-
ation

F. Interdependent
facilitator roles

g. Team planning to
determine priorities
for the future

4: U

Trainer introduce the
content very briefly
and highlight teamwork
in order to prepare
for a "Plan of Action"

Individual facilitators
review and complete
competency Survey/
Self Assessment

Score and mark an
individual profile as
shown in the example in
a different color.

In the large group,
relate own priorities and
determine common group
priorities.

"Administrative
Considerations."
Project SELF
Facilitator Guide,
Field Test Edition
pp. 73-92

Competency Survey/
Self Assessment
(included in manual)
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'INTERACTIVE ROLES OF FACILITATORS

OF LEISURE EDUCATION.

FOR THE HANDICAPPED

SCHOOL

Special EduCation
Administrator's

Special Education Teachers

111

Adaptive Physical Educ'atio
Specialists

AGENCY

Public Park and
Recreation Administrators

Community-based
Recreators

Social Workers

Volunteers

Volunteers

HOME

Parents/Guardians

In-home Child Care Workers

Volunteers

143
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.ROLE ASSESSMENT RELATED TO LEISURE EDUCATION

Below is a list of responsibilities and competencies identified as part of the
role for the following persons: Special Education/Recreation Administrator (LEA/SEA)

:'Community Recreator
P.arent.

Special Education Teacher
Adaptive Physical Education Specialist
University Professor

Please rate each statement according to a)Your perceived importance of this
function for the identified role, b)Your present knowledge/ability to perform
such a function, and c)The importance of the function for incorporation in your-
future plan of action. Use the scale of 1 -low to 5-high, circling the. number
best describing your response in each category. Additional space is provided
for adding additional functions deemed important that are not included in the list.

RESPONSIBILITIES/
COMPETENCIES

Role: Special Education/Recreation
Administrator (LEA/SEA)

PERCEIVED
IMPORTANCE
TO IDENTI-

. FIED ROLE

1. Gain knowledge of what constitutes
a comprehensive leisure education
program (1.2)

2. Gain a knowledge of the leisure
service delivery system and leisure
education resources (1.4)

3. Provide staff with an opportunity
to participate in the development
of the school's philosophical state-
ment which will serve as a guide in
establishing a comprehensive leisure
education program (1.7)

4. Develop a rationale statement for
leisure education in the school
system (1.8)

5. Determine through tests, interviews,
observations the leisure attitudes,
knowledge, competencies, and needs
of students, parents, staff and other
relevant persons (2.2)

6. Determine available professional,
fiscal, and physical resources
utilizing existing data and developing
surveys for retrieval of information
which is not available (2.3)

7. Provide students, parents, staff,
and other relevant persons with an
opportunity to participate in the
development of curriculum goals and
objectives (3.1)

8. Prepare a written document, specifying
the leisure education curriculum
goals and objectives and management
objectives (3.4)

144

OWN PRESENT IMPORTANCE
ABILITY/ TO INCLUDE
KNOWLEDGE IN FUTURE
IN THIS AREA ACTION PLAN

low high low hi:h low 11* h

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 .1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 . 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
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RESPONSIBILITIES / PERCEIVED
COMPETENCIES

TO IDENTI-Role; Special Education/Recreation
.. FIED ROLE

-Administrator.(LEA/SEA) (cont'd)
low high

OWN PRESENT
ABILITY/
KNOWLEDGE
IN THIS AREA

low high

IMPORTANCE
TO INCLUDE
IN FUTURE
ACTION PLAN

low high.

9. Develop curriculum guidelines for
infusing leisure goals and objectives
into program (4.2)

10. Identify and obtain leisure educa-
tion curriculum materials (4.3)

11. Identify sources of funding for
implementation of leisure education
program (4.4)

12. Establish training programs for in-
service and continuing education of
teachers, staff, volunteers and
parents (4.6)

13. Prepare the written curriculum with
learning goals, performance objec-
tives, learning activities, resources
and evaluation dimensions (4.10)

\ /4. Determine transportation, space,
facility, equipment, and supply

\ needs (5.3) ,
,-----15`. Work cooperatively with other agency

administrators to promote leisure
opportunities for handicapped child-
ren in the community (5.4)

16. Provide a system for continuous
evaluation from IEP team, cooperative
and subordinate staff, parents and
students (6.3)

17. Determine to what extent the curricu-
lum goals and objectives have been
attained (6.5)

18. Coordinate the overall evaluation
of the comprehensive leisure edu-
cation program (6.7)

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.
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1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

.1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2.34 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 . 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

v

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5.

12 3 4. S
"

1 2 3 4 S

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

12 34 5

1 2 3 4 5

12 34 5

1 2 3 4.S

1 2,3 4 S

1 2 3 4 5.

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5



. , A

RBSP6SIBILITIES/
COMPETENCIES

Role: Community Recreator

PERCEIVED
IMPORTANCE'
TO IDENTI-
FIED ROLE

1.. Gain.knowledge of what constitutes a
comprehensive leisure education program
(1.1)

2. Formulate a philosophical statement to
serve as a departmental guide in devel-
oping a comprehensive leisure education
program for handicapped children (1.4)

3. Identify information needed to plan a
leisure education program for the
handicapped, utilizing existing data
which has been collected by community
agencies and organizations (2,1.2)

4. Specify goals and objectives consistent
with stated philosophy and based on
assessed needs (3.2)

5. Prepare policies and proceduret manual
for operating program (4.4)

t. Promote inter-agency coordination (4.7)

7. Provide consultation to recreation
and school units and/or employees (4.9)

8. Train staff and volunteers (5.3)

9. Participate as a member of the IEP
team (5.5)

10.° Assess clients functional level and
develop treatment plans that have
therapeutic value to the client (5.6,7)

11. Plan and conduct leisure activities
which are compatible with client's
IEP ((5.9)

12. Provide leisure counseling to child
and parent (5.11)

13. Evaluate client's progress and problems
using appropriate methods and forms
as specified by agency and school(6.1.2)

,

OWN PRESENT IMPORTANCE
ABILITY/ AO INCLUDE
KNOWLEDGE IN FUTURE
IN THIS AREA ACTION PLAN

low high. low high low .

.

high

12 345 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 S

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

12 3 4 5 12,345 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2
6

3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3: 4 5

1 2 3 4 1 2 3,4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3.4 5 1 2 3 4.5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5



RESPONSIBILITIES/ PERCEIVED OWN PRESENT IMPORTANCE
COMPETENCIES IMPORTANCE ABILITY/ TO INCLUDE

TO IDENTI- KNOWLEDGE IN FUTURE
Role: Community Recreator (cont'd) FIED ROLE IN THIS AREA ACTION PLAN

low low high low high

14. Utilize feedback from IEP team, staff,
parents and clients to modify leisure
education services and activities
(6.2.2)

15. Inform IEP team, staff, parents and
clients of program changes (6.2.3)

16. Assist in the evaluation of the
comprehensive leisure education program
for handicapped children (6:2.5)

0

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

123452 345 1.2 345, 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4.5 1 2 3 45 12 34 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 45 1 2 34 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5.

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 34 5

1 2 3 4 5 122 3 4 5 12 345

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5



RESPONSIBILITIES/
COMPETENCIES

Role: Parent

1. Gain knowledge of what constitutes a
comprehensive leisure education
program (1.1)

2. Demonstrate an understanding of the
implications and barriers which exist
in developing a leisure education pro-
gram for handicapped children (1.4)

3. Collect information on leisure inter-
ests and performance of handicapped
child in home/neighborhood setting
(2.1)

4. Locate leisure facilities, settings,
and programs in neighborhood and local
area (2.2)

S. Collect information on cost, transpor-
tation, leadership, skill, and time
required to participate in selected
leisure activities (2.3)

6. Develop goals and objectives for the
home which are consistent with stated
philosophy and based on assessed
needs (3.2)

.

7. Identify services and activities which
will meet the stated goals and objectives
(3.3)

8. Support teachers and community recrea,
tors through active participation in
the developmental procedures by attend
ding board meetings, helping to raise
funds, and campaigning for and voting
on key issues (4.1)

9. Advocate for leisure goals and Objecti es
to be included in IEP of child (IEP
team member) (4.2)

10. Identify leisure activities which will
meet family goals and objectives (4.4)

11. Budget personal time and money to spend;
in individual, dual, or total family
leisure experiences (4.6)

148C(343

PERCEIVED
IMPORTANCE
TO IDENTI-
FIED ROLE

OWN-PRESENT IMPORTANCE
ABILITY/ TO INCLUDE
KNOWLEDGE, IN FUTURE
IN THIS AREA ACTION PLAN

low high low 'high low high

1.2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2.3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3.4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

ed

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5. 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4.5 1 2-3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
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I.

RESPONSIBILITIES/
COMPETENCIES

Role: Parent (cont'd)

`:

PERCEIVED
IMPORTANCE
TO IDENTI-
FIED ROLE
low high

12. Participate in school and community
planned training programs for parents
and volunteers (5.1)

e

13. Support various professionals in carrying
out leisure programs in the home,
school, and community settings (5.2)

14. Encourage handicapped child to use
leisure in a constructive way (5.5)

C

15. Participate in individual leisure
activities with the child (5.6),

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

16. Assist child (enable child) to
independently participate in leisure
activities at home, school, and community
(5.7) 1 2. 3 4 5

17. Provide information on child's
leisure activities from home setting
to involved professionals (6.1)

18. Work with IEP team to evaluate child's
progress in attaining leisure goals
(6.3)

19., Determine progress made towards family
(home) leisure goals and objectives
(6.4)

20.

21.

22.

23.

14.
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1 2 3 4 5

L2 3 4 5

5

5

5

5

5

5

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

2 4 ,1

OWN PRESENT IMPORTANCE
ABILITY/ TO INCLUDE
MOWLEDGE IN FUTURE
IN THIS AREA ACTION PLAN

.,low high / low high

1 2 34 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3.4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

.
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RESPONSIBILITIES/
COMPETENCIES

Role: Special Education Teacher.

Gain knoWledge of what constitutes a
comprehensive leisure education
program (1.2)

2. Demonstrate an understanding of the
implications and barriers which exist
in developing a leisure education
program for handicapped children (1.5)

3. Participate in the development of the '

school's philosophical statement which
will serve as a guide in establishing
a comprehensive leisure education
program (1.7)

4. Identify information which is needed
to begin planning a leisure education
curriculum for the handicapped (2.1)

5. Familiarize self with community as well
as school related recreation programs
(2.2)

6. Determine classroom and student needs
(2.5)

7. Participate as a member of a team in
the development of the curriculum goals
and objectives (3.1)

8. Identify services, activities and
curriculum areas to be used in

. attaining the stated classroom goals
and objectives (3.3)

9. Advocate within school system for
inclusion of leisure education as part
of "basic" curriculum (4.1)

10. Consult and cooperate with community
recreator and parents in developing
comprehensive leisure education
program (4.2)

11. Consult with regular classroom teachers
to promote provision of leisure education
for handicapped students who are
mainstreamed (4.4)

12. Determine material, supply and equipment
needs to implement proposed leisure
education program in classroom (4.7)

150

PERCEIVED
IMPORTANCE
TO IDENTI-

.FIED ROLE

OWN PRESENT IMPORTANCE
ABILITY/ TO INCLUDE
KNOWLEDGE IN FUTURE
IN THIS AREA ACTION PLAN

ViirliWNV- 3
... .

. v

low hi.h low hih low hi.h

12345 12345 12345

1 2 3 4 5 12345 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

12345 123.45 12345

12345 12345 12345

12345 12345 12345

12345 12345 1 2 345

1 2345 12345 12345

12345 12345 12345

12345 12345 12345

12345 12345 1234 5

12345 12345 12345
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Role:

"et

.

RESPONSIBILITIES/ PERCEIVED OWN PRESENT IMPORTANCE
COMPETENCIES IMPORTANCE ABILITY/ TO INCLUDE

TO IDENTI- KNOWLEDGE IN FUTURE
Special Education Teacher (cont'd) FIED ROLE IN THIS AREA ACTION PLAN:

low high low high low high

13. Participate in public information campaign
aimed at acquainting students and parents
about leisure education programs (4.8)

14. Integrate leisure education goals into
IEP for handicapped students (5.1)

15. Communicate with parents and community
recreators to provide more effective
and efficient leisure education ser-
vices for handicapped (5.3)

16. Cooperate with physical education, art,
and music specialists, to promote life-
time activity skills (5.4)

17. Implement a broad-based leisure edu-
cation program including value clari-
fication, skill development and life-
time planning compatible with identified
goals and objectives (5.7)

18. Conduct leisure education activities
which are compatible with students'IEP
(5.8)

19. Evaltiate students' progress and problems
using appropriate methods and forms
as specified by school and cooperating
agencies (6.1.2)

20. Work with other IEP team members to
evaluate student's IEP (6.1.5)

21. Participate in a system for continuous
evaluation from IEP team, cooperative
and subordinate staff, community re-
creators, parents and students (6.2.1)

22. Assist in the evaluation of the compre-
hensive leisure education program for
handicapped children (6.2.5)

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.
240
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1 2

1 2

3 4 5

3 4S

1

1

1 2 3 4 5 1

1 2 3 4 5 1

12 34 5 1

12 34 5 1

1 2 3 4 5 1

1 2 34 5 1

1 2 3 4 5 1

1 2 3 4 5 1

1 2 3 4 5 1

1 2 3 4 5 1

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1

1 2 3 5 1

2 3 4 5 1 23 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 S

2 1 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

23 4 5 12.345

234 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 34 5
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RESPONSIBILITIES/
COMPETENCIES

Rble: Adaptive Physical Education
Specialist

1. Gain knowledge of what constitutes a
comprehensive leisure education program

2. Demonstrate an understanding of the
implications and barriers which exist
in developing a leisure education
program for handicapped students

3. Participate in the development of the
school's philosophical statement which
will serve as a guide in establishing
a comprehensive leisure education
program

4. Familiarize self with community as well
as school related recreation programs

S. Participate as a member of the school
and community teams in the development
of curriculum goals and objectives
for students

6. Advocate within school system for inclusion
of leisure education as part of a
"basic" curriculum

7. Consult and cooperate with special edu-
cation teachers, parents and community
recreators in developing a comprehen-
sive leisure education program

8. Consult with regular classroom teachers
to promote provision of leisure edu-
cation for handicapped students who
are mainstreamed

9. Determine material resources, supplies
and equipment needs to implement pro-
posed leisure education program

10. Integrate and promote physical education
objectives into the IEP that are leisure-
related

11. Provide direct instruction to students
and supportive assistance to both
special education and regular education
teachers

12. Evaluate students progress and problems
using appropriate methods and forms
as specified by school and cooperating
agencies
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PERCEIVED
IMPORTANCE
TO IDENTI-.
FIED ROLE

OWN4RESENT' IMPORTANCE
ABILITY/ TO INCLUDE
KNOWLEDGE 'IN FUTURE
IN1HIS AREA ACTION PLAN

low hi h low hi h low hi h

1 2 345 1 2 3 '4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3. 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 l'2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

12.345 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5



RESPONSIBILITIES/
COMPETENCIES

Role: Adaptive Physical Education
Specialist (cont'd)

13. Participate in a system for continuous
evaluation from IEP team, cooperative
and subordinate staff, parents, com-
munity recreators, parents and students

14. Assist in the evaluation of a comprehen-
sive leisure education program for
handicapped students

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

PERCEIVED
IMPORTANCE
TO IDENTI-
FIED ROLE

OWN PRESENT
ABILITY/
KNOWLEDGE
IN THIS AREA

IMPORTANCE
TO INCLUDE
IN FUTURE
ACTION PLAN

low high low high low high

1 2 3.4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5



:4, RESPONSIBILITIES/ ..
COMPETENCIES

Role: University Professor

PERCEIVED
IMPORTANCE
TO IDENTI-
FIED ROLE

low high

OWN PRESENT IMPORTANCE
ABILITY TO INCLUDE
KNOWLEDGE IN FUTURE
IN THIS AREA ACTION PLAN

low high .low high

1. Develop undergraduate and graduate
training that includes leisure edu-
cation concepts and skills specific
to the. handicapped

2. Gain knowledge of what constitutes
a comprehensive leisure education
program

3. Promote interdisciplinary coordination
among programs within the university
that have implications for leisure
education (ie, special education,'
physical education, recreation, Arts)

4. Promote and participate in curriculum
development and related course instruc-
tion that infuses leisure education
concepts and content into existing
training programs

S. Provide inservice training and related
resources to other staff stressing
the importance and content of training
that incorporates leisure education

6. Conduct experimental and applied research
related to leisure education

7. Assist in identification and devel-
opment of teacher-use and child-use
instructional resources in leisure
education (ie, library, media center)

8. Identify and promote cooperative re-
lationships between the university,
community, schools and parents in order
to provide students with various leisure
education-related training experiences
(ie, practicums, student teaching,
special projects)

9. Identify and procur grant funding in
research and training in support of
leisure education

10. Serve in an advisory capacity to school,
community and parent organizations
and committees in support of leisure
education
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1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 45 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
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1 2 3 4 5:
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1

1

1

1

1

1

2 3, 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
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RESPONSIBILITIES/
COMPETENCIES

Role: University Professor (cont'd)

PERCEIVED
IMPORTANCE
TO IDENTI-
FIED ROLE

11. Identify, provide and/or disseminate
leisure, education resources (personnel
and materials) in order to assist
leisure education program efforts in
the school, community and home settings

12. Advocate for comprehensive and cooperative
school-home-community leisure education
programs

13.

14.

15.

16.

17,
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low high

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4'00

OWN PRESENT
ABILITY
KNOWLEDGE
IN THIS AREA

low high

IMPORTANCE
TO INCLUDE
,IN FUTURE
ACTION PLAN

low high

2 3.4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 S

2 3 4 5 1. 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5



MANUAL EVALUATION

Background & Purpose . Guidelines for the Facilitation

Glossary of Teims
of Training

Modules 1 2 3 4

5 6 7

Matri of Select Curricula

Bibliography

Poor Fair Good Excellent

Not
Applicable

A. Clarity, readability 1 2 3 , 4 5

B. Flow, organization of
content

1 2 3 4 5

C. Accuracy of Information 1 2 3 4 5

D. Importance, relevancy of
Information (ie. to facil-
itators) 1 2 3 4

E. Comprehensiveness, depth 1 2 3 5

P. Applicability, generaliz-
abiiity (ie., to various
communities) ' 1 2 3 4

Strengths Weaknesses



Module Seven
Plan of Action for Facilitating Leisure Education

/ Purpose: This module serves thampurpose of providing the
necessary objectives and strategies by which
individual and team facilitators might develop
a leisure education "plan of action" for future
implementation in their commumfty/state. This
module differs from the others in the manual in
that the strategies do not indicate specific
training methods to use in a workshop setting.
Rather the strategies relate to steps necessary
to develop and carry out the "plan of action"
over a period of time.

C Goal: Leisure education services for the handicapped
will be facilitated through the development,
implementation, and evaluation of a community/
state leisure education plan.

Objective 7.1: The facilitator will initiate
planning to improve leisure education ser-
vices for the handicapped in his/her
respective community/state.

Objective 7.2: The facilitator will assist
participants in 'identifying a common
philosophical base regarding the provision
of leisure education for the handicapped.

Objective 7.3: The facilitator will assist key
individuals to develop a "plan of action"
for increasing leisure education services to
the handicapped in their respective
community/state.



MODULE SEVEN: DEVELOPING.A PLAN OF ACTION

GOAL STATEMENT: Leisure Education services for the handicapped will be facilitated through the
development, implementation and evaluation of a community/state leisure education plan.

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS

Ob'ective 7.1:

The facilitator will
initiate planning to
improve leisure educa-
tion services for the
handicapped in his/her
respective community/
state.

co

Knowledge of key
community facilitators:

a. Special education
teachers

b. Special education
administrators

c. Community recreators

d. Adaptive P.E. speci-
alists

e. State liaison
personnel (ie, S.E.A.,
Human Resources)

f. University personnel

g. Parent advocate

h. Handicapped individuals

Identify leadership
(administrators)
personnel at the local
and state level:

a. interviews
b. phone calls
c. correspondence

Contact professional
organizations (C.E.C.)

Contact parent
organizations (A.R.C.)

Develop a workshop/
seminar meeting

Special education
directories
(state, local)

Local and state
professional
organizations
(listing of
officers)

Parent organiza-
tions

University
personnel
listings
(special ed.,
recreation, P.E.)

Planning Family
Education Work-
Shops: A Guide
for Serving the
Developmentally
Disabled,
Joseph P. Ken-
nedy Jr. Found.



MODULE SEVEN (cont'd)

OBJECTIVES 1 RELATED CONCEPTS . STRATEGIES RESOURCE MATERIALS
. .

Objective 7.2: . Leisure Education as Conduct a needs Questionnaire

The facilitator will
.assist participants

, a relevant educational
goal

assessment (phone
calls, interviews,
survey) to determine

on Leisure Edu-
cation

in identifying a common Leisure and work are points of view regarding Chinn, Winn, Walters.
philosophical base major life areas Leisure Education for the Two-Way Talking with
regarding the provision Handicapped (potential Parents of Special
of,leisure education
for the handicapped

Handicapped have
special needs as

trainee populations,
community professionals,

Children'.
,St. Louis:

related to leisure parents; handicapped
individuals)

CO/ Mosby Co.

I-0
P.L. 94-142 mandates e.

0 "Brainstorming"
vp session at workshop

related to individual
points of view concerning

phone calls,
13

interviews, .

survey
Leisure Education for
the Handicapped.

Development of
written position

.

.
statement regarding

.
.

Leisure Education for
the Handicapped (ie,
needs of handicapped,
parent concerns, potential
problems).

,

.

a

. .

n r -,
4. J b

o t
x., ti

r0 Ilk



MODULE SEVEN (cont'd)

OBJECTIVES RELATED CONCEPTS STRATEGIES.

Objective 7 . 3:

The facilitator will
assist key individuals
to develop a "plan of
action" for increasing
leisure education
services to the
handicapped in their

, respective community/
4'state.

I 1...1
I of
1 0

or 1
4.3

0

Importance of plan-
ning,and evaluating
the "Plan of Action"
for providing direction
and accountability

Evaluation plan
components:

a. Goals'and 810ectives
b. Procedures
c. Evaluation criteria

- child data
- teacher data
- parent data
- data to indicate

formative eval-
uation of program
took place

d. Resources needed
(i.e., materials,
budget)

e. Persons responsible
f. Time line
g. Budget

Review various pro-
cedures for developing
"Plans of Action"

Develop a written "Plan
of Action" for the
community team

Develop a written "Plan
of Action" for
individual team
members

Identify leadership
personnel to coordi-
nate the "Pland of
Action"' (Team and
Individual)

Develop support systems
to assist individual
team members

Develop feedback
procedures for determi-
ning progress (minutes,
recording systems)

Emphasize evaluation to
determine effectiveness
of plan.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

es, Incorporate dissemina-
tion to promote project
impact: newsletters,
conference presentati.op%
workshops, TV, Radio,
papers, etc.

A Systems Model for
Developing A Leisure
Education Pro ram for
Handicapped chip ren
and Youth
Hawkins and Assoc.,Inc.

Preschool Recreation
Enrichment Program
Hawkins and Assoc.,Inc.

Plan of Action Format
(included in manual)

Project SELF
Leisure Education
Facilitator Guide,
I.C.L.D.

Local/State/Parent
Professional News-
letters, Bulletins
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PLAN OF ACTION FORMAT

Team

Individual

Goal

Objectives Procedures Evaluation
Criteria Timeline

0

Person(s)
Responsible Resources
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Bibliography
Modules 1 2 3 4

5 6 7
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Not
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B. Flow, organization of
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MATRIX OF SELECT CURRICULA RESOURCES

Title
Popular Name

Author
.

Brief Description

.

Type of
. Materials.

.

'

.

s Diitribution ' Notes

.

.

AvoCational A basic text on leisure
counseling providing
the essentials for
understanding the prac-
tice of th,A.service.

.

;

Narrativev
format for
teachers,
counselors &
leisure
specialists.
Includes tax-
onomy of
leisure acti-
vities and
case study
examples.

Hawkins & Associates,
Inc., Publishers
804 D Stredt, N. E.
Washington, D. C. 20002

0Counseling
Manua : A
Complete Guide
to Leisure
Guidance.
Roert P. Overs,
Sharon Taylor,
Catherine Adkins
1977

Fes.,1-,

Camping 'and
.

This develops the
essential background &
probes the issues &
values of camping for
the handicapped.-

. /

An extensive
bibliography
accompanies
the narrative
background &
issues

4

Hawkins & Associates,
Inc., Publishers
804 D Street, N. E.
Washington, D.C. 20002

.

Environmental
Education for
Handicapped
Children and
Youth
Dennis Vinton,
Donald Hawkins,
Barbara Panzer,
Elizabeth Panzer,
Elizabeth Farley
1978

Common-Unity in This proposes a project on
common-unity, a concept
& process by which to
deliver leisure ser-

Series of
short anti-
cies, each of
which dis-
cusses a
current issue

Center of Leisure
Studies
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403

.

.

270
.

,

the Community. Pi.

Forward-Looking
Program of Recre-
ation and Leisure vices to handicapped
Services for the youth through community

education.Hand/caned
Effie Fairchild &
Larry Neal; 1975

269



Title
Popular Name

,Auttlor

22MEREitt
LiiiI7d.4Services

Individuals
.NEWF-X7WItt.
197911

0

MATRIX OF SELECT CURRICULA RESOURCES

Brief Description Type of
Materials

An effective guide on
planning & developing
community leisure
services for, the
disabled.

Consultation:
Enhancing

wLeiiaii-Service

Children fi Youth
Judith Goldstein
(Ed.), 1977

The contributing
authors discuss some
theoretical and some
practical concepts &
strategies addressing
persons of the leisure
service work force who
provide consultative
services. The concepts
are supported by
resources found in the
appendices.

Narrative
format for
recreators,
teachers &
administra-
tors.

111111

Distribution

Hawkins and Associates,
Inc., Publishers
804 D Street, N. E.
Washington, D. C. 20002

O

Notes

Series of
papers, nar-
rative style
in support o
theories in
consultation
in leisure
education
programming
contained in
2 volumes.

National Park and
Recreation Association
1601 N. Kent Street
Arlington, Va. 22209

A Data-Based
drigliTiCarai
ZErkoderately
and Severeiy
Handicapped
Fredericks H'
et.al) 1975

271'

This material describes
a.diagnoetic/prescrip-
tive model for the
education of moderately
& severely handicapped
children. A wide range
of content is covered
such as Placement
Testing, Student's
Progress, Support
Services; etc.

Narrative'
style is
accompanied
with sample
forms,charts
etc.

Edmark Associates
13249 Northrup Way
Bellevue, Washington

98005

tri
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,MATRIX OP SELECT CURRICULA RESOURCES

Title
. opular Name

Author
Brief Description T of

Maypeialster Distribution Notes

Developmental A manual to assist in
identifying specific
developmental motor
problems in children

to establish a
success-assured learn-
ing environment.

o
This is an art-based
approach to learning
that meets children's
physical, psychological,
& emotional needs,on
many levels.

Checklists of
objectives &
assessment
tools are
presented.

Contains 140
programmed
slides, 7
cassette
tapes,
Teacher's
Manual & 100
rating scales

Hawkins & Associates,
Inc., Publishers
804 D Street, N. E.
Washington, D.C. 20002

Dr. Sondra B. Gair
5134 Wissioming Road
Washington, D. C. 20016

,

Phivaiii7Aati-
vity: An Indi-
vidual____,_sch
Jeanne
Ackerman, 1978

The GMVR Program
.11t912tlat,

vExpress e Lea

wing Through Art44
Sondra Gair, PhD
1976
(Gair Method of
Visual Remedia-
tion) 1976

Inventory of A comprehensive ciarric-
ulum & evaluation guide
for preparing mentally
handicapped adults for
employment & semi-
independent living in
the community.

Compilation
of individua-
lized train-
ing programs
using task
analyses.

Portland Habilitation
Center Publications,
3829 S.E. 74th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97206

4

274

habilitatfon
Programs for
Mentally Handi-
capped Adults
S. Thiel, 1975

27



MATRIX OF SELECT CURRICULA RESOURCES

Title
Popular Name t.

Author
Brief Description

Type of
Materials

.

Distribution Notes

Leisure Counsel- A practical how-to-do-
it foundation for
leisure counseling of
developmentally dis-
abled individuals.

A systems ac-
countability
approach pro-
vides the
structure of
the materials
Specific ob-
jectives are
delineated &
session con-
tent is
discussed.

Hawkins & Associates,
Inc., Publishers
804 n Street, N. E.
Washington, D.C. 20002

ing frogram
Materials for the
Developmentally
Disables
raWHWEE-F.
Joswiak, 1979

co
itb

Leisure Education This document presents
a comprehensive curric-
ulum in leisure educa-

n for students in
grades K-12.
Curriculum strategies
are also available in
the teacher's manual.

Curriculum is
presented in
small 3 ring
binder for
easy manipu-
lation. Cards
with each
lesson can be
easily uti-
lized in this
format.

National Recreation and
Park Association
1601 N. Kent Street

.

Arlington, Va. 22209

Advancement Pro-
ject: Curriculum
K-12 an Teachers
Curriculum
Manua
DD. Seyen,
R. Lancaster,
L. Odum (Eds..)
1977

Leisure Education This material, from the The manual
contains the
program design
assessment &
evaluation
forms as well
as discussion
of the program
elements.

Florida Association of
Rehabilitation Facilities,
Inc.
325 John Knox Road
Suite L-5000
Tallahassee, Fla. 32303 2r0

An Individualized Leisure Education Demon-
stration Project pro-
vides a comprehensive
& accountable leisure
delivery system for
developmentally disabled
adolescents & adults in
community settings.

Approach for the
Developmentally
Disabled
Nancy Francois,
Ann Kaemfer

2 75



MATRIX OF SELECT CURRICULA RESOURCES

Title
Popular Name

Author
'Brief Description

Type of
Materials

Distribution Notes

Lets Play To
Grow
Joseph P. Kennedy
Jr. Foundation
1980

co

This material provides
information & play
activities for moder-
ately & severly handi-
capped developmentally
disabled children.

Information
for each
activity is
in a separate
manual (i.e.
Walter Play,
Arts & Crafts
12 manuals
completes the
set.

Joseph P. Kennedy Jr.
Foundation
1701 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Manual for Ther-
apeutic Group
Activities for
Leisure
Education
Jody Witt,
Marilyn Campbell,
Peter Witt, 1979

This offers conceptual
guidelines for working
with groups & leisure
time. Serves as resource
for teachers & coun-
selors.

Provides
extensive
section of
activities &
how to accom-
plish them.

Hawkins & Associates,
Inc., Publishers
804 D Street, N. E.
Washington, D.C. 20002

Museums and
Handicapped
Student

or
EITEEE5Fi
977

2 7

This booklet offers a
summary of research
conducted on programs
& accessibility of
museums for the handi-
capped.
Guidelines for program
implementation are also
offered.

Narrative
format

Inquiries sent to:
Coordinator, Programs
for the Handicapped
National Air & Space
Museum

Smithsonian Institution
Washington, D.C. 20560

(free)

2 7



MATRIX OF SELECT CURRICULA RESOURCES

Title
Popular Name

Author
Brief Description

Type of
Materials.

Distribution Notes

Planning and
Implement ng
Career Education
for the Special
Student: With
ecial

on t e Leisure
Occupations
1976

This booklet provides
knowledge & skills for
developing career edu-
cation programs for
special students K-12,
with emphasis on
leisure occupations.

Narrative
format inclu-
sive of
objectives,
explanatoky
charts, and
resource
section.

Hawkins & Associates,
Inc., Publishers
804 P Street, N.E.
.Washington, D.C. 20002

coo The Preschool
---ftecreatfon---

Enrichment
Program PREP)
in flumes
Karen Littman,
Lin Leslie

Volume I: PREP
Im lementation
Resource wide

Volume II: PREP
Manual

Volume III:
Trainers Hand-
book
1979

273

Materials on preschool
recreation- for the
handicapped

Step-by-step procedures
for conducting the
program.

Addresses motor & asso-
ciative learning needs,
games, activities, rein-
forcement language
activities & equipment

A competency-based
trainers handbook which
includes strategies &
methods of training.

Narrative
style with
pictures,
checklists,
assessments,
etc.

Hawkins & Associates,
Inc., Publishers
804 P Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002

280



MATRIX OF SELECT.CURRICULA RESOURCES

,

Title
Popular Name

Author
Brief Description

.

,

Type of
. Materials

Distribution

.

Notes

.

- )

Project Explore Combining teaching con-
cepts and strategies in
outdoor recreation an4
education. It includes:
nature study, camping
and self-maintenance,
safety and survivaliarts
& crafts, sports, games,
& physical equipment;

,

,Information
is on 460
5x8 instruc-
tional cards
with an
accompanying
manual

Hawkins & Associates,
Inc., Publishers
804 D Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002

L

.

0

.

.

.

Steve A. Brannan
1979

t-.Proifct SELF This document provides
the facilitator of
leisure education with
information on assess-
ment, individualized
program planning & cur-
riculum content in 8
major areas of leisure
education (game, sports,
hobbies, cultural).

Narrative
chapters are
accompanied
by 85 instruc-
'tional units;
a comprehen-
sive leisure
curriculum &
taxonomy of
content is
included.

Hawkins & Associates,
Inc., Publishers
804 D Street, N. E.
Washington, D. C. 20002

, I

,

,

.

op Guide
..1

Institute for
Career and
Leisure Develop-
ment, 1980

Project SELF A guide which gives the
the informa-

tion on rationale &
trends in leisure educa-
tion. Also provides the
how-to for delivering
leisure education
services for the handi-
capped.

Narrative
chapter for
teachers,
administra-
tors or
recreation
personnel

Hawkins & Associates,
Inc., Publishers
804 D Street, N. E.
Washington, D. C. 20002

)

. Q
4., U L.

,.

.

Facilitator Guidqacilitator
Institute for
Carew. and
Leisure Develop-
ment, 1980

281
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MATRIX OF SELECT CURRICULA RESOURCES

'Title
Popular Name

Author
Brief Description

f
Thie manual provides the
fund` Rentals of how to
coach & train Special
Olympians in the areas
of fitness, track &
field, volleyball, and
swimming.
Specific skills and
teaching strategies are
covered.

Type of
Materials

Designed for
the coach &
P.E. instruc-
tor, the
manual pre-
sents skillsk
lists)and '

diagrams on
proper way to
attain skills

Distribution

Published jointly by:
Ame,:ican Alliance for
Health, Physical
Education, Recreation
and Dance
1201 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

and

The Joseph P. Kennedy
Jr. Foundation
1701 K Street, N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Notes

-

.

Special Olympics
Instructional
Manual
mum Stein
(consultant)
1978

coi-.

co

The Sports SkilleThese manuals provide Curriculum
organized
according to
objectives,
specific
sequenced
skills and
assessrAnt
items.

Special Olympics Inc.
1701 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

.

..........._

Instructional. curriculum for handi-
capped students in the

of
Olympic Sport
Leisure Time Sports

Assessment and Teaching
Strategies are provided
in task analyses &
developmental sequence.

Proram 4,-0/

Peter Wheeler 'areas
(Ed.)

1980

A Swimming Pro- This document provides
information on how to
organize & conduct
swimming programs for
the handicapped.
Specific handicapping
conditions are discussed.

Narrative
format is
accompanied
by charts of
skills & dia-
grams of
appropriate
teaching
materials.

Association Press
291 Broadway
New York, New York 10007

,

84

gram for the
Handicapped
Grace Reynolds
(from YMCA Swim-
ming and Diving
Series) 1973

2 8 3



MATRIX OF SELECT CURRICULA RESOURCES

Title
Popular Name

Author
Brief Description Typ e of

. Materials Distribution Notes

Alystems Model A comprehensive workbook
providing information &
data for developing &
implementing a leisure
education program for
handicapped children.

Narrative
style is
complemented
with charts,
models,
checklists,
& resource
section.

Hawkins & Associates,
Inc., Publishers
804 D Street, N. E.
Washington, D.C. 20002

For Developing
a Leisure Educa-
tion Program for
the Handicayped
Leisure Informa-
tion Services
1977

Teaching the This curriculum guide &
teaching text was devel-
oped for those persons
serving the moderately
to severely handicapped
population

Behavior,Self-Care &
Motor Skills

Communication, Sociali-
zation, Safety, Leisure
time Skills

Functional Academics fo
ildly & Moderately

Handicapped.

0

Contains:
. Teaching
objectives
& strate-
gies

. Material &
equipment
lists

. Diagnostic
checklists

University Park Press
Chamber of Commerce
Building

Baltimore, Md. 21202
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Moderately and
HSevere y Handi-
co
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M. Bender,
Peter Valletuti
R. Bender
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Volume III
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MATRIX OF SELECT CURRICULA RESOURCES

Title
Popular Name

Author
Brief Description Type of

Materials Distribution Notes

Toward Competency A state adopted instruc-The
tional guide for EMR
children & youth.
Covers six, major cur-.
riculum areas to
assist specialeduca
tion teachers to
develop individualized
program.

curricu-
lum format
includes
objectives,
performance
-criteria,
hierarchial
list of skills
Teacher and
student)

Special Education
Department

P.O. Box 751
Portland State University
Portland, Ore. 97207

A Guldefor Inch.-
vidualized
Instruct on
Spec al Educatic
Section

Oregon State
Department of
Education,

.1974
-.....

Transportation This manual serves the
professional in assess-
ing needs in context of
degree of disability &
current state of the
in transportation for
the handicapped.

Systems
charts accom-
pany narra-
tive format.

Hawkins & Associates,
Inc., Publishers
804 D Street, N.E.
Washington, D. C. 20002

°Counseling for
Handicapped
Individuals,
rtliFaiTFOr
Rehabilitation
Professionals
Stan ey
Labanowich
1979

What Is Leisure This document contains
information on the

Written in
narrative
style -
Question &
Answer format

.

Hawkins & Associates,
Inc., Publishers
804 D Street, N. E.
Washington, D. C. 20002

. 2- 8 3

Education for the
Handicaped: A primary roles of the

facilitators who pro-
vide leisure education
services for handi-
capped children.

Primer
Steve Brannan
Karen Chinn
Peter Verhoven
1980



MATRIX OF SELECT CURRICULA RESOURCES

Title
Popular Name

Author
Brief Description

Type of
Materials

Distribution Notes

Writing The Arts
Into The IEP
UENTOrarr
1976

A manual was developed
for administrators,
teachers, specialists,
parents or anyone
involved with develop-
ing /EP's for children
in compliance with P.L
94-r42

Slide-tape
presentation
contains 80
programmed
slides.

Dr. Sondra B. Gair
5134.Wissioming Road
Washington, D.C. 20016
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MANUAL EVALUATION

Background 6 Purpose Guidelines for the Facilitation
of Training

Glossary of Terms
Matrix'of Select Curricula

Modules 1 2 3 4

5 6 7 Bibliography

Poor. Five: Good Excellent

Not
Applicable

A. Clarity,, readability 1 2 3 4 5

B. Flow, organization of
content

1
.
. 3 4 ' 5

C. Accuracy of Information 1 2 3 ,4 5

D., Importance, relevancy of 4

Information (ie.-to facil-
itators) 1 2 3 4

E. Comprehensiveness, depth 1 2 ,\ 3 4 5

F. Applicability, generaliz-
ability (ie., to various
communities) 1 2 3 4 5

Strengths Weaknesses.
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